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PROCEEDINGS
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN- On the record. The hearing will

3 reconvene.

7

9

Ladies and gentlemen, I believe it was yesterday,

although't seems longer than that, that counsel discussed

among themselves and agreed upon a possible schedule for
filing proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law,

and an accompanying brief, if you want.

The time schedule set. out in Section 2.754 provides

10,. for the applicant to file its proposed findings and conclu-

11 sions 20 days after: the record is closed. All the other

12 'parties have 30 days, and the staff 40 days. Then the

13; applicant has 10 additional days in which to respond.

Have you, gentlemen, agreed upon another schedule

15

17

16

19

20

21

23

24

that is reasonable. We are prepared to accommodate you.

Let me ask Mr. Olmstead. Has there been a discus-

sion'f the subject?

MR. OLMSTEAD: There has been a discussion, but

there is no decision yet, as I understand it.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: What appears to be the problem?

MR. OLMSTEAD: There appear to be conflicting
cases.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: The easiest thing, then —I
appreciate counsel are in a time bind, we think that it would

be easiest to inquire as to the problem, and whether you thin

AL~EB8ON RK~QRPNQ CciVlPANY. lNC
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there is any hope for a peaceful resolution by noon?

MR. OLMSTEAD: I think I would wait.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Norton.
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MR. NORTON: We would like to stick to the schedule

that is prescribed, under the regulation, which would mean

that the burden would fall on us. Our findings are due in
20 days, which puts us in the week of November 10th, when as

this Board knows we will be in another set of hearings, but

that is our burden. It does not put any burden on any of the

other parties, and we are willing to!.live with that burden.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: You are willing.to live with it,
that is true, but, I think Mr. Brown wants to be heard, from.

MR. BROWN: I want. to hear the rest of what Mr.

Norton has to say. I might find it perfectly acceptable.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Do you have anything more to say

than that?

!
QT

!
Pe

17

1Q

)

19;
I

20
'1

MR.'ORTON: That would put ours due —this may, ~

be off by a day or two, but this would put ours due some

place around Friday, November 14th. Then,* the intervenors '

would be due somewhere around the 24th of November, which is
a Monday, and the staff's would be due. 10 days later, I

?2

23.

24

don't see any reason why any of us cannot meet that.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Let me put it this way. You

may not. Let me ask Mr. Brown.

25 MR. BROWN: The reality is that we would not get an

At ~FRSQN RK~ORi.NQ C MPANY. tNC-
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opportunity to work seriously on this until after the 14th,

which would give us a week. I would like to extent-a bit,
but I would not like to extend it a great. deal. I think that

4 we can stick to a pretty tight schedule, too.

The 24th is actually Thanksgiving, or pretty close

to that.
T

8

9

10

12

13
'g

i

i

15.:

16
i

17

1$
i

19:

20

21

24

25

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: That is his problem, sir.
MR.. NORTON: The 27th is Thanksgiving.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: If he is finished before

Thanksgiving, will you need some extra time? Tell me what

you need,sir.

MR. BROWN: My inclination would be to have a date

to file in December, perhaps on the order of around the 10th

of December.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Fleischaker.

MR. PLEISCHAKER: I can live with any schedule.

I do not have the conflict that Mr. Brown and Mr. Norton

have.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Olmstead.

MR. OLiMTEAD: I think that the discussion is
essentially when the State could be done. We would want the

traditional 10 days following whenever the'ast brief is
due

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: That is understood.

Mr. Norton, and Mr. Brown, I understand why Mr.
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1 Norton wishes to stick with the schedule, and I can appre-

2 ciate the legitimate reasons Mr. Brown will have if we do

3 so. I also recognize that two-thirds of this Board will be
' engaged in other things, and will not -be able to read the

j
8.

9

10 .

'ocuments when they are filed.
Is there no possibility of you two gentlemen

agreeing before I say something that neither one of you will
like.

MR. BROWN: I am sure that we will agree, if we

are given a moment.

El MR. NORTON: Excuse me. The problem is that the

12 only person who is affected really by the next hearing is
13 i us ~

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: I am talking about whether or
15 'ot you and Mr. Brown can agree upon a reasonable time; Is

Mr. Brown's date acceptable to you, that is all.
17

'$

19,

MR NORTON: No.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Gentlemen, Mr. Brown, Mr. Norton

the Board will take "Mr. Norton at his word, and we will
20 'xpect the findings and conclusions, and the proposed brief,
21 if you wish to submit one, 20 days after the record closes.

?2

23

24

Mr. Brown, the BoarcL, too, has other business, and

has problems that are going to take its time. We can give

you until December 1st to file yours, and that, of course,

25 will'also extend the same privilege to Mr. Fleischaker, I

ALQKRSQN RE<CRT'.NQ ccMPANY. lNC
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believe., The staff may have until December, 11th; Then,
the'pplicantis entitled to 10 days thereafter to rebut.

MR. NORTON: Excuse me. In this particular case,

as you know the mail problems we have had; I forget how

7

8

9

10

we worked this out in the lower board, but you are talking
usual+ about a large package that takes three, four or five
days. to get to'-people in the mail. So when you come to those

10-day periods, you„have lost five or six.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Do,you think that 'counsel will

be able to agree among themselves how we can work this out.

You have done it before, I understand.

MR NORTON: There are two ways to do it. You can

13. ',

I

send it registered, mail, return receipt, and have the days

count upon receipt of the document, that usually makes the

15 i

16

'ost. sense, as opposed, to when somebody s~cks it in the

mailbox

17: DR. BUCK: There are other modes of transportation,
'I g

I

19 '.

20

'ther than- the U.S. mail, that. can be used.

MR. NORTON: Yes.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Federal Express can be used, Dr.

21 Buck.

MR.. NORTON: Yes.

DR., BUCK: I was just wondering, wouldn't that be

quicker?

MR. NORTON: Yes, it is a lot quicker, and then
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there is a receipt of when it was received also.
DR. BUCK: Would you object to that, Mr. Fleischaker
MR. FLEISCHAKER: No, sir, we can accommodate

Pt
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16

17 '

19.:

20
'1

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN Then the understanding, Mr.

Brown, is that, all filings will be'ade via the Federal

Express facilities with respect to the propsed. findings and

conclusions. The staff can deliver it by hand to the Board
II

by walking across the street.
Mr. Brown,, obviously, you 'don't have to send it

to us, but send it to the staff by Federal Express. For the

people out of town, we would appreciate you doing it that
way ~

Let me just add one further point. While I am

sure it is not necessary to remind you individuals of it,
for our purposes, the proposed findings and conclusions are

as good as the. record references which support them. I
please request that if you make a proposed finding that you

give us the page or the reference that you believe supports

it. Because this is going to be a large record, and if we

overlook something that you have not cited, I don't think
you can fairly blame us, but we are interested in knowing

your reasons and probing them, and if you don'0 give us the

record or e-xhibit reference, we are going to have difficulty
following through.
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That record should be settled in the record, and

it should not be necessary for me to issue a formal order

on it.
The next question was whether you gentlemen were

able to agree with respect to Joint Intervenors'xhibit
R-7, R-8, R-9, R-17 and R-18 as to the material which is .

really pertinent to San. Onofre, or which really deals with

the question that was addressed here by the modeling of the

Imperial Valley Earthquake and Diablo Canyon.

Mr Olmstead; was some agreement reached?

MR. OLMSTEAD: Yes, Mr. Chairman, last night our

expert personnel went through all of those materials. They

have indicated in blue those items that they feel should

be removed.

Mr. Hubbard of the Joint Intervenors has that. He

is going to look over it at, noon. The parties indicate that

17 'hatever he agrees to will be satisfactory to them.

Vl

cd

lg
I

19 .

20
'1

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: That is all right with you, Mr.

Fleischaker?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: That is right.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: We will take that up after

lunch, then. Please remind me, Mr. Olmstead.

23

24

25

MR. OLMSTEAD: Yes, sir.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Fleischaker, I believe you

suggested that our ruling excluding certain portions of Dr.

ALQFBsoiX RK>QRT!NC CciVIPAiXY. cNC
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Brune's testimony was over-broad, and that you wished to ask

2 us to reconsider. I suggested that instead you see if there

3 could not be some agreement as to whether we had been over-
' broad, and then we would be able to take that.

Has there been some agreement, Mr.
Fleischaker?'R.

FLEISCHAKER: There has been, I understand,
ee
CZ
cv

cv
C

cv"

7

8.

9

10,

some agreement with respect to part of the testimony which

we believe should be readmitted. There is still a disagree-

ment with respect to another part.
Let me give you the part upon which there is

11 agreement, and then I can present my argument with respect to
12 the second part.
13 r CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Please go ahead, Mr.

C7

I

15
'6

Fleischaker.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Thank you.

Starting at page 615--
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: That would be on the 22nd of

1$
I

19,

20

'ctober?
MR. FLEISCHAKER: Yes, that is correct.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Tell us the part that all

21 counsel have agreed was perhaps over-broad on our part.
MR. FLEISCHAKER: Thank you.

'~+r-.
rP

23

24

25 14.

On page 615, starting at line 14—
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN:- On page 615, starting with line

ALQERSQN RK>QRT'.NG COMPANY. INC
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8.

9

MR. FLEISCHAKER:
Yes.'CHAIRMAN

SALZMAN: One moment.

Go ahead.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Are we ready?

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Yes, sir.
MR. FLEISCHAKER: First of all, let me make one

correction to the transcript in the portion which has been

agreed to be admitted.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: This correction has been agreed

upon?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: I did not talk to Mr. Norton

12 about the correction.

13 j CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Ne are not taking any correction
~4 'o the transcript now. Just go ahead.

16

i

19;

20

21

24

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Starting on line 14, toward the

end of the line, the sentence begins "At the present," and

continues through the end of line 24. All counsel have

agreed that that portion of Dr. Brune's testimony should be

readmitted into evidence.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Let me read it.
DR. BUCK: Is the word "grave" all right there. Is

that the word you want? .

MR. FLEISCHAKER: That was the correction that I
was going to suggest. The correction to the transcript

25 consists of two words. It should be —The words "creep

slip" should be substituted for the words "grave slips."
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7

8,

9

10

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: In the absence of any objection,
we will make the substitution, and the Board will readmit

that testimony.

The reporter will please note for the record that
beginning on line 14, page 615, with the words "at the

present," through the end of line 24 on that page, the

material has been, readmitted.
'R. FLEISCHAKER: The second portion as to which

there is disagreement, let me indicate that, and then present

my argument..

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Let me ask you which is the

second portion which you would like to have readmitted so

that we can see it.

15
'6

17

19,

20

'R. FLEISCHAKER: On page 616, beginning at line
18, beginning with the sentence that starts with the word

",Plus," and extends to the bottom of line 23.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Just the last paragraph on

„page 616.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: That is correct:.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Give us a, minute to read it,
21 please.

Would you go ahead and make your argument:, sir,
23

24

but make it concisely.

MR. FLEISCHA'KER: Okay. The basis for Mr. Norton'

motion to strike as stated at pages 889, line 3 through 12,
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there he states: "I started to, yes. The basis is that
Dr. Brune has now stated to the. Board that he had a different
intention than stated at pages 614 through 617. But more

importantly, he definitely relies on the exhibits here. He

ice

cic
I

ice

chic

cv

cv

C'

8

9

10

is only talking about the exhibits. He talks about the

plotting and which fit the curve the best, etc., etc, as

I am sure you will agree, having read it. The testimony is,
therefore, based on hearsay. Zt is based solely on those

exhibits, and we will that they be struck."
The exhibits to which Mr. NOrton refers are the

plots of the correlations of Drs. Seed, Blume, and Trifunac

for peak ground acceleration with some measure of distance

Ol

J~

CO

&

C'

13 '

14'5,

16

17

1Q

I

19

20

21

23

24

25

to the earthquake or the energy center. The ZV-79 data

plotted to some point wi;thin Dr. Brune's 10-kilometer ban

representing his determination of the center of energy

concentration.

Those exhibits are marked Joint Zntervenozs'-13,
14, and 15. The Board admitted into evidence Joint Znter-

venors'xhibit R-12, which is the Trifunac figure I.l in
his pzefiled testimony, modified to display the 10-kilometer

ban determined by Dr. Brune to be the area in which at least
one half of the energy was released.

The Board's apparent for ruling that Joint
Zntervenors'xhibits R-13, 14 and 15 are set forth—

DR. JOHNSON: Wait. a minute, I have got to

AL~ERSCN R~-OKi.NQ CCMPANY. lNC
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interrupt you, Mr. Fleischaker. From what you have just
read, it sounded like the Board allowed Intervenors'-12
in because we felt that that area represented the region

4 where half the energy was released. The Board surely did

oi

cv

7

9

10

12

13 I

14:

15,

16

17

1C3

i

19

20

not allow. that exhibit because we felt that that was neces-

sarily the case.

Maybe it was just my misunderstanding of your

argument there, but the way it sounded to me is that the

half of the energy being released there was part of the

reason why we let. that in. Of 'course, we have not reached

any conclusion on that, and surely that was not part of our

reason.

MR. FLEISCHAKER:
>

I am not suggesting that the

Board made any finding with respect to that. What I am

try'ing to establish is that there is adequate predicat.e in

the testimony that has been admitted into evidence, and that

predicate consists first of Dr. Brune's testimony describing

the rupture mechanism solution that he determined with a

graduate student over the course of the last few months.

Secondly, let me point you precisely to some

C't

1

23

24

testimony which is relevant.

DR. JOHNSON: All I want from you is an indication
i

that that is not your belief, that we had agreed to let that

exhibit in because it illustrated that half the energy

release was at that area.
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MR. FLEISCHAKER: No, sir, the Board has made no

finding on that. I am not suggesting that.
DR. JOHNSON: From what. you said, it sounded that

way. As long as my interpretation of what you said is wrong,
E

and that you did not, intend that, just go ahead.

7

8,

9

10

MR. FLEISCHAKER: No, sir,, I am not suggesting that
The legal question here is whether there is adequate predi-
cate in the t:estimony to support: the admission of that:

st:atement. I am making no representation to the Board

concerning your findings.
DR. JOHNSON: Thank you.

13;

15

17

I
)

19;

20
'1

23

24

MR. FLEISCHAKER: The predicate for the admission

of that testimony, or the readmission of that testimony

consists of Dr. Brune's description of the rupture mechanism

study which he has conducted. Let me point you precisely to

the page which I think is significant here. Let me find it
in the transcript.

This is page 854, Dr. Brune responding to questions

by members of the Board. At page 854, line 2, Dr. Brune

states: "So I am willing to say that at the present time

our best: solution is, as I have said before, about one half
of the energy, or at least one half of the energy, is
released in this concentrated zone, and distribution we have

taken to now is 10 kilometers long. So it: is not a point
souice." That 10-kilometer zone is represented. on Joint

A~~ERBQN RK~QRT'.NQ cciVIPANY. (Nc,
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.Intervenor's Exhibit R-12, and its correlation to or
orientation to Bond's Station is also represented.

v1

Pt'ic
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Therefore, there is an adequate predicate for the

admission of this testimony. The relevance that this Board

wishes to attribute to it is another matter. Excuse me,

the weight. that, the Board wishes to attach to it is another

matter, but it is reliable and it is relevant, and it has

adequate predicate in both the sworn testimony that has

been admitted.
Q 10 CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Fleischaker, would you

12

direct me again to the page where the Board made its ruling?
MR FLEISCHAKER: The page?

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: The ruling granting the motion

I

15

16

to s trike.
MR. FLEISCHAKER: I believe that it is 891.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: I have it, Mr. Fleischaker, and

C
Pt

i

17

7g
I

19;

20
'1

it is indeed 891.

I would like to hear —One moment, Mr. Norton.''~
(The Board conferred. )

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Norton, I believe you had

an objection.
MR. NORTON: Yes.

Very frankly, looking at the language, it is very

clear to me that that conclusion, and he says "Plus I would

conclude," is based on the series of exhibits that were

/Vi KRSQN PK~QRc.Nv CCMPAi4'Y. liNC
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not received in evidence.

The whole problem with those exhibits was that they

were measured from some point that the witness cou3.d not tell
us where it was. The cartoon prepared by Dr. Trifunac —I
don't mean that to be sarcastic. Z.believe that is the term

of art used for that sort of a sketch —and the square, or

7

8

9

10,

the- shaded area added to it: by Dr. Brune, the record is very

complete that this is just an approximation. He could not

give any dimensions of that. He cannot tell us where it is.
In fact, you read right where Mr. Fleischaker left off, where

13
I

15:

17:

16

20

2!

".2

23

24

25

19;

Dr. Johnson had some questions.. He could not tell us where

the center was.

He could tell us that it was approximately 10

kilometers long, but where it started, or where it ended, or

anything else,,he could not te13 us. So that cartoon does

not represent a point source very clear3.y.

The conclusion that. is stated on 616 is based on

t.hose exhibits that were not received in evidence because

that is what changed all the curves. and everything.

I cannot, see anything different with that paragraph

and the rest of the test:imony. In fact, it is that sort of
conclusioa that we were objecting to, precisely that: sort

of conclusion based on data that was not cross-examined on.

DR. BUCK: Mr. Norton, if you will read page 613,

and over to the top of 614, which israt st:ricken, my
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1 understanding of this, if you strike the rest of the testi-
2 mony, then, the paragraph at the bottom of page 616, with
3 or without'he plus, would have to basically follow 'the

' things that are said on page 613 and the top of 614.

no
C

na

eo

C

7

8

9

10

13

'age
613 has a conclusion, starting at line 15,

saying: "The main conclusions." You presumably could read

the last paragraph, in addition to that. I don't know.

MR. NORTON: But it is obvious to me that the

conclusion on page 616, if you read this in context, comes

from those exhibits that were not allowed in evidence.

DR. BUCK: If this is stricken, you would have to
read it back in those other conclusions. That is the point
that I am trying to make.

MR. NORTON: Yes .

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Maybe I have not followed this,

VI

L»

foal

C

I

+iPi

16=

'7'

1g
I

19 ...

20
'1

'7g

but doesn't -that conclusion seem to follow from page 613?

At that point, Dr. Brune is discussing Dr. Trifunac's
curves. on R-12, but he does say, "Plus."

The next to the last paragraph, beginning with the

answer—
MR. NORTON: I have a problem. The transcriipt

I am looking at does not indicate in any way what was

stricken and what wasn'. The transcript--
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN- It was stricken starting at

25 line 9 on page 614.
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MR. FLEISCHAEER: May I be heard on that, Mr.

Chairman? ~

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: I am asking Mr. Norton, Mr.
~

'leischaker.You have had your opportunity, sir.
PT
cv

I

Ml

cv

chic

rv

cic

CJ

c

CS

CO

7

8.

10

12

13,'R.

NORTON: . These were, if you will recall, a

series of four exhibits, 12; 13, 14 and 15. They started
out with the cartoon, and then had the rearrangement of all
the data.

The cross-examination started on the cartoon, and

that is when we got into the fact that he did not. know

where these data points were measured from. We moved to
strike the last three. We did not move to strike Dr.

Trifunac's because it was Dr. Trifunac's exhibit, and it

cci

A

Q7

l

15:

17;

16

1Q

19;

20,'1

only had a shaded area on it, and the testimony was very

clear that that was not intended to represent a specific
spot. So I did not see any point in striking this.

DR. JOHNSON: Mr. Norton, my problem is personally

that if I just look at the magnitude table of ground motion

associated with the Imperial Valley 1979 Earthquake, I don'

have to look at any of those exhibits. I think you could

draw the same conclusion totally independent of any of those

exhibits, and that is that the strongest ground motion is

24

25

at Bond's Corner.

Your witness suggested that: this may be too

conservative. Dr. Brune may:;say that it is the one to use.
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1 But I don't see how the conclusion expressed on the bottom

Z of 616 in any way relates to the exhibits that were not

allowed in evidence.

All he is stating is that the strongest motion is

5

6-

7

8

9

10

at Bond's Corner, and that is the one you should use for
distances. closer to the fault. Look at the last line in
that, paragraph, he is not saying, distances closer to the

center of energy release.

MR. NORTON: I disagree with you. I think that
this is clearly what he is saying, "and energy release at

the closest place on the fault." That is tied in to where

he places the energy releases. Yet, we don't know, we

13 i

I

15
,'6

17
'g

19

can't find out, we can't cross-examine on that. Maybe it
is much closer to the north. Maybe there is station closer

than Bond's Corner. If you move it 10 kilometers to the

north from wherever it may be now, it may change that
result. That is precisely my point.

I think the last line states exactly what I am

saying. He is not measuring normal distance to the fault.

20 'R. JOHNSON: The exhibit that shcws the. area generally

21 of energy release is the one that was allowed. It was not

23

24

objected to, or at least we allowed it., and that is Joint
Intervenors 'xhibit R-12.

MR. NORTON: The testimony there is very clear

25 that he does not mean to represent on that where it is. You
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1 can't tell that from that diagram.

DR. JOHNSON: My opinion is not changed, sir.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Ladies and gentlemen, the Board

'4 denies the motion to readmit the evidence that had been

7

10

12

13.:

15
'6

'7

'tricken

essentially for the reasons given by Mr. Norton.
Let's proceed.

MR. NORTON: I believe everybody should bring out
Dr. Luco's -testimony I believe that is where we are.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Who was questioning Dr. Luco

when we were last here?

MR. NORTON. I was.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Norton, please.

Whereupon,

ENRIQUE LUCO

MILHAILO TRIFUNAC

the witnesses on the stand at time of recess, resumed the

stand and testified further as follows:
CROSS-EXAMINATION (resumed).

1.9; BY MR. NORTON:

20 Q Dr. Iuco, at page 1-6 of your testimony, you have

21 four figures. The one in the upper-right-hand corner being

a cartoon, is that correct, of the Imperial fault?
A Yes. That figure in there, in the right-hand

corner, corresponds to a reduction of Figure 4-l of Dr.

25 Fraz'ier's testimony, ta'which I have added the peak
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acce'lerations at =the different stations.

Q Now the dotted line around the fault,,is that, l
3'ake it, a representative or.an indication of the general

VF

I

41
ccc

4 area of six kilometers away, from the fault, all the way

around it'
A Yes.

Cn

cv

cv"

7

8.

9

10

Q Let me see if I understand how you arrived, at
your average peak ground acceleration. As I understand it,
you divided this elliptical area into three sections, three

sectors. A sector east of the fault, a sector west of the

cD
11

12

fault, and a sector —the 1A, how would l describe that,

sector? .

CO

CD

ccl

c
Vl

13

-15;.

16

17 '.

A The south end of the fault, if you'ant.
Q I guess my problem is, I understand east and west

of the fault, but where do you start the southern end of
the fault?

A I don't understand.

Q The epicenter of the earthquake according to this
cartoon, and I think that's uncontradicted in any of the

maps or .exhibits that have come into evidence in this
'1

24

hearing, appears at the southern end of the fault, or very

nearly the -dead south end. 1t looks apparently a kilometer

or so from the tip of the southern end of the fault as

represented on this cartoon. Zs that correct?

A Right.
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Q How northwest does, one go before you drop your

2 line to divide that into area A?

A There's no such precision in drawing these figure
4 I did not take a particular distance and divide things that

vt
Pt'ic

I

icl
vc'ay.

Q Let's then look at the records in A. You have

te
chic

chic

c

cia

4
c

j,

9

Bond's Corner

A Yes.

Q You have Agrarious, which is down south of Bond's

corner; correct?

A Yes.

Q Then you have Mexicali, which is on the west side

1
cct

i~
C

Pl

I

14,'5

.'6

17:

19:

20

2l

23

24

of the fault, and Galexico, which is approximately at the

border.. So basically, the stations you used there were

four stations,and Bond's Corner is practically at the border

So basically from the border south, two in the United States

and two in Mexico.

A I indicated in the figure five stations.

Q Five stations?

A Yes.

Q Yes, there is Agrarious, and E cannot quite read

the other one on the exhibit.
A Xt is Cucapah.

Q Where is that on the cartoon? I have an enlarge-

25 ment'f the cartoon and it helps a little bit.
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As I understand what you then did, after you took

this grouping, you put down for each —correct me if I am

wrong, did you put down for each station the peak oS each

horizontal component, you plotted that.
A For each station, I plotted the largest peak

7

8.

9

10

12

13 I

acceleration, and the lowest peak acceleration on the same

vertical line.
Q Wait a minute, I have a problem with lowest peak

acceleration. Are you talking —Explain that to me. We

have talked an awful lot about peak accelerations on the

record, and a peak to the Board and to everyone else means

the highest. When you say the lowest peak off the same

record, that I think is confusing. Would you explain that?

A It is not the same record.

15; Q All right.
A We have two components, and I plotted the peak

17 accelerations for each one of the components.

19

Q So you did not plot any lowest peak. You just
plotted the. peak of both components.

20 A Yes, but one is larger than the other.

Q Of course. In essence, then, you plotted the peak

of both components.

23

24

Yes

You did that for each of the stations, in your

25 sector.
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A . Yes.

Q ~ Then you simply drew a straight line, and not
even. that really, you just found the mid-point between those

IN

Pf
C%

I

two stations to come up with= a numerical average. Is that
correct?

A Which two stations?

C7

CN

I

C7

7

8.

9

10

12

13','5

I

16
'7:

Q Not two stations, excuse me, the two horizontal
components?

A No, I did not. do that.
Q How did you arrive, for example, in sector A?

I think you and. I have agreed so far that you plotted both

peak horizontal components for each of. the stations. Then

you connected each of those stations. You,connected the

highest peaks, aud you connected the lowest 'peaks, correct,
just by straight line connections. You did not draw any

curves. You just straightline connected them'?

A 'Zhat is right.
Q How did you then compute a mean?

C

I

20 '

There is no station exactly at 5.8 kilometers.

For that reason, I interpolated between the two closest

stations to that distance of 5.8, and I interpolated a

value for the largest: peak acceleration, and I obtained by

the same procedure an int:erpolated value at 5.8 kilometers

for the lowest peak acceleration. Taking those two values,

I computed an average. I could have computed a logarithmic
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1 average, but the difference is not significant.
The objective of this figure is -to give a rough

description of what happens. The distribution of peak

accelerations will follow at two dimensional patterns, and

7

9

10

it is an exercise in futility to attempt to represent the

distribution simply with one parameter or one distance.

So the objective of this figure is to give a

rough idea of what happens in, different regions.

Q Let me ask you if one of your purposes was, and

I assume it was, to give what your. best judgment of the

average mean peak acceleration was, which was .44G, which

12 you gave in your testimony. Was that one of your purposes

13 in this excercise?

A The first purpose was to see—

16.

17:

Q Excuse me, DW. Luco, we are going to be here all
day. My question was, was one of your purposes to arrive
at the stated value in your testimony of .44 G?

A That is one of the purposes, but not the main

purpose. The main purpose of this figure was to study how

20 'eak accelerations behave differently in the neighborhood

2L of this fault.

23

24

Q

Yes, you..are right.
Let me ask this. Is this corrected or uncorrected

Q Would. it be fair to say, to use my language of
what you just said, to show trends?
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data?

7

8

9

10

A . These are the corrected data that I took from

Mr. Dr. Frazier' testimony.

Q What, would happen to your trends if you used

uncorrected dafxa, do you have any idea?

A The trends that I describe correspond to the

trends of the corrected data. If I plotted uncorrected data

and I have a different trend, then that would correspond to
the trends of the uncorrected data

Q Tell me what is the standard deviation of your
ll mean? You have a mean of .44 G, tell me what is a mean plus
12 one standard deviation?

13

,'5:

16

17'

I di,d not calculate one.

Q Could you calculate it?
A I don't think that it makes sense. It just has

two points.

Q You don't think that it makes any sense?

A The sample is so small to calculate the standard

19, deviation.
20

'1

t23

24-

Q There are six points out there.
A Yes, but it is still too small a number.

Q Do you know what it comes out to?

A I have not calculated it.
Q Do you expect that it would be very low, or

25 approximately one-tenth of a G?

ALCERSON RK~OFi.NQ CoiVPANY. INC
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A I would have to calculate it.

T

8.

9

10

12

15

16

1j

19

20

21

Q Zf your, derivation of a mean peak, in fact, gives

basically, the same —when I say, I mean basically the same

in terms of G values. I am not arguing about two or three

hundredths of a G —as Dr. See's, Dr. Frazier's, TERA's and

Dr. Blume's, would you say, then, that there is not a

significant difference between your computation of mean,

and mean peak, and theirs?

Let me back off. I think you will see in their
testimony, you would agree, that most of the mean average,

in fact anal of them, are .34 and .35, and .36, in that
xange. Zs that correct?

Frazier, TEBA, Blume, Seed, et al., they are all
round around the .35, again not axguing about one or two

or three hundredths of' G.

A Yes I quoted in my testimony the values of .34

and .36 on the order of Blume and Frazier.

Q Yours is .44; is that correct'?

A Zt is, but this is a very rough number. I don'

pretend to give any strict meaning to this .44.

Q That is what I am trying to point out. When you

take your mean plus one standard deviation, and'their mean

plus one standard deviation, you both end up around .52, or

.54, or something in that range?

So there really isn't—
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CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Norton, I did not hear him

answer the question." You said, they both end up around

.52.

Vt

I

Vl

le

C2

5

6

T

8.

9

10

BY MR. NORTON:

Q Or .54..

A I have not calculated the standard deviat:ion for
my estimate. As a result, I cannot verify his statement.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: The witness says that he

cannot verify the statement.

BY MR. NORTON:

CN

13;

Q. We will have somebody up on rebuttal. Let me

put it this way. Are you aware of anything that would

contradict a one sigma of'our numbers of .098, something

around .1 G?

It would not surprise you if your numbers worked

out around . 1 G, the standard deviation?

Vl

Q''il

1Q

j.9:,

20
'1

A By that you mean the mean plus one standard

deviation will be on the order of .54 G.

Q Yes.

A It may be, but I have not done. it.
Q I know you have not done the calculations. But

you are not aware of anything that says that t:his could not

possibly be, or something like that?

A No.

25 Q On page 1-10 of your testimony, Dr. Luco, are you
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aware. of the MS values of those earthquakes that you have

listed, approximately six, seven, eight lines down from the

top of the page?

A I recall some of them.

Q Imperial Valley 1940, you have ML "6.4. What would

be the MS of that earthquake?

T

9

10

MS?

A It was 7.1.

Q San Fernando, you have an ME of 7.4. What was the

A 6.4. is the number I have here.

Q Borrego Mountain,= you have an ML of 6.4. What

was the MS?

!3; A 6.7.

15:

16 .

1T

,'9;

20
'1

23

24

Q Dr.. Luco, I think there was some question about

definition of saturation earlier in the hearing. Would you

agree with this definition of saturation, that it does not

mean totally flat, in terms of a curve, but a flattening of
the curve? Is that your understanding of what saturation
means?

A Without attempting to be precise, I would accept

that.
Q. Would. you agree, then, that saturation occ'urs of

PGA as you approach close in to the fault, and let ' use

seven kilometers, or six kilometers in -- seven or eight
kilometers in to the fault for magnitudes ML 6.6 to ML 7.2
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7

8.

9.

10 .

that that flattening effect of saturation occurs? That the

data indicates that.
DR. JOHNSON: I wish you would speak more clearly,

Mr. Norton, you, are sort of mumbling in there.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: The resonance in t:he building
is such that we are having difficulty hearing you as well
as Mr. Olmstead. I don't know what we can do about it,
except to ask you to speak a little more slowly, sir.

DR. BUCK: I think that it is a matter of droppin

your voice at the end of the sentence, Mr. Norton.

ll BY MR. NORTON:

12 Q Dr. Luco, would you agree that the saturation,
13:, that is a flattening of the curve as we have just

15
'6

17:

established, occurs from approximately seven to eight
kilometers in toward the fault for MLs of 6.6 to MLs of
7.2, in that magnitude range, as you increase the magnitude?

A I believe the question is not clear. Are you

referring to saturation with respect to magnitude, or
saturation with respect to distance to the fault?

20 ' Both, magnitude and distance.

21

23

24

25

A If you are talking about two variables, you are

not talking about the curve.

Q Let's talk about one at a time. What about

magnitude MLs 6.6 to MLs 7.2, do you get a saturation in the

peak ground acceleration within less than 10 kilometers?
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A I don't see how I could answer that question with
any degree of precision. We do not have records for ML

higher than 6.6 in the near fault region. So it is impos-

sible to say at, this time whether you have saturation or
not with respect to magnitude.

7

8.

9

10,

12

13 I

Q What about distance?

A I think that the data seems to indicate a change

in slope as you move closer to the fault. However, this
observation is valid only within the magnitude range for
which we have data, and that is ML up to 6.6. We do not
know if that will be valid or not for a higher ML.

Q I don't want to bring Dr. Trifunac back into
th3.s, but the next couple of questions I have are about

some statement you make about. his curves. I want to ask

you a couple of questions. That is on page 1-16.

A Yes.

17

153

l

19 ;.

20 .'

This is about midway, just a couple of lines
above the midway point on the page, "At least on the basis

of the IV-79, it appears the estimate of Trifunac, its
short epicentral distances provides an estimate of the first
type discussed, i.e, maximum acceleration at a given-
distance." You talk about the Bond's Corner record.

23

24

25

Isn't Dr. Trifunac's curve a mean'? Doesn't his
curve represent the mean'? His is not a mean plus one sigma

curve, is it?
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A I am talking about mean values here in that
paragraph.

Q In other words, Dr. Trifunac's curve is a mean

IN

CII
I

IN
IN

C2
CII

III
C!

j
8

9

curve. You take the highest acceleration and say, ah, ah,

it almost reaches his curve, so, therefore, his curve is
the best for the dataJ. That is the conceptual problem I
have.

A I believe I can see your problem. I am using

mean in two different ways here.

10 Q You are using mean in two different ways'

Yes. One is the mean over the length of the

fault at a certain distance from the fault. That is one

13. ,'nterpretation. The other one, and that is what I call
estimates, the second type. I also describe estimates of

16

15 I

17

'he first type which correspond to the maximum peak

acceleration at a given distance to the fault.
Both of these estimates have a distribution, and

Vl

4

Crt

i

19 .

20

'hey will have a mean value and a standard deviation
associated with them.

In this paragraph, I am referring to mean value

of an estimate of the first type.

24

Q All right, but Dr. Trifunac'.s curve is based on

epicentral distance, is that correct, that is how it is
derived'P

A Yes.
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i

Q As Dr. Trifunac very correctly pointed out in
2 testimony., it is unfair to plot distance normal to the fault

cv

hl

5

6

7

8.

9

against his curve. You have to plot epicentral distance

against his curve.

You look at Bond's Corner, and you say, that is
.81 G, and it is a little below at that distance where Dr.

Trifunac's curve predicts, but it fits pretty well. But

how about the other stations close to the epicenter, within
a reasonable distance tothe epicenter, such as Agrarious,

10 and Ague:.- Puerto, do they even come close':, Galexico?

A They do not come close to the Trifunac estimates,

12

13 I

that is why I am saying that Trifunac estimates in my

opinion provide an estimate of the first type discussed,

15:

and the maximum peak acceleration that you would expect at

that distance.

CI

16
'7'ector A.

Zf you go back to 1-6, where we talked about.

I

19,.

Yes.

That, is the diagram in the upper-right-hand

20 'orner of 1-6.

n
I

there.

Yes.

You told me that you have six points plotted

Yes.

25 Q Zt appears that two of them, Agrarious, Agua

/Y~~EBSON R~~OFPi.NQ, CCMPANY. iNC
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Puerto, are very similar, and then you have at the
other'-

end'alexico and. Cucapah. The only high one, relatively,
3 is Bond's Corner.

ict

cv
I

Uc

cv

chic

7

8.

9

I still have a problem with —If his curve

represents a mean, why you take the highest of six values,

in fact the highest of 12 horizontal components, because

each station has two, and take that one out of 12 data

points, and somehow say that that proves something.

I don'0 think that Dr. Trifunac is arguing that
10 his mean curve predicts the highest value. If he is, maybe

11 he can tell us that. If that is what his curve is intended

12- to do, to. predict only the highest values, but I really

c4

I

g

1.5

16 .

17

don't read his testimony that way.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Norton, do you want Dr.

Trifunac to answer?

MR.. NORTON: If indeed--
CHA'IRMAN SALZMAN: I think that the record would

be a lot clearer.
19 Dr. Trifunac, did you hear what counsel said

20 about your curves, and would you care to either agree or
21 if:you disagree, explain for his benefit what you meant.

25

WITNESS TRIFUNAC: I have a problem because there

is a lack of communication. First of all, my curve is
essentially distribution, and if you so choose you can apply

it in the sense of mean.
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First of all, again, my curve is a distribution.
It is mt,meant to be either a mean, or this or that. It is
a distribution. But if you choos'e so, you can use it in

«cc

Pt
c«c

c

«cc
«cc

c«c
CL
c«c

c«c

ci

«4

10

the approximate framework of a mean at a particular distance
«

for the quantity that. it predicts.
I think Dr. Luco has explained a different conte

of what he means by the mean. He is not referring to that
particular mean. So I am a= little bit at a loss with the

question myself.

My curve is meant, basically, to represent

distribution. If you take a particular parameter that

cA

p

12

16

19

15:

17

'pproximates the presentation of the mean, yes, you might.

That particular family, of all the curves, you might call
it the mean curve.

CHAIRMAN SAI'ZMAN: I think Dr. Trifunac has made

himself clear, Mr. Norton.

MR. NORTON: He certainly has.

We will move on to another area.

BY MR. NORTON:

20

21

Q Do you agree with the statement in USGS Circular

795, and the similar or exact. statement submitted by many

23

24

of the witnesses at this hearing, that the velocity and

displacement in deep cohesionless soils at Imperial Valley

are much higher than they would be for a similar event on

rock —velocity and displacement'R
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A They would be higher. What do you mean by much?

Q I believe USGS uses —I will get the exhibit, if

7

8.
h

9

13;

15,:

16

1T

lg
I

19:

20
'1.

23

24

25

you will just wait a moment, and. I will use the exact words

they use.

Z will read directly from USGS 795. I have got
to get the exhibit number, if you will excuse me fox just
a moment. It is Joint Intervenors'-l, I believe. The

very fixst page, and. I am just asking you if you agree with
the sentence. It is the last clause:

"But values of peak horizontal velocity and

displacement are significantly greater at soil sites than

at rock sites." That is the statement. Do you agree with
it, and please don't ask me to define the words.

A That statement appears in the circular, yes.

It refers to the San Fernando earthquake data.

Q My initial question to you was -- you agx'eed with
it, but then you said that you did not understand what I
meant by much. I said, well, I had better be careful, and

go back to USGS and use '-the words they use, and they use

significantly instead of much, "significantly greater,"
instead of "much greater."

A I believe they are greater. It depends on the

value they assign to significantly.
Q In light of that, at page 2-7 of your testimony,

you" state that the design peak velocity is 61 centimeters
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per second, while the 84 percentile for IV-79 earthquake is
75 centimeters per second'learly a design peak velocity

3 of 61 centimeters per second at 5 8 kilometers is not

conservative for a 7 5 magnitude earthquake

Did you do relationship studies between IV and

rock and magnitude and so, as to velocity to arrive at this

7 conclusion, or did you simply look at the two values?

8 A The effect of soil conditions will be stronger on

9 displacements than on velocities, so that the difference

1p between rock and soil will be more pronounced on

d isplacement than on velocities

12 It is true that the Imperial Valley site and soil,
13 we are talking of a magnitude significantly lowe r than that

14 expected for Diablo Canyon. I believe that there would be

15 much less discussion that peak velocity will increase with

magnitude For that reason, I believe that the design peak

velocity for the 7 5 magnitude earthquake is too low.

18 Q Did you make any attempt at scaling velocity from

19 the deep cohesionless soil at the Imperial Valley to a site

2p such as Diablo Canyon 2

21 Did you make any attempt at that kind of a scaling

as you did when you tried to scale acceleration up from soil
to rock'P

24 Did, you make any attempt at scaling down velocity,
and displacement?

ALOERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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A No, I did. not You have to scale down because of

the difference, in soil conditions, but on the other hand you

3 have to scale it g p because of the differen ce in magnitude ~

4. By the way, in terms of local magnitude, there is
an additional area in ML and that area is provided by the

applicant. ML is probably not as high as 6.6.

7 If you refer to page 5-27 of Joint Intervenor's

Exhibit R-9, you see that in the column "Mean Computed

9 Values," at the bottom of that column, I calculated ML of

1p 5 89 This is the ML calculated based on the synthetic

strong motion for Imperial Valley 79-

They calculated these values for seven stations. I
13 used the horizontal components at all of these seven

stations, and obtained. an average value for ML of 6.p.

15 Q You mean the computer modeling should not he used

for predicting ground motion, but now should he used for
predicting ML is that what you are telling me?

18 A No

19 Q At the beginning of your affidavit, you have a

2p signed thing that says, "In compliance with the order of the

Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board citation, I have

reviewed the testimony offered by the parties, and have

considered the questions raised by the Board- My comments

24 to the first six questions are included, herewith." Then

follows all of your testimony.

ALOERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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You indeed reviewed the testimony of Drs. Young and

Brune, did you not?

A Yes-

Q As well as the testimony of all parties.
A Yes

6 Q How come you had, no. comments about their
testimony? Is there any particular reason for that?

Let me ask it in another way You don'0 mean by your

g silence to agree with everything that Dr- Young said, do you?

10 A No, I don'.
MR . NORTON: I have no further que'stions of this

witness

13 CHAIRMAN SALZMAN Mr Olmstead, will it be you or

Mr. Ketchen this morning?

15 MR- OLMSTEAD- Mr. Ketchen, but I think if we can

have a few minutes, we can save a lot of time.

17 CHAIRMAN SALZMAN- All right, we will take a five
minute break, and I mean a five minute break. We will

1g reconvene at 9-30

20

21

24

(Whereupon a short recess was taken.)

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: We will go back on the record

Ladies and gentlemen, the hearing will reconvene.

Mr ~ Ketchen for the staff, please-

BY MR KET CHEN:

Q Dr Luco, I am going to try not to cover anything

ALOERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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Mr. Horton covered

Do you agree with the USGS reported values or

3 figures for M sub L equal to 6 6?

A M sub L equal 6.6?

5 Q Correct

6 A I think that I have stated that that at this time

7 there is not a definite number for ML for this particular
earthquake, and I made reference to two hard values. I

9 believe that the final value will result from an average of

1p MLs calculated by different instruments and different
Inethods ~

12 In my opinion, the ML for this earthquake is

13 probably somewhere between 6.2 and 6.6.

14 Q So is you answer, no?

15 A iso ~

16 Q How about the same question with respect to M sub 8

equal to 5.6.

18 A I have not studied the values for MB.

19 Q Also with respect to the USGS reported values for M

20 sub S, is your answer that you have not

21 Let me state it again. Are you agreement or

disagreement with the value for M sub S of 6.9 as reported

by the USGS?

24 A No, in the sense that I do not believe that that is
the final value for MS

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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Q Dr. Luco, what is M sub - W?

A M sub W is a magnitude determined by the following

3 process. Long period records, and here I am ref erring to

periods of perhaps two minutes, are used to determine the

5 seismic moment. That is the first part of the procedure.

5 The second part, once you have the seismic moment, you use a

correlation between MS and seismic moment, and you determine

a value of MS But to differentiate, or to indicate the

9 fact that this was obtained. through the . seismic moment, it
10 is denoted by M sub W

The magnitude range of interest to values of M sub

W are similar to those for MS. For instance, or the 1940

13 Imperial Valley earthquake the value o f M sub W calculated

14 by Kanamore is 7 1i and the value for MS is also 7;1.

15 Q Let me ask you a question about M sub W, a rather

]5 general orle

17 Isn't the magnitude calculated using that method

related to the gross features of an earthquake rather than

19 to motions involving near field ground motion, which would

2p be mo re relevant to the design of st rue ture s?

21 A Yes, I would agree with that Both M sub W and M

sub S suffer from the same limitation from the point of view

of earthquake engineering.

24 Q Are you saying that there is a variation between M

sub S and M sub W, rather than a correlation?

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC
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A I don't understand your question

Q L'et me state it again

Are the methods of calculation of M sub S and M sub

W in this area always the same?

A No. As I indicated, they are different
DR JOHNSON May I ask what area of Dr. Luco's

testimony you are referring to?

MR KETCHEN: Generally in the area of pages 1-2

g and 1-3 ~

10 DR JOHNSON: Thank you

BY MR KETCH EN

Q Dr. Luco, I woul'd like to refer you to your

]3 testimon y on page 1 -6.

A Yes

18 Q The last paragraph on that page starting with the

words "For the Hosgri M sub S." Do you have that?

17 A Yes.

18 Q I will ask you the question ~ The second sentence
I

1g reads: "Implication of this is that given a magnitude M sub

S equal of 7.5 the peak response of a structure with a

period o 0.8 seconds (1.25 Hertz)," and so on ~

Did you mean to say in that sentence for the word

structure, ins" rument?

24 A No.

Q Okay.

ALOERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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1 A It is a first approximation if you consider the

first mode of the structure, you would obtain the variation

3 that I describe

DR. JOHNSON: Mr. Ketchen, are you going to leave

6 that particular portion of the testimony, or do you have

6 further questions?

MR KETCHEN: l have a few more questions.

BY MR KETCHEN

9 Q Let me ask you about the period of 0 8 seconds, the

10 (1 25 Hertz) and 80 percent damping Is that not the

description of a Mood Anderson instrument?

A Yes, it is.
Q Then, are you implying here that you would have a

14 structure such as Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant having

16 the attributes of 80 percent damping?

16 A No I qualified that. I am sorry, I guess I
didn'.

18 To consider an 80 percent damping for a structure

19 is entirely unrealistic, of course But if you have a

variation of this order for the hypothetical structure with

that damping, probably the variation for a structure with a

much lower value of damping would be still higher.

Q Does that complete your answer?

24 A Yes

Q Isn't it true that a Mood Anderson instrument is

ALDEASON AEPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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designed to measure the predominant signal or maximum

amplitude at the frequency stated there at distances greater

3 than 20 kilometers and up to 600 kilometers?

A The instrument is not designed to determine only

the peak value Of course, out of the record you vill get

the peak value That range of distances that you gave is
correct-

Q Pardon me, I did not hear the last part?

g
— A The range of distances that you quoted is correct,

10 approximately 20 to 600 kilometers.

Q You indicate in this paragraph that there could be

a variation by a factor of 4. It is in your second sentence.

13 A Yes

14 Q The question I have is, isn 't it true that an

15 instrument designed to measure peak response such as this
instrument —Let me start again.

17 Isn't it true that this Mood Anderson instrument

designed to measure peak distance at this particular

1g frequency, if you shift it to measure a higher frequency,

20 the absolute peak response of the instrument vould alvays be

lover than a factor of 4?

22 A The instrument is not designed to calculate peak

response I simply don 't understand your question.

24

25

DR. JOHNSON: May I interrupt here, Mr. Ketchen?

MR. KETCHKN: Yes.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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DR JOHNSON: This portion of the testimony

disturbed me'irst of all, I read this to be a statement

3 which said, in effect, that if the magnitude of an

4 earthquake varied from 6 6 to 7.2 ML, that the response of a

6 structure, with the characteristics that are listed here,

6 could vary by as much as a factor of 4.

My question is, what is the basis for ascribing a

factor 4 to the variation between ML 6 ~ 6 and 7 ~ 2 of a factor

9 of 4?

10 WITNESS LUCO: Magnitude ML depends on the

logarithm base 10 of the peak response of the Wood Anderson

instrument.

13

14

DR. JOHNSON: Let me back up a minute ~

Are you specifically referring to a Wood Anderson

instrument here, or a structure?

16 WITNESS LUCO: It does not make any difference if
you construct a. structure with that period, the Wood

Anderson instrument has the same period and the same

19 d,amping

20 It is confusing to refer to structure because that

21 damping is not real.
DR JOHNSON: I thought perhaps the damping was a

misprint But go ahead with your answer.

24 WITNESS LUCOa I= the local magnitude varies from

6.6 to 7.2, it means that the peak response of the Wood

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC."
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Anderson instrument would have to vary by a factor 4. For

the 7.2 magnitude it would have to be four times larger than

3 for the 6 6, and that is because the magnitude depends on

4 the logarithm of amplitude.

DR JOHNSON: But you do not mean, however, do you,

that if you had. a. structure eight kilometers from the site f
7 an earthquake of magnitude 6 6, and the acceleration

measured there was 5, if the magnitude of the earthquake

9 was 7 2, the peak ground acceleration would be 2. You don'

10 mean that?

12

WITNESS LUCO: No, not at all-
DR JOHNSON Thank you very much. That was the

13 impression that I got from reading that I wanted to clear

14 it ups

15 Excuse me, ~~r'. Ketchen .

16

17

18

CHAIRMAN SALZNAN - Please continue, Nr. Ketchen

BY NR KETCHEN

Q Dr Luco, I am going to be asking you questions in

1g the area of your testimony at page 1-5.

Dr Luco, isn't true that in the evaluation of the

data on IY-79, that you have picked peak acceleration values

and categorized or placed them in three separate regions

Let me state that another, it does not sound

24 right e

Isn't it true that you have selected three

ALOERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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particular regions, and based your analysis on the data in

those three regions?

3 A Yes I was attempting to describe the distribution

4 of peak ac"eleration in the neighborhood of the fault, and

for that purpose as a first approximation I considered three

6 different regions.

7 Q In each particular region was there a specific

8 . criteria you used to place the peak acceleration value in

g that region?

10 A Do you mean to select the station for each region?

Q Mhat vere the criteria for selecting those three

regions?

A Simply a station to the northeast, located at the

14 northern end of the fault a station to the northwest also

at the northern end of the fault, and stations in the

16 neighborhood of the southern end of the fault There vas no

attempt to be extremely precise in defining these regions.

Q Dr Luco, at the bottom of page 7, the top page 8,

19 you have a statement beginning, "Given the fluctuating trend

20 o f the data " Do yo u ha ve that?

21 A Yes-

Q Is this judgment that you make here based solely on

information plotted from the IV-79 earthquake.

24 A In there I was ref erring to the correlations based,

on the Imperial Yalley '79 data, and they would suffer from

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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that problem . So the sentence applies to Imperial Valley

Cata anC Imperial Valley correlations-

10

. 12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

24
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Q So it would be true then that the.s statement here

- would not apply at all to the Parkfield earthquake data or

the Coyote Lake data.

Pt
cc

I

vc

chic

C
CV

cv

chic

Cl

CJ

Ol

5

6.

T

8.

9

10

A No. It was not intended to be interpreted in that
sense.

MR. KETCHEN: Mr. Chairman, I am doing some

editing as I am going along here, so that is why the pauses,

but I think I am saving time.

DR. JOHNSON: May I sneak one in?

At the same location on your testimony, at. the

top of page I-8, the second sentence starting —of the

carryover paragraph states, d'oes it not, in particular the

low values of peak acceleration in the distance ranges of
0 to 2 kilometers and 8 to ll kilometers introduce a bias

into the estimate.

16

17

'oes that seem that there is something the matter

with the measurements made of those locations?

WITNESS LUCO: No. But if you are attempting

f
tee

ccc

19
to predict peak accelerations in the range of about 6

kilometers, at the distance of about 6 kilometers, if you
20

C
Pt I

I

21
use all of the data including these very close points from

0 to 2 kilometers and these othex stations at 8 and ll where

you have lower values, then you introduce a bias, reducing

the estimate at 6 kilometers.

DR. JOHNSON: But I thought the object of this
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exercise was to predict a mean with which is associated a

standard deviation above the mean unless there is some

physical reason or some instrumental reason for not accepting

pf
cv'

vl

ye

cv

pe

cv

CI

7

8.

9

16

these, that the low points don't necessarily introduce a

bias any more than the high points, do they?

You have to take the mean and then quote the

standard devia'tion of the mean. That would be my way of
looking at it. Why is that wrong?

WITNESS LUCO: You are trying to obtain a mean

at a certain distance to the fault, and the mean is taken

with respect to several earthquakes or several stations
11

at that same distance.

13

15
'6

17

'9

DR. JOHNSON: Right.

WITNESS LUCO: Here the problem is taking a mean

over distances by the fact that. you use a flat curve, that
you introduce a flat curve in that region. You are

essentially taking a mean from 0 to 10 kilometers, and

that is not what you are trying to do.

What you are trying to predict is the mean value

at. 6 kilometers, a mean over several stations at that same
20 'istance and over several earthquakes.
21

23

24

DR. JOHNSON: Well, what you are saying is that
the only way you can generate data for what the ground motio

would be at some point such as the Diablo Canyon site would

be to make measurements at precisely that distance. I do
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not think that is what you mean to say.

But it seems to me the only available mechanism

3 there is is to take measurements where the instruments are,

4 relate them to some particular distance, and calculate then

a distance versus ground. motion curve.

Is that not right?

7

8.

9

10

WITNESS LUCO: Yes, but in these cases you have

these stations that would bracket the distance of 6 kilometer

You had stations at 4 and then stations at 7. You should

concentrate on those stations. The stations outside that

range are not that important if you are trying to predict
6 kilometers.

DR. JOHNSON: Are you saying the ones at 0 to 2

are not important?

C

PI

16

19;

20

21

15,'7':

WITNESS LUCO: I am saying they are not as import t
as those at the distance you are interested in.

DR. JOHNSON: Okay. Thank you.

I am finished, Mr. Ketchen.

MR. KETCHEN: Fine. Thank you,"sir.
BY MR. KETCHEN:

Q Dr. Luco, I want to ask you one question about

your table on page ll5. My understanding of this table

is —and correct me if I am wrong —under this column

"Predicted Peak Acceleration," the values going down the

25 column for the SAM IV and the Donovan and the Seed correlati
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are based on one set of distances, and the Trifunac curve

is based on another type of distance development of the

%er

cv

cv

a

7

8

9

10

correlations, is that correct?

A No precisely. I used a horizontal distance of

the fault of 5.8 kilometers as indicated in the title of

that table. However, the SAM IV correlation requires the

use of a hypocentral distance, so I assumed a depth of 8

kilometers, and I combined the depths of 8 kilometers with

the horizontal distance of 5.8 to calculate appropriate

hypocentral distance to be used with SAM IV.

For the Donovan and the Seed et al. correlations

j.z

13.;

I used 5.8 as representative distance.

Q As what distance? I did not hear that.
A Pardon me. I did not hear.

A

f
Vt

15
'6

'7

19,

20

21

Q I said—
MR. NORTON: Representative distance.

MR. KETCHEN: Thank you.

WITNESS LUCO: And for the Trifunac correlation

I have to interpret the 5.8 kilometers as the epicentral

distance.

BY MR KETCHEN;

Representative distance, is that what you just
defined?

A Well, I used 5.8 as —in the case of Seed et al.
as a distance to the source of energy release.
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Q Thank you. If you would, I would like you to turn

to page ZI-2, paragraph. l. Zt indicates to me there, Dr.

Luco, that in your response to Board question 2 you used

the mean of data there plus the standard deviation, is that

VT

chic

c

4c
ice

cic

cic

cic

7

8.

9

10

correct?

A Yes, I listed both. This is not necessarily the

mean of the data. These are the vatues reported by Blume

and Frazier.

Q Okay. Yet, the Appeal Board's question asked

for a smooth average response spectrum. Zs there any dis-
crepancy there between your answer and what the question,
called for?

13 I

15

16

Just a minute, please.

(Pause.)

I believe the question 2 was intended to cover

a discussion of whether the Newmark spectrum is an appropriat
and sufficiently conservative representation of the 7.5

magnitude event at Hosgri, and that is what I was attempting.

c

1

I

19,

20

Zl

23

24

25

That was your understanding.
'es:.

Okay.

Dr. Luco, I would like to refer you to Figure

II-1 of your testimony, page II-5.
Yes.

Dr. Newmark testified that the .75 g value used
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for Diablo Canyon was a mean plus one standard deviation.
Did you hear that testimony?

A I heard his testimony. I don't recall
Q I want to ask you a specific question. If you

scaled the zero peak acceleration to .75 g in Figure II-.l

7

8.

9

10

as instructed by the Board, will your mean,plus'one standard.
I

deviation curve fall below the Newmark response spectrum?

A You have to tell me what you mean by scaling.

Q Okay. On your curve you show a curve —a line
with little dots through it.

A Yes.

13 «i

Q As distinguished from —are you —will you agree

that that starts on the vertical azimuth at about a little
above l.0?

C'

16

17
'$

i

19:

20
'l

23

24

A Yes.

Q Okay. When I say scale I mean bring that point
and the curve with. it down to the hash mark immediately belo

the 1.0 mark, approximately .75.

A Of course, if I multiply everthing by a factor
of —on the order of .6, it would come down and it, may

match Newmark's spectrum.

Q Okay.

(Pause.}

DR. JOHNSON: May I interrupt here?

MR. KETCHEN: Yes.

At ~ERsoiX RK~QRi.N~ CCMPAi4Y. INC
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DR. JOHNSON: I have a question on that same

p figure. Zn view of the revised Figure ZIZ.S which you have

3 submitted, would that change the plotted value on the

4T

Pl

I

IA
Vl

cii

C

C'L

i4

7

8.

9.

10.

figure to .1 of the spectral shape attributed to Seed and

Sharp?

WITNESS LUCO: No, sir. The change of figures
and I assume you are referring to Figure 3.2 -- was simply

a clerical mistake. Instead of including Figure 9 from one

of Seed',s paper —instead of including Figure 19 from one

of. Professor Seed's papers, I had their Figure 9.

DR. JOHNSON: Okay. So the Seed curve in your

1Z Figure ZI-1 is not the same curve as displayed on your

13 j
revised Figure ZII-2, is that correct'P

WITNESS LUCO: Just a minute, please.

16

(Pause.)

VZhey are not the same. In the first place, the

17 'urve in Figure II-1 is scaled to .75 g,.

4l

Ca

Cll

'7
C3

~ 19.:

20:

DR. JOHNSON: I did not hear you.

WITNESS LUCO: lPhe curve on Figure ZI-1 is
scaled to .75 g, and it corresponds to a mean plus one

standard deviation. The corresponding curve for soil in
Figure ZII-2 is normalized to a peak acceleration on the

order of .33 g, and it corresponds to the mean value, not

to the mean plus one standard deviation.
DR. JOHNSON; I thought you were using the curve
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for rock. Are you using -the curve for soil?
WITNESS LUCO: I am sorry. The one for rock.

cv

cv

Cl

cv

C3

Ctl

C

8'012

13,i

DR. JOHNSON: The one for rock appears to be

anchored at .5. I thought .5 plus —times 1.5 would give

you .75 anchor point for whatever —for zero period.

WITNESS LUCO: I should. be comparing with the

curv'e for, rock. That curve in Figure III-2 is normalized

to .5 g, but it corresponds to a mean curve, not a mean

plus one standard deviation.
DR JOHNSON: Yes, sir. Okay. Thank you.

BY MR. KETCHEN:

Q This morning, Dr. Luco, you were asked some

cruestions on page II-7. Starting on the bottom —referring
to the bottom of page II-6, the sentence that begins, "The

turbine building, however, has a period of" and continue

on page 7 "(after modifications)= of 0.1 seconds," and so

on.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Pardon me, Mr. Ketchen. „ Did

19;

20.
'1

you say O.l seconds?

BY MR. KETCHEN:

Q 0.71 seconds. Isn't it true, Dr. Luco, that in
this analysis there are 70 modes considered'?

A Which. analysis'

Q Your analysis. I am sorry. The Applicant's

analysis that is discussed here at FSAR Amendment 50(B) -LL42
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A I do not recall the exact number of modes that

Z they included.

Q Can you give me an approximate number?

A I doubt very much that they included 70 modes in

CT'v

I

I4t
Ill

C%

CV

CV

J.
l2

5

7

9

10'ach

direction. Probably if you considered all of the

different modes including translation in two directions,
vertical motion, torsional response, perhaps they had 70

modes, but not for motion in each direction. I doubt that.
Q They would. have considered certainly more than

10, would you agree. with that?

A I am not s'ure.

12

13 ,'

, The mode that. you referenced then on page EZ-7,

isn't it true that on this mode there is a contribution on

the order of 5 percent?

15, A A contribution to what?

Q To the total respnase,

19

A You have to define what you mean by response.

Displacement, acceleration, stresses, at which points'?

Q How about - we will pick one. How about dis-

20 placement?

21

?2 stresses

Q

Perhaps the most interesting one would be

in the moat important elements.

Okay. Then what is the contribution percentagewis

I do not know..

Dr. Luco, referring to page VT-3 of your testimony,

AL~FRSQN R~>QFPNQ CCiVIPANY. (NC
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you agree —I am sorry. Do you have it?
A Yes.

Q Do you agree that 'the Gosley earthquake cited ther

occurred on a thrust fault?

~ 5

6

7

8,

9

10

12

13 j

A I am not sure the type of fault, but I would accep

Q Okay. Are you familiar with the work of Steven

Hartzell on the Gosley earthquake?

A I am ashamed to say that I am not.

Q, I would like to refer you, Dr. Luco, to your

Figure IV-1 on page IV-4. Dr. Luco, I would like you to
talk me through this figure;. I have some questions on the

horizontal at 6 for approximately 5.8 —first of all, you

show four curves. I want to talk about the two solid
curves.

16

17

19,

On the figure at about 6 I read a value of
approximately .9 for the —if you go up the vertical,
the,.second curve, it is a solid curve. Is that approximatel

correct, my reading?

20 ' *-Yes—. 's about right.

21

23

24

25

Ai ~KRBCN R~ CPi.NQ CCMPANY. (NC
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Q Let me withdraw that question for the moment. I
2 will come back to it.

I want to talk about. the .two curves that are

4. shown here by dashed lines. There is a top curve
that'v

Ck

5

6-

7

8.
h

9.

starts at the top of the page, and the number I see under

the top is six and it goes five on down to four and then

ends up at about three way on the righthand side.

Do you have that curve?

A Yes.

10 Q There is another curve that has dashed lines.
It is the third curve down if you count from the lefthand

C4

side from the top. It is also dashed, and it goes —I
see number seven, eight,. and nine and down to —it is
kind of ten, I guess. It is not clear on my chart.

Those curves from the ratio you have represent

16 curves from data from the east side of the fault, the ZV '79

17 'rom the IV '79 earthquake, is that correct'?

A You mentioned two curves.

Q It is basically the two dashed curves. The two I

20 . curves are lines shown by dashes.

C'1

23

24

A Okay. The upper dashed cuxve, Station 6, 5, 4, 3

are the stations to the northeast of the fault. The lower

clashed curve corresponding to stations 7, 8, 9, 10

corresponds to a region to the northwest of the fault.
Q Okay. My understanding of the way those curves

ALQERSCN RK~ORi.NQ COMPANY. INC.
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were derived is it is a plot of the vertical component of
motion divided by the horizontal component of motion, the

two dashed curves, is that correct?

A„ . E could be a bit more precise. The dashed curves

Vt

Pl
cv
I

Vt

C'v

Fo

CV

C

7

8.

9

10 .

correspond to the ratio of the vertical peak acceleration
to the lowest peak acceleration at each station.

Q Thanks for the correction, Dr. Luco. You have

saved us some time. That was my next question.
Xs it common practice in this kind of work to

use the low peak horizontal component in deriving these

kinds of curves?
11

13 ',

A I do not believe that this is done very frequently
so there is no established pattern. And I must remind you

that Z included both ratios, the ratio vertical peak

Ct

16

17:

19

20
'1

acceleration to the lowest horizontal peak acceleration
and also the ratio of the peak vertical acceleration to
the highest horizontal.

Q—-~t is. correct, Dr. Luco, and I think you

saved us some time again. Those indeed are the curves you

plot here as the solzd lines-I—i~hat correct?
IfA Yes.

Q Okay. Now., I would like to go back to my question

Z was starting to ask about five minutes ago to go on the

horizontal azimuth to approximately 6 —approximately 6

it looks like to me —I am not very good at this —that
25
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your top or your —at that particular vertical azimuth

going up the chart on 6, that the solid. —the top solid
curve crosses the vertical at about .9, is that correct?

CZ
Cil

cv

5

6

7'.

9

10

A Slightly higher than .9, but that is all right.
Q Okay. And the lower solid curve crosses the

vertical at about .7.

A About . 75.

Q I am sorry. You said about .75.

A Yes, but you must understand that I am not —I
am not giving any weight to these numbers. I think the

purpose of this figure was to illustrate a trend, and so it

13 ',

is more of a qualitative description of what happens rather
than a quantitative—

Q Fine, Dr. Luco.

a'

16

Have you done, this same type of exercise for
Coyote Lake and. Parkfield ear0hquakes'?

A No, I have not.

Q Okay.

20

'Pause.}
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Ketchen, may I inquire

21 at this point how much longer you believe you are going

to be?

MR. KETCHEN: About five minutes. I am right
at the end. I was trying to clean up here.

25 CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: All right. Thank you.
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BY MR KETCHEN:

Q Dr. Luco, I would like to just briefly refer you

3'ack to II-4 of your testimony.

ec
cIc

c

Ics
ccs

ce

ce

ev

cic

4

7.—

8

9

10

A Page IZ-4?

Q ~ II-4.
A Okay.

Q And Figure II-l, Figure ZZ-l, page IZ-4.

A Yes.

Q I am sorry. Page ZI-4, page IZ-5 and Figure XZ-1

on page IZ-5. Okay. On page —do you have that?

A Yes.

Ce

a

f
C7

13

15 ',

16'7

,'

- On page ZZ-4 you refer to a value of 1.5 times

our mean value as the value of the mean plus one standard

deviation, is that correct? It is an item Roman numeral IV.
A- I have used a factor of 1.5 to obtain an approxi-

mation to the mean plus one standard deviation spectrum,

yes.

Q Okay. If~you s~tis-value:, ccuuld that value

C

C'9,20
'1

give you an acceleration of 1.125 g as a mean plus one

standard deviation?

A Just a minute, please.

(Pause.)

If I use a factor of 1.5 with a mean peak

acceleration of .75 g, I obtain the value of 1.13, say.

Q I did not hear that.

ALQK~SON a~~ORi.NQ Cci41csdii 4Y. tiXC





A 1.12 or 1.13, whichever.

Q Okay. How many —how many seismic records do

3 you know of, if any,. that reach or exceed such a value?

A Nell, we have the Pacoima Dam records that have

Pt'hic

I

ice

Cll

cv

cv

C2

7

9'0

la

peak accelerations on the order of 1.1S to 1.25 g.

Q Okay. Are you familiar with Boore's re-evaluation

of the peak acceleration of the Pacoima Dam record?

A Yes, I am aware of some corrections

Q Is

A I must say that the methods employed to derive

those corrections in my opinion are not sufficiently accurat

'c

C

C7

to —in the high frequency range. So you obtain a reductio

]3; in that. particular case. But in my opinion the method
t

employed is not reliable at 'those very high frequencies.

Q I take it then that you reject his re-evaluation

of peak acceleration put at 0.8 g, is tha't correct?

17 ' I do not reject it. I question it.
1Q

'

19 .

20

21

MR. KETCHEN: Thank you, Dr. Luco.

That is all the questions I have, Mr. Salzman.

(Board conferring.)
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: All right, gentlemen. I

believe we established at the beginning the order in which

each of you would ask questions of Drs. Luco and Trifunac

and then the Board would conclude.

Dr. Johnson is next.
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MR. FLEISCHAKER: Mr. Salzman, I have just. a

Ul

I

Vt

C%

C4

CV

CL

C

CJ

Ol

c ~

7

8

9

10

12

13

'6

couple of questions, if I could ask them first. They will
not be very long.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: I thought we had agreed that
each person would ask questions, all his questions, and

then the next one would. Is that my understanding? Is

that incorrect?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Usually the way we have been

proceeding—
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Did not we agree, sir? I

thought that is the way I stated we would do it, and I
heard no object:ion then. Am I wrong, sir?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Are we talking about the

schedule of agreement'?

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: No, no, no. When we asked

you how we would cross examine these people, we set t:he

order how you would proceed. The parties would each ask

19:

20

21

the witness their questions, and the Board would conclude.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: But I have one or two questions

which relate to the opening statements that they made.

There was a matter that they raised which—
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: The opening statements were

made before your questions.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: There was a matter that they

25
raised of some surprise to me, and I went to check the
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transcript of the last proceeding over the evening to see

whether their statements jibed exactly with their testimony

at the last proceeding, and I would like to ask them about

Ice

cIc
c

cv
C
cv

I
CJ

Vl

c0

C7

7

8.

9

10,

12

Ig '

15 I

17 .

apparent differences.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: My concern here is one of time

and. the procedure that we had set up. I am sure if all
the other parties had assumed that they were entitled to

read the transcript over and ask additional questions, they

would also do so.

MR FLEISCHAKER: I would like to make a proffer
then.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Fleischaker, if you are

comparing their testimony with what they testified before,

you will find both of them in the record, and you can-
therefore, you can just point to one and point to the other

and bring it out to us. But we have to stick by the rules

or we will not finish, sir.
MR. FLEISCHAKER: Mr. Salzman, if it will be

19,

20

'~i:

~ 24

25

of any use to you, I have no questions for the panel's

questions 5 and 6 so it is not going to take — I think

we are going to be finishing on time, and I suspect that

my questions will take very little time.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Yes, but what about everyone

else's questions, sir. If you are entitled to that

privilege, so are the others, and they were told they did
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not have that privilege.
MR. FLEISCHAKER: Do I understand then that I

cannot even make a proffer as to what I would like to

examine these witnesses on?

PF
CV
I

Vl
Vt

cv
Ctn

CV

cv

7

8;

9

10

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Fleischaker, you may make

a proffer about what you would like to examine the witnesses

on with the notation that the ground rules for examining

them were set yesterday.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: In the last proceeding Dr.

Trifunac and I discussed three approaches that he would

recommend to describe the maximum amplitudes of strong

VS

j

Vl

C

C'3;

1

16
'7

'0

'1

ground motion at the Diablo Canyon site for the largest
earthquake reasonably to be expected on the Hosgri fault.

His testimony on that matter is set out at page

8981 at line 20 through page 8982 at line 12. In. addition,
we discussed it further at 8895, line 12 and 8896, line 5.

Finally he make a recommendation to the ACRS which is
contained in his submission to the ACRS and are included--

in the transcript.
In those recommendations he set forth three ways

to estimate the maximum amplitudes'f ground motion.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Fleischaker.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Excuse me, sir.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: I understand, and I can read

25
what is. in them. What do you wish to question hi'm on?
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MR. FLEISCHAKER: One of the ways was to recommend

Vt

CV
I

IA
vl
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Ct
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cv
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8

9

10

13;

14..

'5,'6

17

that there be computer modeling to determine the maximum

amplitudes of peak- ground motion to occur at the site.
This was to provide a broader base for understanding. I
would -like to ask him whether he has changed that recommend

tion in light of his statements yesterday in the transcript,
page 1145, lines 7 t:hrough 10.

Second, with respect to Dr. Luco, in the proceedin

before Dr. Luco made a recommendation to the Board.

MR. NORTON: Excuse me, Mr. Salzman. This is
not a proffer of proof. This is an argument as to what

the testimony says below.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN:, I don'0 wish to hear the

argument any more.

Mr. Fleischaker, may I ask you to submit your

proffer in writing, please'?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Mr. Salzman, it will take me

1$

19,

but about—
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: It will take us until next

p0 year if we allow an argument between yourself and other
counsel over who is doing what. The Board's ruling is that:

",.2 you will please make your proffer in writing.
MR. FLEISCHAKER: Well, I must state for the

record that I am stunned by the fact: that—
CHAIRMAN S;ALZMAN: Mr. Fleischaker.
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MR. FLEISCHAKER:. Mr. Salzman, I am stunned by

the fact we are being cut off on cross examination of this
crucial question.

XXXX

PP
CV
I

Vt

CR

ee

C'V

1g

ci

CJ

Vl

7

8.

9

10,

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN:. Dr. Johnson, did you have

some questions?

,BOARD EXAMINATION

BY DR. JOHNSON:

Q Dr. Luco,'our Figure I-1 'which appears at page

I-4 of your testimony is a plot of MS values and ML values

for a range —a number of earthquakes, and I believe the

Applicant asked you this morning some questions about that.
What is the basic reason that the values of ML

diverge from those of, MS as you go to larger magnitude

15 'arthquakes?

la

f
Vl

l

C'l'

17

19,.

20
'1

23

24,

A Yes. Going to larger values on MS

Q Yes.

A Thank you. The magnitude MS is a measure in the
1

period range of about 20 seconds. The magnitude ML is a

measure in the period range of about .8 seconds. The

response in these two different period ranges is controlled
by different physical quantities within the fault. The

long periods are controlled more by —over all lengths
of the fault by the —by the almost static slip between

the- two faces of the fault.
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9.

10

On the other hand, at the shorter periods, we

start entering into a region where the response is
controlled by what we might call the dynamic stress drop,
the difference between the stresses before the rupture
started and the dynamic frictional stress.

Q Excuse me. Is your answer finished? I did not
mean to interrupt you.

A Yes.

Q Well, then, is it —would it be proper to say

that the MS gave a more macroscopic view of the event

whereas ML gave a microscopic view or a more microscopic

view?

A Yes.

15 '

I am correct, am I not, in my understanding that.

ML values are, measured closer to the event than MS values.

A Yes.

17

20
'1

23

24

Q I mean, you can measure an MS from a very long

distance away, is that correct'?

A Yes. The distances would be larger than 1,000

kilometers. ML you would measure in the range less than

600 kilometers.

Q And. do you s.ubscribe to the view that there is
a general correlation between the magnitude of an earthquake

and the length. of slip fault?
A Between the surface wave magnitude MS and the
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length, yes.

Q But as you approach the fault, the ground motion

is there determined more by local effects. You mentioned

T

8

9

10

12

13 ',

high stress drop and things of that nature. Is that
corrects

A As you move closer to the fault, the geometric

parameters that become important would be the width of
the fault; the length of the fault, I believe, that still
has certain importance, although not to the same degree.

And the reason for that is because of the fact of possible

focusing interference.

But the most important geometric parameter if
you move closer to the fault would be the width of the

fault
15 '.

16

Q The width?

A The width.

Q. The vertical width.

A Yes. The reason for that is that the larger

19 the width, the stronger the stresses in front of the crack

20

2l

as it ruptures, and those stresses I reduce when the ruptur
crosses that point to the frictional stress. And that is
a process which generates high frequencies..

Q But these are indeed more or less local effects,

25

are they not'P I mean, at far distances from the fault
where measurements of MS are made, you retain no informatio
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regarding these local effects;
A No, no. You are right. But when you are calculat

ing ML, you are still sufficiently far away from the fault.
Typically the Wood-Anderson instruments will go off-scale

5

6.

for a significant earthquake for quite a distance.

Q For measurements made close to the slip fault or

7

8.

10

13 I

the center of energy release or the epicenter, are not

the ground response measurements made, there most heavily

affected by the structural nature of the fault in that
immediate region?

For instance, let me suggest that if you have

a fault that ruptures over a length of 15 kilometers in
one region, say at, the north end, there is a region of

high stress drop, and you have two recording centers both

15 of them 2 kilometers from the fault line, one of the south

end, one. at the north end.

17 Would you expect the one at the north end to

give the highest reading?

19;

20
'1

A Zt would depend on the direction of rupture.

Q Yes, right.
A . But if I am following your point, the station

to the south, at the extreme south end of the fault certain y

25

is receiving some energy from the closest poi'nts on the

fault. But the amount of energy that may be released

there may be sufficiently small for the energy arriving fro
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the northern end of the fault to be more important. So

there is a range of possibilities.
Q Right. Thank you.

Now I would like to go to Dr. Trifunanc. ln
your statements of general concern yesterday —I don'

have them in front of me —but one of them had to do with

n

7

8.

9

10,

12

the rejection of points that are used in regression analyse

and I think you said that anyone who rejects points should

be very cautious about doing so.

Is that a proper paraphrase?

A (Witness Trifunac} Yes.

Q Have you —have you got your testimony of

13 yesterday?

A You. mean the notes from which I read?

Q Just one second. Let me get it.
16

17 '146
(Pause.)

In the paragraph which begins on the top of

A I don't think I have this.

20
'1

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: One moment.

WITNESS TRXFUNAC: Could you just read it? I
don.'t have to look at it.

BY DR. JOHNSON:

c~l
25

Q I am reading at the bottom of —the bottom of

page 1145 you say, "Qualitative judgment which seems to
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eliminate mainly the largest peak values, for example, will
most likely diminish the ultimate credibility of the result."
And that is referring to regression analyses.

On the next page in the next paragraph you say,

5

6

"And in this regard E am referring to using normal distance
»

to the fault in developing regression models on the basis

7

8

9

10

of existing data. I am not referring to predictions on the

basis of existing 'models. "

l don't understand what you mean by that.
A Okay. I see that the logical connection between

the first statement which refers to elimination—
12

13,'+

'5,:

16

17,

1$

19,

20
'1

Q You will have to speak up a little bit.
A Z see the way this reads does not appear the way

I hoped it would come across, because I wanted to-make

essentially examples of. different po'ints and not connect

the two.

I wanted to say something about —one has to
be careful in how one eliminates data points before proceeding

with analysis. And then I went to what I hoped to be a

different point, that there are other ways in which the

regression analysis can be influenced —how they predict
future motions, and one of those examples has been here,

23

24

25

for example, using the distance to the fault versus distance p

smallest distance to the fault versus epicenter and so forth.
Q Zt was not then your intention to say that sauce

Ai KBBON R~-OR».NQ CciVIPA»XY. »»XC
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"4

for the goose was indeed not sauce for the gander, I think.
A That is true.

Q Can we turn to your Figure I-2 on page I-6 of

your prepared testimony?

A Yes.

7

8.

9

Q This is a plot, is it not, of your analysis or

your predictions of peak ground motion, mean peak ground

motion plus or minus one standard deviation or something

near one standard deviation for both vertical and horizontal

motion, is that correct?

A Almost correct. This is not my prediction of what

12 peak accelerations should be for IV '79.

13 n

15 I

16

Q Right

A This is an illustratiori of what happens when you

take a particular regression analysis and plot points in
different fashions.

17
' Right.

19

20
'1

A The idea is to show that if you have the curves

set in X and Y coordinates, then if you change the definition
as to where you measure from, that the points that you

plot can travel left and right.
'?2
I

23

24

So l don't mean this figure to suggest that these

are the peak accelerations that E would predict for an

earthquake like ZV '79.

Q Well, with that qualification then E guess then

ALQERSCN R~=ORT!NQ CciVIPANY. INC
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there is nothing magic about the distance between 25 and

30 kilometers other than the fact that most of the measure-

ments were made at that distance from the epicenter, is that
A That is right.

7

8

9

10

Q This, of course, is what you are trying to illustra
Collection of measuring instruments at a particular

distance can give a concentration, an apparent concentration

of data that does not reflect the prediction of an analysis.
A Yes.

Q In plotting that was there any particular reason

7] that the Mexican data within 10 kilometers of the epicenter

12

13
I

1g

15

16

17

19;

20

'2'3

24

other than one set were not plotted?
A I am not sure I understand your question. Could

you repeat it or explain it?
Q Well, as I recall, within 10 kilometers of the

epicenter there was data at Bonds Corner, El Puerto,

Agrarius, and Mexicali. These are plotted. in Dr. Luco's

testimony.

A Yes..

Q But there is. only one set of Mexican data plotted
on your Figure I-2.

A Okay. First of all, the data on this earthquake

is still being presented, and there are several tables from

different authors. Depending on which table you use you

may get slight variations over where the epicenter is and
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19
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21

what distances therefore you would use. And I have done a

very simple. job of going back to ERI 180, which is the

Earthquake Research Institute reconnaissance report on this
earthquake. In that report there is a table which assumes

a particular epicenter which is not too far off where the

epicenter might eventually be accepted to have been.

I have taken the distances from that table, and

so it is quite possible that a number of my points in this
illustration would float a little bit to the right or a

little bit to the'eft if you were to change these distances.

Q Right. Would you offer an opinion if you were

to base —well, in view of the IV '69 data and say your

plot as opposed to a plot in which motion is plotted as

a function of distance to the positive fault, do y'ou have

an opinion as to which method of plotting appears to give
the best representation of the data?

A Yes, I do. Do you want me to continue?

Q Yes. What is your opinion, sir?
A My curves I developed on the basis of epicentral

distance for a very simple reason: that the data I had at
the time was in my opinion not adequate enough for me to

interpret where the energy was released during the earthquake

where represented in my sample.

Secondly, for all dimensions of a majority of
earthquakes I have used in my group, I would say that the
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source dimensions were really large relative to epicentral-
distances or to distances, so that there was no basis within
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23

24

the degree of resolution I could get to go any further.
On the assumption that you have all the data you

want. for each earthquake, you would have to have a fairly
detailed source mechanism study which would tell you where

this location was predominantly taking place, what the

distribution of stress drops across the fault. As the

earthquake gets larger, its complexity increases and the

dimensions of fault surface over which this happens .also

increases.

So to be more specific, in case of XV '79 because

we have talked about this a lot, there are certain things

that we simply do not know and we can only speculate now.

The epicenter was just slightly south of the border. Ne

have seen-surface offsets north of the border. The length

of, the faulting and the'oment that you would calculate,
the seismic moment that you would calculate from the surface

offsets- north of the border are not quite in agreement, with

the magnitudes that you see.

The distance between the —presumably hypocentral

point which is perhaps —and E am emphasizing "perhaps"

somewhere a depth of 5, 10, 15 kilometers beneath the

epicenter instruments are located, maybe the point of
initiation, but until. we do studies, we do not know whether
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7

8.

9

10,.

energy was primarily released here or that maybe it was

released here, there, and there in a certain succession.

It is impossible to tell this at this time.

Now, as was mentioned by Dr. Brune and by Luco

in the context of a different question, the peak acceleration

result: from high frequency energy, and that energy may be

associated with high stress drops at various places in the

fault which may be very far away from the station. They

may be close to the station, but I am saying at this time

we do not, know, so if you want to be as objective as possible

at this time, I think what you can do is perhaps take to

CA

12

13;

extremes.

Q Take what?

A To extremes.

15
.'6

'7

'9:.

20

21

Q All right.
A One extreme is that all the energy was released

as far as possible which would be perhaps in geometric

setting-of this earthquake a hypocentral distance. The

other extreme is to say that the energy released opposite to

each station at a distance normal to the fault from that
station. This is. the other extreme.

So if you wanted to be as precise as you can and

as general as you can at this time, I think what you probably

choose to do, and I did not do that, but I can explain it
here is instead of having points in this type of a diagram
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plotting horizontal lines and then defining the
horizontal'xis

to be distance, in quotation marks. So that you can

5

6

7

8,

9

10

plot on the extreme end of each line distance normal to .

the fault and, epicentral, hypocentral distance, and then

draw a. horizontal line which indicates the range of where

this point might come from, and then try to do some

comparisons.

And if you do'his you find that the example that
I have presented in this figure is one of these extremes.

If you do what the Blume testimony does or Seed testimony

does, those are the other extremes. And I am not saying the

12 truth is here. I am saying the truth is somewhere in between

CA
13 probably perhaps at a point such as illustrated by Dr. Brune,

but we do not know yet.

15, DR.. JOHNSON: Thank you.

16
'7

20

lg

19;

2L

CHAIRMAN SALZNAN: To digress just one moment.,

I have been asked to make the following announcement, please.

There is a silver Peugeot with a California
license 999 KSA which is blocking a service delivery drive,
and. if the owner of the automobile is in the room, please

move it.,
Thank you.

BY DR. BUCK:

Q Dr.. Johnson says he has one more question. He

25 has to look for it. I will ask my questions now.
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I would like to refer you to page XZ-2 of your

prepared testimony, please.

A Eleven?
1

Q I mean II, Roman IZ-2. You have in the hearing

before the Licensing Board made a statement a couple of
times about the realistic view of the Hosgri magnitudes to

7

9

10

be taken as 6.5, and in this testimony you have expanded

on that a little bit as to your reasons for taking the

6.5

Zt appears to me on the basis of this judgment,

decision that you are making here that. your approach to the

earthquake effect on the Hosgri plant, for example, would

Ce
13; in a sense eliminate some of the high frequency before you

14.'tart,, whereas Dr. Newmark's approach is to take the 7.5

15,'nd eliminate some of the high frequency-in his spectral anal

sis and. so on.

17 E would like you to expand on this a little bit
to make sure that E am reading thi.s 'colrrec'ti~d-whether

19 ', this is not a separate approach to the. same answer.

Do you understand what I am talking about here?

21

23

24

A Z don'.
Q Let me read. your statement here. You say, "However

Z believe that if one policy simplified deterministic, one

earthquake representation for the SSE at the Diablo Huclear

Power Plant site, it would be best to consider an 'earthquake

I
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with M approximately 6.5.'"
A May I interrupt to save time?

Q Yes.

A I think I understand where your question confuses-

Q Do you understand what I am talking about now?

A Let me ask whether. you want to ask that question,

7'.

9

10

and then we can proceed. I remember what E wrote, but your

question was not. precise.

You mentioned in your question something to the

effect that Dr. Newmark does something beforehand or E do

something beforehand, and I do something opposite than he

13

does in reference to high frequency reductions, and this is
where I am confused. Z don't understand what you mean there.

Q , What I was trying to get at is that in your

Cl1

15

16

17

20

statement here you say that you consider the judgment on

the 6.5 is based on your studies of a source mechanism of
several earthquakes, and the expectation that at high

frequencies only the adjacent fault motions —okay.

Now, Z look at this and remembering the Newmark

spectrum which in a sense limits your high frequency

21 response, l am asking if we aren't getting at the same answer

through different methods.

A The Newmazk spectrum is not limited to high fre-
quency response.

Q Okay. Perhaps you can explain what you intended

AL~FBS os R™CRT'40 CCMPAiXY. ti4C.
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E273
this to mean then.

A Okay. What I intend to mean here is this, that
we are talking about the system —systems. The bulk of
the matter in the high frequency range as we refer to that—

Q Can you speak up a little bit?

/

8

9

10

12

13;

A As we refer to this earthquake —the types of
structures we are interested in here are high frequency

structures —3, 5, 10 and higher frequencies in terms of
hertz.. This is what I mean here, high frequencies.

Now, I am thinking about a complete spectrum of
earthquake motions, and I am thinking what influences the

complete spectrum, and I am intuitively thinking about all
the physics that I understand, and I am asking what are the

key elements that influence that part of the frequency range

which I am most interested in.

16:

17

And I am saying that. if I have a large earthquake,

a long fault, say Hosgri, I don't care what the magnitude

is, a long fault, length being large relative to 6'"t'o 10=- -- r

kilometers, then the high frequency amplitudes at the

20

21

station. where the site is approximately would qualitatively
and most likely be predominantly influenced by what goes

on on the fault opposite that site at so many kilometers

north and so many kilometers south and so many kilometers

down

And I am allowing myself a judgmental luxury, if

A'a KRHQi4 RK~QRi.4C CCMPAi4YI li4C.
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you will, of saying what happens far north and what happens

far south is not going to contribute so much because it is

3
at some distance. It will extend the duration, perhaps

considerably, but. it. will not significantly contribute to

Pl
cv

I

Mc
Vl

chic

cv
C?

cubi

C1

C
CS

Ml

5

6:

7

8,

9

10

12

13;

the amplitudes.

Q All right. Is this only true for high frequencies

now?

A This is predominantly true for high frequencies.

Q Because of the attenuation?

A That is only one element. High frequencies are

associated with short waves.

Q Yes.

A And long periods are associated with long waves.

Q . Yes.

C

I

16

17
'g

19:

20
'1

25

A Okay. And the long waves, we'l know. much more

about what happened far away on the fault than the short
waves adjacent to the site. It is very qualitative.

I included in my testimony a paper of a study

that I carried out for the Imperial Valley earthquake 1940.

That was a large earthquake, 7 plus or minus, and I view

this earthquake as a sequence of smaller earthquakes.

Q I see what you are doing there.

A You can take that in that context.

Q This depends upon the length of segments that you

take. That is the one that really affects the Hosgri fault,
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and if one were to come down to a very tiny segment, of
course, one would say that the magnitude was a great deal

3 less.

iCC

Cii
C

CCC

iCC

C%

C
C%

Cii

Cii

c

5

6

7

8

9'0

A That is right.
Q Right. Okay.

A If you think of a large earthquake being a series

of ruptures.

DR. JOHNSON:' have one more question.

BY DR.. JOHNSON:

Q It is precisely on that point. I would like to
read the entire sentence that Dr. Buck started to read or

CA
13 I

15,'he

entire phrase. "The expectation that at high frequency

only the adjacent fault motion will contribute significantly
to the overall spectrum amplitude."

Now, that statement and how you have just amplifie

16 it, is that not an argument for saturation with regard to

Vl

CCC

17

TQ

!

19;

20

'arthquake magnitude? What happens to the north., what .

happens to the south does not contribute much.

Doesn't that mean that you saturate no matter how —
,

I mean, if you have, a large earthquake or a small earthquake

C
C

I

21 it is the fault motion closest to the site which predominates

A Roughly, yes.

DR. JOHNSON: I have no further questions.

CHAIRMAN SALZKQl: Mr. Fleischaker, I think at
25 this'oment it: might be appropriate if Mrs. Silver is here

i!ca %SON RVORC.NQ CCMc ACHY. tiRC
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to make her statement now while we shift gears, because I
think most everyone is present in the room.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Thank you, Mr. Chairman., I

Vl
PP
pe
I

Ill
Ill

j
8

9

10 .

appreciate your generous opportunity to allow Mrs. Silver
to make her statement.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Why don't you have her speak

from your microphone so everyone will have a chance to hear

what she has to say.

Dr. Luco, Dr. Trifunac, I think you are excused

for now.

(The witnesses were excused.)

Vl

f~ .

I
Vl

f
c

12

13;

lg
'5

'6

17:

I

19,

20
'1

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Fleischaker, will you

identify Mrs. Silver?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: For purposes of the record I
would like to identify Mrs. Sandra Silver who is a repre-
sentative of one of the Joint Intervenors, the San Luis

Obispo Mothers For Peace..

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: I understand, Mrs. Silver, that

you had some comments that you wished to make to us this
morning.

MRS. SILVER: Yes, sir.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Before you start may I ask

2t3

24

please that everyone be quiet because the room has a

tendency to echo, and the Reporter will have difficulty
understanding what Mrs. Silver says.
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Please'go ahead, Mrs.
Silver.'MRS.

SILVER: Thank you, Mr. Salzman.

XXX '

LIMITED APPEARANCE OF

SANDRA SILVER

MRS., SILVER: Mr. Salzman, Dr. Buck, and Dr.

C
CJ

a
C2

f
C3

7

8.

9

10

16

17

7Q

19:

20
'1

25

Johnson, the people of this community have come here today

to express their very grave concerns over the unthinkable

possibility of Diablo Canyon being given a license.

Many of us in this room have sit here for a full
week patiently and quietly listening to the testimony.. Mr.

Salzman, you told us that it would be highly technical and

it would not be like a Perry Mason show,. We understood that,
and we can accept it. We did accept that. But, what we

cannot accept are the games that have been played here.-

As one may expect, that as spectators we would

he amused by the intellectual maneuverings that have gone

on here, but we are more than spectators. The stakes here

are very high. At risk here are the health and the lives
of our children. Therefore, we find these games and these

risks intolerable.
This Board is faced with a horrendous backfit

problem. When this hearing is completed you gentlemen will
return to the privacy and the protection of your Washington,

D.C. offices where you will be making a decision that will
be directly affecting our lives and our future. From
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end tp 3

Vl

cv
I

vt

Ct
CV

7

9

10

thousands of miles away you will be making that decision.

As the people who are directly affected by this
decision we feel we are entitled to more than just a short

memo in the Federal Register. We would hereby recruest that

you three gentlemen return to San Luis Obispo when you have

reached your decision and to give us your verdict in person

so that all of us may hear what you have to say. We feel

that you owe it to us.

Thank you', sir.
(Applause.)
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CHAIRMAN SALZHAN: The board will take Nrs.

2 Silver's request under advisement. One thing I can assure

3 you is that whatever our decision comes dovn as it will not

4 be a short one; it vill be very long, very detailed, filled
6 with a great many explanations, and let me assure everyone

6 in the audience that what you may perhaps see as games are

7 in fact attempts to relieve the tensions of people who hold

8 strong opinions, strong views, particularly the scientists

9 required to give their views in the context that the law

10 requires for other reasons-

And what ve are attempting to do is make

12 certain that all the relevant information is required for us

13 to make this decision vill get into the record

14 E can tell you, Hrs Silver, that the three of

16 us recognize only too well the responsibilities -we have and

16 th e decision we have been called upon to mak e

17 And I can assure you, as has always been the

18 case with our work for the Atomic Energy Commission and now

19 the Nuclear Regulatory Commissions that the decisions of

20 this board are the responsibility of the three of us No

21 one tells us hov to decide, and our decision is based only

22 on our reading of the record, our judgments of vhat the

23 record. contains, and. we will explain fully and completely

24 vhat ve do

Me cannot tell you what the decision vill be,

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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1 of course, until all the evidence is in and we have been

2 able to read it all I can, only tell you that ve vill make

3 our best"efforts and that we will decide with the full
4 understanding of the problems involved, both for you and

5 those you represent and for everyone who is involved.

I vant to thank you for being here this morning

7 and telling us again and. reeminding us of the seriousness of

8 the matter vhich is being decided.

10

Thank you, lfrs Silver.
HR. FLEISCHAKER c "..r Chairman, I would like to

11 thank you because you have provided us an opportunity to

12 make this statement and have provided an exception to the

13 procedures that ve had agreed upon.

15

Thank you

CHAIRMAN SALZNAN: Let us proceed- It is
16 11 c30. I would like to get started vith the next phase

17 We will have to ad journ at a pproximately 12: 00 because there

18 is no room at the inn, and we must change our reservations

19 Consequently, I would like to get as much in as

20 possible before ve have to go

Drs. Luco and Trifunac, I appreciate. your

22 testimony. Would you remain in the room I did not mean ve

23 were going to adjourn for th day- I meant we would have to

24 go at 12:00 o 'clock to get a new reservation or ve vill be

25 sleeping vith the other people out in the park, but vithout
1

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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1 the sleeping bags.

Gentlemen, we will take a recess for five
3 minutes to give you an opportunity to prepare-

(Brief Recess)

I48 NORTON: At this time we are ready to5

6 proceed on questions five and six The panel members have

7 all been previously sworn - They are Dr. Smith, Dr. Seed,

8 Dr. Bloom, and Nr. Hamilton-

CHAIRMAN SAIZMAN One moment, Hr. Norton. For

10 the benefit of a great many people that are new to the

11'proceeding that were probably not aware before+ at this
12 stage~ the applicant is being called upon to respond —to

13 reply to the cross examination of its witnesses who

14 pr ev iously testi fied .

15 This is the normal procedure; this party has

16 the burden of proof in this case; the applicant must put

17 his proof on first The other parties are then heard, and

18 by law the applicant is entitled to respond.

19 We are at this point at the applicant's

20 response. I am sorry. I take it back. I am lost again.

21 We are moving on to go to a new question. This is the

- 22 applicant's opening on questions five and six- Please

23 begin

24 Th er e upon,

H e SEED

ALOERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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S. SlfITH

J BLUHE

and

D . HA ~uILTON

5 were called as witnesses, and having been previously duly

6 sworn, were examined and „testified as follows:
DIRECT EXAN INATION

8 BY NR NORTON:

9 Q Gentlemen, I would like one by one to ask youi

10 Dr. Smith, have you prepared testiomony for questions five
11 and/or six?

12

13

('Jitness Smith) Yes, question five ~

Do you have any corrections to that testimony

14 at this time?

15 A No

16 Q Dr- Seed, have you prepared testimony for
17 questions five and/or six?

18 (Mitness Seed) Yes.

19

20

21

Which questions?

Five and six
All right. Do you have any corrections to that

22 test imony at this time?

A No.

24 Q Dr Blume, I would ask the same question of

25 you I believe you submitted testimony on both. questions?

ALOERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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1 A ( Witness Blume) Yes

2 Q Dr Blume, you are going to have to somehow get

3 that microphone closer

4 A It is hard to do and handle these pages What

5 I want to check is that a correction at the bottom of page

6 V-3 has been made; the equation, D = PL(3) in the

7 numerator and. that L should be a capital L instead of a

8 small 1.

10

All right
And on page V-a, the word "shapes" should be

11 "shapes " And on page V-7, line 14, the first word "base"

12 should be deleted

13 DR BUCK: Excuse me, Dr. Blume; would you go

14 a little bit slower I did not get the reference to the

15 page

16 MITNESS BLUME4 V-7

17 DR. BUCK Thank you

QITNESS BLUME: The first word, "base," should

19 be deleted and the word "point" should be plural, "points

20 And. then on V-8i the last linei line 26, the word "binding+"

21 should be

"bending'�

"

That is all I have.

BY MR NORTON

24 Q And, Zr. Hamilton, do you have any changes or

25 corrections to your testimony to question five?

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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(Mitness Hamilton) No, sir
Q Gentlemen, is in fact the written testimony

3 that you have previously sub'mitted, true and correct to the

4 hest of your knowledge.
'I

5 If anyone is to the contrary, say no I think

6 that will be the quickest way to go

(No response)

ÃR NORTON: At this time we would move the

9 testimony of these gentlemen on questions five and six into

10 evid.ence to be placed. in the "record as if read

CHAIRMAN SALZNAN: All right- Nr- Olmstead,

12 any objections?

13

14

NR OLNSTEAD. No objection.

CHAIRMAN SALZ!fAN: Nr- Fleischaker, any

15 ob jections?

16

17

18

19

NR FLEISCHAKER: No objection.

CHAIRMAN SALZHANc Nr- Lanpher, any objection?

NR. LANPHERa No objection.

CHAIRMAN SALZPAN: For the benefit of thoe who

20 do not understand the procedure, in a complicated case like
21 this, in order for the people to have the opportunity to

22 cross examine these professionals and experts on their
23 testimony+ it has to be presented in advance in writing so

24 that the other side can see it.
Everyone has had this written testimony in

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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1 advance for some time, and they will now cross. examine the

2 gentlemen whose testimony has just been introduced

The reporter will note the testimony of these

4 applicant's witnesses to be included„ in the record as if
5 read. at this point.

MR. NORTON: Now, we will turn the panel over

7 for cross examination .

CHAIRMAN SALZÃAN- Mr Fleischaker?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: I have no questions, Mr.

10 Chairman

12

13

15

CHAIRMAN SALZ MAN s Mr. Lanpher?

MR LANPHER: No questions.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Olmstead?

MR. OLMSTEADc No questions

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Dr . Johnson, did you have

16 some questions?

17

18

DR. JOHNSON Yes.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Dr. Johnson has some

19 questions, gentlemen.

20 BOARD EXAMINATION

21 BY DR JOHNSON

Q My questions are going to be related to the Tau

23 concept in general, and I will ask you members of the panel

24 to decide among yourselves who might be the most appropriate

25 individual to answer

ALOERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
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Me, as you can gather, from the questions we

2 asked, felt the Imperial Valley service building results

3 that is, that there was no demonstrated. Tau effect for that

4 buiding —has raised a question with regard to the apparent

6 deonstration of a Tau effect as was displayed with the

6 Hollywood services buiding in the San Fernando earthquake.

7 I think from reading the testimony that it is relatively
8 clear, at lest to me, why the Imperial Valley services

9 building did not demonstrate such an effect.
10 I would like, however, someone to address the

11 questions what assurance do we have that the two records

12 which are used to illustrate Tau ef fect in the Hollywood

13 services buiding are indeed a representation of that effect,
14 rather than a chance juxtaposition of records in which one

16 happened to be lower than the other, but happened to be

16 adjacent to one another

17 A (Witness Blume) I shall start out on that

18 question and. then turn it over to Dr. Seed.

19 First of all, I would like to clarify one pint,
20 and. that is that the Tau effect you see in Diablo Canyon is
21 not limited to the Hollywood storage building as a

basis'2

There were many other theoretical and other „bases which can

23 be used.

24 The effects measured of course did indicate a

25 Tau effect, in my opinion, and Dr. Newmark's opinion.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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1 Undoubtedly there were other effects also present. As I
2 mentioned in my written testimony, there are many, many

3 effects involved in soil-structure interaction, of which the

4 so-called Tau effect is only one.

5 Q Hay I interrupt just one second, Dr Blume

6 What you have just said. is at least for this individual,
7 part of the confusion-

I am now considering Tau effect as described by

9 several of the witnesses here to include three major

10 interactions wave passage, incoherence of waves, and

11 soil-structure interactions, as three separate types of

12 event which can lead to reduced building motio.

13 First of all, is that characterization proper

14 in your view?

15 A Yes, I think it is proper, and that is the way

16 it has been done at this hearing. However, the words

17 sail-structure interaction, the third item itself, could be

18 broken into many components.

19 Q Which would encompass all three of the

20, A All three and others that ar not even listed:
21 for example, radiation feedback, energy fed back from the

22 building into the ground; scattering effects; things of

23 this sort-
24 It is a very, very complex and theoretical

25 subject The indications are definitely that what we are

ALOERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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1 talking about here in this hearing has been divided into the

2 three i,tems you mentioned; incoherence, and so on.

And I think in that regard, it might be well if
4 Dr Seed carried on a little bit and discussed his concepts.

BY DR BUCK

7 thought that
Just before we leave that, I am sorry; I
the calculations,and so on, that have been made

8 for Tau were independent or separated out from the soil
9.effects

10 Am I wrong in that? I realize that the overall

11 reaction of the buiding is dependent on soil effects and

12 wave motion, and so on

13 And wave motion I thought was what we had

14 considered as Tau the effect of the wave motion or the

15 effect of the size of the building on the wave motion was

16 primarily what we considered

17 Am I incorrect in that?

18 No, you are not incorrect. The calculations

19 that were carried out were two sets one according to the

20 Hewmark procedure and. one according to the Blume procedure.

21 And here again we each had. our own way of doing it and did

22 it independently, and whichever governed was the design or

23 anal ysis cri te rion.
24 The basis that we used for the mathematical

25 treatment was a little more theoretical and involved

AI.DERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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1 frequency dependence and. the shape of the foundation, the

2 leng th of th e foundation, as compared. to the wave length,

3 and. so on.

Dr- Newmark's method I think was similar to

5 Scanlon and Yamahara 's that he mentioned Ours was more

6 slightlymore involved, but we got quite similar results.
You are correct, sir, that calculations were

8 carried out on a geometric type, basis .

9 Q The reason I ask this is I think this comes

10 into the conservatism not only of Tau, but the overall
11 effects on the building because there are two basic effects
12 here, it seems to me

13 One is transmission of the motion through the

14 soil to the building, and the other is the actual wave

15 effect on the building

17

18

That is correct

DR. BUCK: Okay. Thank you.

MITNESS SEED: The main factors in the

19 development'f the Tau factor for the Diablo Canyon plant

20 were in fact the concepts, two in number, one that the peak

21 acceleration developed at different points at the base of
22 the slab of the building are different at the same instant
23 of time.

24 That is what Dr. Newmark referred to as the

25 incoherence effect. And that is part of the Tau factor ~ Zt
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1 could result from inclined ~aves coming into the building;
2 siple nonhomogeneities; the underlying formations: any

3 nonhomogeneity in the underlying formation, geologic

4 formation would delay or speed up travel times of waves.

But there is, I consider, that for stations

6 quite close together we see significant~.differences in the

7 peak accelerations recorded at the stations at the same

8 instant of time or even in peaks from one station to

9 another, if you take the maximum peaks which occur at

10 different instants of time.

11 So this incoherence is a phenomenon which has

12 been observed in structures and in the free .field i and which

13 is clearly identifiable as a fact affecting the motions

14 for design.

15 BY DR BUCK

16 - Q When you say incoherence, you are talking as a

17 result of ref raction and. reflection of the-,waves Is this
18 right?
19 A In the geologic formations in which they mus

20 travel in order to get. from the source to the base slab of

21 the building-
DR. BUCK: Okay, thank you.

BY DR JOHNSON

24 Q Dr. Seed., with regard to incoherence, I
25 understand that there is no absolute time base for the

ALOERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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~ 1 measurements made at the El Centro differential array

2 However, a rather close qualitative examination of those

3 records appears to indicate that at least the major features

4 of those records, peaks and valleys, appear either to be

5 coherent from station to station, or possibly slightly
6 changed in phase

But in terms of any gross or random

8 incoherence, at least in the major features, there does not

9 appear to me to be any-

10 Do you have any opinions or have you studied

11 that?

Yes, I have studied, the differences from

13 stations to station in terms of the devia tion from the

14 mean; if I averaged the value between two adjacent stations

15 and then compare each of the stations with the average, as

16 if I had a slab covering both stations, which would

17 integrate the two,together and give me the average coming

18 out on top of the slab compared with the individual station-

19 records

20 Q Bight

21 A I find that deviations from that mean are or

22 most of the instruments tghat give differential array —I
23 say this because I neglected instrument number one which was

24 very closely located to instrument number two —I think 70

25 feet apart.
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But if I take the others, two, three, four and

2 five, then I find by a very simple averaging procedure that

3 the average deviation from the mean comparing all stations

4 in pairs adjacently would. he plus or minus 10 percent

That takes no account of differential times of

6 arrival That is taking average peaks Then bear in mind

7'he times of arrival of those peaks to he slightly
8 different, and they do not have to be very much different
9 because we are dealing with quite high frequency motions

10 Small, differential time of arrival would

11 increase that amount And so I see from the differential
12 array an incoherence effect of a t least 10 percent which I
13 can calculate plus a little bit more

And so I would agree conservatively with Dr.

15 Newmark's estimate of the amount of eduction of motion

16 going into the building caused by all incoherence effects,
17 both differential peaks and time of arrival of at least 15

18 percent

19 I think that is the number he used. And it is
20 one that I can certainly agree with because I can justify
21- 10 percent without considering times of arrival and then add

22 on a little bit more than that for the differential times of

23 arrival
24 It is very easy to get to 15 percent.

Your measurements or calculations could be made
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1 without reference to absolute timing?

2 A Yes. All I was doing was averaging peaks,

3 regardless of their time of arrival I think Dr Smith has

4 some more information on the analysis of the differential
5 array

Q I would like to hear from Dr. Smith.

-- in detail which he would be glad to present

I sort of interrupt you. Along the way, is
9 this —would this be a good place for you to turn it over

10 to Dr Smith?

11 A Yes, as long as we understand that I vas

12 listing one o f the factors which contribute to Tau in

13 dicussing it, vhich was incoherence, and the other would be

14 -,-

15 I think you had better go on with your overall

16 answer

17 A The other one would be soil-interaction effects

18 which I see to be 10 to 25 percent at this builiding, the

19 containment structure at th site
20 It is the only one analyzed, in great detail,
21 but Dr - Blume 's analyses vere based on the assumption that

22 the base —the 'formation, the geologic formation on which

23 the buildings vere located is rigid, nondeformable, whereas

24 in fact it is deformable.

And if one takes that factor into account then
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1 there is a reduction of input motions to the building which

2 result from the effect of considering the deformability of

3 the foundation supporting the slabs of the building.

That is the kind of study which is the kind of

5 thing which we call a physical soil-structure interaction
6 study ~

And one of those was made for the containment

8 structure at Diablo Canyon and showed effects on the order

9 of at least 10 to 20 percent.

10 ' This would be the Seed-Lymser report?

11 A Yes

12 Q And an excerpt from that report appeared in

13 your direct testimony?

14 A One typical figure was. taken and put in the
e

1
15 testimony, yes.

16 So adding up the 10 to 20 percent that we get

17 from soil-structure interaction to the 15 percent we get

18 from incoherence, gives us a little -- 25 to 35 percent or

19 hwatever those two add up to

20 And that would be a legitimate reduction

You then include in incoherence wave passage

22 effects or -- I realize —well, I would take incoherence to

23 be randomness in arrival, whereas wave passage would be a

24 uniform motion but a large structure.

25 A I think there is some of both involved, to tell
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1 you the truth; there are som wave motion

2 effects, superimposed on which is some degree of randomness,

3 and so it is not simply a question of wave passage effect

4 There is a randomness to the motion as well-

5 Q Wel3.~ one —and. I am not sure who it was

6 one of the other witnesses suggested that because of the

7 vertical incidence of waves from -- waves at Diablo Canyon

8 from the Hosgri Fault, that the wave passage effect would be

9 negligible, if not zero.

10 Now, when I say zero, I would like you to

Do you, in terms of degrees of11 discuss my question.
I

12 verticalness —I did not mean coming straight up —I would

13 like to know for realistic incident waves from th Hosgri, if
14 the wave passage effect, in your opinion —I hate to use

15 the word "significant" because I know the history of it in

16 this proceeding.

17 But is it a measurable -- would the wave

18 passage effect provide a measurable effect in ground motion

19 a t the Diablo Canyon si te?

20 A Yes. The waves may be coming up vertically
21 near the base of .,the plant, but they must be coming from

22 somewhere below that before they start to come up vertically

23 in the region near the base of the plant

24 So they must be traveling with some velocity in

25 the underlying formations at some depth.
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And. therefore while vaves may be coming up

2 almost verticallyi let's say+ vithin 20 or 30 degrees 'of

3'vertical, which is almost vertically, that still could

4 result from the waves traveling with some velocity, in a

5 higher velocity underlying rock formation.—

And so ve would see them as almost vertical
7 waves to the surface still traveling with some velocity
8 And. superimposed on that as they travel from this deeper

9 layer to the surface, they may pass through different
10 boundaries of material in the rock formations which would

11 give them some degree also of nonhomogeneity by the time

12 they arrive at the ground. surface both in amplitude and in

13 tie of arrival
Mhat ve really have is a sort of a wave passage

15 effect vith a randomness superimposed on top.

16 Q Right

17 A (Qitness Blume) |: think ve also have to keep

18 in mind that all earthquake energy is not going to be

19 released right opposite that plant; for a major earthquake,

20 such as a 7.5, there is going to be rupture length of some

21 dimension, vhich means that energy will be arriving in a

22 pattern that is quite general in azimuth and also in

23 vertical incidence

24 And the vavev are going to be coming in from

25 various directions, even though they almost may all be
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1 vertical.
However, we have just -- you may want to

3 comment on what we have just heard and what I now —I
4 thought I understood. that the major segment of ground motion

5 or the major portion of ground motion at the site would be

6 due to tha't portion of the fault adjacent to the,site<

7.resulting in the saturation effect that we are taking about

8 A That is correct ~ And we have talked about the

9 5 8 kilometers throughout the whole week But in analysis,

10 we have to in addition consider motion elsewhere on that

11 same fault,originating elsewhere and also in other faults.
12 So we are not limited in our thinkjing to just
13 opposite the plant, even though that may control.

Q I realize that, yes, sir- But that is the

15 controlling motion or the —I mean, in terms of looking at

16 the design basis, we dop have to consider the fault as if it
17 were ruptured right ad,jacent to the plant or there was a

18 high stress drop right adjacent to the plant.
19 Yes, it is the control in most situations, that

20 is correct
21 BY DRY BUCK

22 Q
' motion coming in from further along the fault

23 adds to the incoherence, is that not correct?

24 A That is right
BY DR JOHNSON
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Q Is it appropriate now, then, for Dr. Smith to

2 discuss the differential array analysis?

MR . NORTON: Excuse me. 'We have a number —I
4 think, yes In fair response to the question, I think we

\

5 had better do that. We have prepared a rebuttal to .Dr.

6 Luco's testimony on the differential array-

But I think you have basically asked that

8 question and rather than hold it for rebuttal, we can give

9 it now

10 I think Dr Smith plans on using five exhibits

11 and he has vu-graphs of them And I of course hve the

12 copies-. I will pass them out as he goes and we will
13 identify them as he puts each one up on the vu-graph

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Olmstead?

15 MR. OLMSTEAD: One preliminary matter We have

16 arrived at th time you said you wanted to adjourn. I guess

17 I would like to hear from Mr. Norton what is in Dr- Luco's

18 examinaton that occurred today that he is rebutting

19 MR. NORTON: Not at all; it is his written

20 testimony that we are rebutting-

21

24

MR. OLMSTEAD: Okay.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN Mr- Fleischaker?

MR . FLEISCHAKER No

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Lanpher?

MR. NORTON' would suggest thisi Dry
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1 Johnson. If it is acceptable to you, we worked late into

2 the night last night to prepare rebuttal to the whole

3 thing;. this fits in as a small piece or actually more than

4 a small piece< I guess, of Dr Smith 's rebuttal And it
5 will be prsented later today

If you would. ra ther wait and do it that way', it
7 does fit into what he has prepared for rebuttal testimony.

(Board Conferring)

MR- NORTON: Obviously, he can still answer any

10 questions you have at that time, o course.

12

(Board Conferring)

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mrs Norton, Dr- Johnson is

13 going to withdraw his question in anticipation that you will
14 provide the answer in rebuttal, and if not, he will ask more

15 about it
16 But Dr . Buck has some questions he would like
17 to ask. Me have a few more questions and I woul'd like to

18 get them in bef ore we take a break for lunch, if you will
19 bear with us, gentlemen.

20

21

It will be helpful to do it this way

BY DR BUCK:

22 9 I will let anyone answer who wants to, but this

23 refers to Dr Newmark's answer to one of my questions

24 concerning the turbine building at Diablo Canyon. I
25 understood him —and I must admit I have not gone back to
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1 the transcript to make sure this is exactly what he said

2 but that the —he considered the Tau effect to be dependent

3 only on the longest dimension of the building.

ls that what you consider, Dr ~ Blume or whoever

5 wants to answer'P

6 A ('iitness Blume) Mhat we did is to take the

7 area of the building and take the square root of it and get

8 an equivalent square.

9 Q Okay Now, that will work except for a very

10 narrow building; is that corrects

A That is right-
12 Q I there any minimum dimensioin of a building

13 that we have to consider here7

14 A Not in this case, in my opinion, because the

15 trusses are at quite frequent intervals, and they have

16 moment value and provide lateral stiffness And also the

17 foundations are broken in the center of the building-1

18 Q Do you think the width of the building in

19 itself is sufficient to be considered'

20 A The width and the stiffness combined . There

21 are also very massive turbine pedestals in it that stiffen
22 iti

24

DR BUCK: Okay THat is all E have. Thank you.

BY DR JOHNSON

I will ask this of you, Dr ~ Blume; however,
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1 any one of the panel may answer.

Hy question relates to the precise magnitude of

3 the reduction ascribed to Tau- As I recall the testimony

4 below, the value of Tau of 0 OII is determined. on the basis

5 of wave passage effects
I think the value is proper for at least the

7 containment building. Now, I understand. from Dr Newmark's

8 testimony that the soil structue interaction component of

9 this triumverate of effects was not considered, at all, but

10 if it —how does one justify assigning a value to this
11 effect based on wave passage when the effect itself is
12 deemed. physically to be the combination of two separate

13 effects of which perhaps wave passage is the minority

14 contributor?
15 A I think the logic in the design or analysis

16 procedure was the matter of equivalency which we often use

17 in engineering For example, with air pressure on a

18 building, we know it is an aerodynamic problem and yet we

19 use so many pounds per square foot for the purpose of

20 design-

21 Re know it is not correct, but it is
22 equivalent, and the same with floor loading and many other

23 things

24 The feeling was by using the dimensions of the

25 bu'ilding and also the frequency —it is a frequency
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1 dependent reduction. that we could use these procedures as

2 an equivalent measure to take in and encompass all three of

3 these effects we are talking about, since they would be more

4 or less proportional to the sameparameters
I

5 Now, the amount of the reduction is maximum at

6 zero period, and it goes to zero reduction a t frequencies

7 that vary between the Newmark and. the Blume procedures, but

8 generally at about a period of n seconds, as I recall~ it
9 vanishes

10 In other words the reduction vanishes. So it
11 was an equivalent procedure, and there were two different
12 procedures because his was different than hours

13 9 Mell now it was my understanding, though, that

14 soil-structure interaction, per se, as might be calculated

15 by Dr Seed, was not included in the assignment of that

16 value Am I wrong or right in that assumption?

17 You are correct. In the Hosgri re-analysis in

18 accordance with the - then standards or at least

19 recommendations of NBC, we assumed a rigid base because we

20 had a very high shear velocity of the rock.

21 In the original design, however, 'e used. the

22 soil-stru ctur e interaction model way back bef ore Hosgri. So

23 the structure has been analyzed both ways, you might say.

24 But you are correct, that in this Tau

25 reductioni the assumption was it was a fixed base
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Dr- Seed., you indicated that your analysis does

Z include some flexibility or non-rigidity of the base slab

3 A (Nitness Seed.) No, the base slab in the

4 analysis is considered to be very rigid. It is the

5 deformability of the rock underlying the base slab which is

6 considered to be deformable

Ãay I amplify on that for a momentV

Q Yes, sir, you may.

9 A If the assumption is made that the rock

10 underlying the base slab is itself rigid., then it must

11 necessarily be so that all motions coming in whatever wave

12 form they come must arrive at all points on the base slab at

13 exactly the same time exactly the same amplitude

14 That follows from the assumption of rigidity
15 and since the geologic formation is not rigid, since that

16 does not happen in fact, then some allowance for the

17 conservativeness of tha assumption can be made in what is

18 calle the Tau factor-- Tau effect ~

19

20

DR. JOHNSON- I have no further questions.

CHAIRMAN SALZ.'4AN: Ladies and gentlemen, the

21 hearing will recess a t this poin t un til 1 4 30 when we will
22 resume.

ZR. NORTON: Am I to understand this panel is

24 done and. we are moving on to the next panel or what? That

25 is what I am trying to
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CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: I don't know whether there

2 are anY additional questions There may be a few Let me

3 Just ask

18 something

Mr. Olmstead? Mr. Fleischaker?

MR. FLEISCHAKER. No, sir-
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN4 Mr. Lanpher?

MR LANPHER No

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN. I think the panel is
MR- OLMSTEAD- Ms. Nordlinger is trying to say

MS. NORDINGER: Mr. Chairman, Drs- Trifunac and

12 Luco wondered if they could secure a clarification on one

13 staement so they could consider their comments in light of

14 whatever clarification —something they said they did not

15 understand or co91d not hear; I am not sure which it was

16

17

18

19

20

21 0

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Have they written it out?

MS. NORDLINGER; Yes.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: May I see it?
MS NORDLINGER Certainly.

BY DR JOHNSON:

I will ask you two additional questions if I
22 may, Dr. Blume-

Is the foundation system for the turbine

24 building continuous along its longitudinal axis?

(Witness Blume) No. I believe there is an
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1 expansion joint in the center .of that I can check that by

2 looking in the audience l think ~

3 Q Then d.id I understand you to say that expansion

4 joints are at the center?

Yes, there are really two buidings opposite

6 each other.
7 . 9 With an -expansion joint -- some flexibility in

8 between; is that correct?

9 A That was my understanding.- I would like to

10 conf irm that durin the lunch hour, if X might-

DB JOHNSON'll right< sir Thank you I
12 think that takes care o the question for the time being. We

13 do want your verification after lunch ..

14 CHAIRMAN SALZMAN We will recess until 1:30

15 (Thereupon, at 12:20 p m ~, the hearing in the

16 above-entitled. matter was recessed to reconvene at 1:30 that

17 same day )

18

19

20

21

24
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AFTERNOON SESSION

1s05 p.m.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN- We are on the record. The

4 hearing will reconvene.

When ve closed., Dr« John Blume vas going to

6 confirm an answer he had. given in response to a question by

7 Dr. Johnson

Dr. Blume.

9 Whereupon,

10 JOHN BLUME

11 the vitness on tMe stand at time of recess, resumed the

12 stand and testified further as follovs:
13 WITNESS BLUME-. I have confirmed, and I was

14 correct, the foundations are continuous structural
15 elements. There are no expansions going.

16

17

18

DR . JOHNSON 'hat is the only question I had .

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Thank you.

I believe next on the schedule are Drs Trifunac

19 and Luco.

20 Would you resume the stand, please.

21 Wh ereu pon,

ENR IQUE LUCO

MILHAILO TRIEUNAC

24 vere recalled as witnesses a nd, having been pr evio usly

25 svorn, vere examined and testified further as follovs:
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MR OLMSTEAD: Mr. Chairman, while this is
2 underway, this morning there was a question of what staff
3 corrections there were to remove the San Onofre material ~

4 The parties have agreed., and I have the documents marked

5 lt appears that the best procedure would be for us to

6 submit, after the record, a document which indicates for
7 everybody's what portion of these exhibits are admissible.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: l thank you, gentlemen, for
9 doing what, I knew you would be able to do.

10 Ladies and gentlemen, we will follow the same

11 procedure with the two board witnesses as we did before Me

12 will ask Dr- Luco and Dr Trifunac each to state in about.

13 five minutes a piece any additional remarks they have in
14 light of what they have heard here on Questions 5 and 6

15 today Then, we will give each of the parties an

16 opportunity to question the gentlemen, and then the Board

17 will close on the matter-

18 Then the next item will be the applicant and staff
19 on Question 8.

20 Dr. Trifunac, or Dr. Luco, would you like to make

21 a statement, sir?

25

MZTNESS TRIFUNA(: I have no comments

CHAIRMAN SALZi.ANc Dr- Trifunac has no comments.

Dr. Luco, the choice is up to you, sir.
tIITNESS LUCO: Just one very brief comment. j
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1 have heard Professor Seed and Dr. Young indicate that based

2 on reductions on the calculation response spectrum at
3 foundation level, when you include soil interaction, you

4 would be justified to reduce the response spectrum for a

6 fixed base or rigid base analysis ~

I believe that Professor Seed mentioned+ for the

7 particular case of Diablo Canyon, a reduction on the order

8 of 15 to 20 percent. t would like to emphasize that any

9 reduction in the horizontal component of motion at

10 foundation level due to interaction is not a complete

11 description of the interaction phenomenon

12 One important aspect .of interaction is the

13 presence of rocking, and it is possible to have a slight
14 reduction of the response spectrum at high frequencies at
16 foundation level that forces the stresses, and the high

16 levels of the structure are not necessarily reduced in the

17 same proportion

A clear example is presented in Figure 6-12 of my

19 testimony. In this figure, we have a comparison of shear

20 forces at different levels on the containment structure, and.

21 excluding interaction effects. When the effects of

22 interaction are included, you get a slightly higher

23 response- This is in spite of the fact that the translation
24 response spectrum at foundation level exceeds the small

26 reduction at frequencies in the range or in the neighborhood
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1 of '10 to 20 Hertz

So I must state my disagreement vith a reduction

3 based simply on that factor.
That is all
CHAIR/AN SALZKANs ifr. Fleischaker, do you have

6 any questions for Dr. Luco or Dr. Trifunac at this time?

HR . FLEISCHAKER: Thank you, Hr Chairman, I have

8 just a fev questions I vill ask these questions first to

9 Dr Luco, and I may ask the same questions of Dr Trifunac

10 CROSS-EXA i", INATION

BY NR FLEISCHAKER-

12 Q Dr Luco, ve have just heard from Dr Smith about

13 some calculations he performed using peak values from

14 station 2 through 0 or 5, I believe, of the El Centro Array,

15 and, leaving out station No 1

16 ÃR NORTON. You said Dr- Smith+ and you meant Dr.

17 Seed

18 KR ~ FLEISCHAKER: Yes, I did. I am sorry. Thank

19 you~ I appreciate that
20 BY 5R FLEISCHAKER s

21 Q He concludes that there vould be approximately a

22 10 percent difference in the amplitudes between the

23 stations. You may have a different understanding from this
24 conclusion than I do If so, state that ~

Do you have sufficient information to permit you
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1 now to comment on the significance of such calculations?

2 A It is very difficult in the sense that the

8 magnitude of the reduction d.epends on the distance which is
4 being considered- You may have a reduction of, let us say,

6 10 percent over the total length of the array, which is 700

6 feet, but we are not concerned. with incoherence over that

7 length. Ne are concerned with incoherence, with the length

8 of maybe 150 feet, something of that order.

The oral statements of Professor Seed do not

10 provide me wi th enough information to understand the meaning

11 of that reduction In addition, any reduction in peak

12 acceleration does not mean a reduction -- A reduction in

13 peak acceleration would imply only a reduction on the very

14 high frequency end of the spectrum.

15 Q What do you mean by a very high frequency?

16 A Perhaps 20 Hertz, or 30 Hertz-

17 The important issue here is whether the reduction

18 extends all the way back to the regions where the

19 fundamental frequencies of the different structures are

20 located.

21 Q So that this kind of calculation does not permit

22 one to estimate reductions by frequency in the range of, let
23 us say, 2 to 15 Hertz?

24 A A measure of this type does not provide

25 information around 2 to 5 Hertz.
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1 Q Is it possible to perform a calculation for
2 spectral coherence? By that I mean to compare each

3 recording and to separate out each frequency independently,

4 and determine how it compares both in terms of amplitude and

5 phase?

6 A Yes, it is possible. Unfortunately, phase would

7 be relative in this case because there was no absolute

8 timing, if you are referring to the data of the El Centro

9 differential array-

10 Q Is the shear wave velocity at the El Centro array

11 lower than the shear wave velocity at Diablo Canyon?

12 A Yes g it is e

13 Q How will that affect the conclusions drawn from an

14 analysis of the recordings at the El Centro array —Strike

15 that.
16 How will that affect the application to Diablo

17 Canyon of any conclusions drawn from an analysis o the

18 recordings taken at the El Centro array.

19 A If we assume that this incoherence results from

20 different soil properties at different points beneath the

21 foundation, then the difference in arrival times, if you

22 want, at two separate points will be inversely proportional

23 to the average velocity of the wave at certain depths. So

24 the difference in time

Actually, if we assume exchange in shear wave
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1 velocity betweeen the two sites, the implication of that

2 would. be that at El Centro the velocities are on the order

3 of 1000 feet per second, and Diablo Canyon on the order of

4 3000 Me would have to have a discontinuity in velocity
5 nine times higher to prod.uce the same incoherence.

So if we have a change in velocity of so many feet

7 per second., at two points let us say, separated by 100

8 feet, that difference would have to be nine times higher at

9 Diablo Canyon to produce the same effect observed at El

10 Cen tro .

11 Q Dr Trifunac, the first question I asked Dr. Luco

12 had to do with conclusions that you might have regarding the

13 signif icance of Dr. Seed 's calculations. Do you have any

14 comments in that vein7

'l5 A (Witness Trifunac): I have general comments

16 related to coherence or incoherence, but I don ' understand

17 the question Am to comment on what Dr Seed said, or am I
18 to comment on coherence?

19 Q Shy don't you comment first on what Dr. Seed said

20 MR. NORTON: I am going to object. That is not

21 the question. These witnesses have already been asked to

22 comment. Now Mr. Fleischaker has specific questions .

CHAIRMAN SAIZMAN: I think that it would be

24 better, Mr. E'leischaker. Shy don't you ask him if he agrees

25 or disagrees with something that Dr. Seed said. They were
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1 given the opportunity to comment, if they wanted it.
MR FLEISCHAKER: Very well-

BY MR FLEISCHAKERs

4 Q Are you able, sir, to agree or disagree with Dr.

5 Seed's conclusions?

6 A (Witness Trifunac) Dr- Seed's conclusions, as I
7 understand them, explain the degree to which peak

8 accelerations recorded very close to each other, very close

9 in the sense of hundreds of feet as opposed to kilometers,

10 differ one from another

I don't think that you can take the peaks of a

12 broad. ban process and infer coherence or incoherence by

13 looking at peak or peaks But my main problem is that I
14 fail to understand. why coherence —Let me put it this way

15 Why the existence or non-existence of coherence has any

16 significant bearing on whether tau effect, is present or

17 not. This is where I have the problem.

18 I think that it is immaterial in my view whether

19 the waves are coherent or not coherent. I felt that
20 professor Seed in a way may have agreed with that

21 qualitatively by saying that tau effect may result from some

22 combination of traveling effect and incoherence.

But I am frankly at a loss in understanding how by

24 proving that the waves are coherent or incoherent, are we

25 going to prove anything at all about tau Here I am taking
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1 the liberty of using the definition the-way Professor

2 Newmark and Professor Seed define tau So I don't see the

3 purpose of the whole discussion arguing for or against tau.

4 It is interesting wave propagation problem as -it sounds.

MR FLEISCHAKER: One moment, Mr. Chairman.

BY MR FLEXSCHAKER

T Q Dr. Trifunac why are measurements of wave

8 coherence irrelevant to the determination of how the tau

9 effect reduces the response of the foundation from the free

10 field2
11 A As I understand the usage of tau effect, and the

-12 way it was used by Newmark, Seed., Blume, and some others, it
13 physically amounts to a wave scattering effect, essentially-

14 a scattering effect where the waves encounter an impedence

15 jump, let us say a soft soil and rigid foundation to

16 illustrate what I mean by impedence jump, and scatter from a

17 more rigid body in homeogeneity in imbedded or on top of

18 house space ~

19 So if it is a wave scattering phenomenon, it does

20 not make much difference whether the portions of plain waves

21 arrive at different points on the foundation due to geometry

22 of the propagation, or because incoherent waves, again plain

23 or cylindrical waves, arrive at different points because

24 they have been delayed previously by some homogeneity. Be

25 it as it may, the waves hit the homogeneity and they scatter
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1 from it
The thing we have to prove, and I feel that ve

3 have not proven that at all, is to what degree that

4 scattering takes place irrespective of where 'is the source

5 of various arrivals at homogeneity

6 So we may prove that, waves are formidably

7 incoherent, or ve may prove that they are very coherent. In

8 either case, we have not touched the question of tau

9 effect. Me must have a measure of the wave amplitudes

10 before they hit homogeneity, and that is not vhat these

11 waves are. Then ve must have a measure of vhat homogeneity

12 does as it responds to these waves by having essentially a

13 trans-function of the amplitudes in terms of frequencies of

14 these waves coming at it and the function. of the

15 homogeneity. Qe can then argue about tau.

16

17

18

19

MR. FLEISCHAKEB: I have no further questions.

CHAIRMAN SA LZMAN: Mr Lan p her?

MR LANPHER: No questions

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN- Mr Norton.

BY MR. NORTON:

21 Q I want to clear something vith Dr. Luco.

At the very beginning of Mr. Fleischaker's

23 questions, he asked you about what Dr. Seed, and he stated

24 it Dr. Smith, and. then he was corrected later You were

25 looking in your testimony, I think, at Dr. Smith 's
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1 testimony and. then you said you didn't knov because there

2 was not enough informa.tion there

Mere you responding to what Dr Smith said in his

4 written testimony, or vhat Dry Seed said this morning in

5 questions by the Board?

6 A (Mitness Luco) I was responding to Professor

7 Seed,'s oral presentation this presentation

8 Q He did not present any of the sort of data you

9 said. you needed, I take it?
10 A My understanding is he just described the

11 procedure where he compared differences with averages, but

12 he did not specify the distances that he used, and so on .

13 So I do not have enough information to make a judgment.

14 MR NORTON: I was not sure which of the proposals

15 you were responding to

16

17

have no further questions.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr- Olmstead or Mr- Ketchen?

18

19

20

MR OLMSTEAD Mr. Ketchen.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN- Mr Ketchen.

BY MR KETCHEN-

'21 Q Dr Luco, I would. like to refer you to page 5-7 of

22 your testimony< please

23 A Yes.

24 Q At the bottom of the last sentence, the first full
25 paragraph, I vould ask you to read that sentence to yourself
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A The first paragraph at the top?

Q "Although more detailed analysis of these records

3 is necessary," and so on

4 A Yes

5 Q Is your conclusion or statement made there

6 supported by analytical techniques?

7 A No That is a judgment based on Figure 5-2. I
8 have looked at. the shapes of the different pulses, and in

9 considering dista.nces less than 180 feet, it seemed to me

10 that these pulses vere coherent up to that frequency

Here I am referring to coherence in shapes- Since

12 ve do not have an absolute timing, I cannot say much about

13 coherence in Cerms of difference in the arrival times.

14 Q Ace you saying that you cannot conclude that there

15 is a coherence in a time sense?

16 A Ne do not have absolute timing 'o all I can say

17 in here is based on the shape.

18 Q Dr. Luco, I vould like to refer you to the Table

19 5-2 In that table you indicate in the third. column, across

20 from shear vave velocity in meters per second, 600 meters

21 per second.

Let me see if I understand this table, Dr ~ Luco

23 As you go from left to right, columns+ 1, 2 and 3, the shear

24 vave velocity increase by 400 and 600. That is vhat it
25 indicates; is that correct?
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1 A But columns 1, 2, and 3 refer to different
2 structures. So not only the shear wave velocity changes,

3 but also the properties of the structure change

4 Q Now, on the ratio in the bracketed statement, the

5 ratio of 25 Hertz spatial and free field as you go from left
6 to right und.er the 1, 2 and 3 columns, those ratios
7 decrease That is what it does, does it not?

8 A Yes. But | would not assign any deep meaning to

9 that.
10 Q Do you know the shear wave velocity for the Diablo

11 Canyon site?

12 A At foundation depth, Z believe it was about 3600

13 fee t pe r sec on d.

14 Q Do you have a conclusion with respect to the shear

15 wave velocity whether the ratio would be higher or lower?

16 A For Diablo Canyon?

17 Q Yes.

18 A 3O. That was precisely the ob jective of these

19 comments, to indicate that depending on the value o a

20 variety of parameters, you could have a slightly higher

21 value or a slightly lower value.

|:f I may refer you to the calculations of

23 Prof essor Seed, where in the response spectra you see a

24 slight reduction up to, perhaps, 20 Hertz. But once you go

25 to higher frequencies, those curves cross each other
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1 slightly, and it vould appear that the peak acceleration<

2 including interaction, is slightly higher than that with

3 source interaction Perhaps you could see that from Figure

4 6-4 in my testimony.

5 Q Dr Luco, are you familiar with the figures in

6 DLL-3(b),. namely, Figure 36-2, and Figure 36-7 from the

7 Hosgri report?

8 A If I see them, I could tell you if I am familiar

9 with them or not.
10 CHAIRNAN SALZMAN: Hr. Ketchen, let Dr. Johnson

11 ask a question.

12 DR JOHNSON Dr. Luco, your Table 5-2 that we

13 have been discussing, vere those calculation made for rock

14 or soil foundation, or structure in and around. the

15 foundation?

16 WITNESS LUCO: These are theoretical

17 calculations. The soil vas represented in this case by a

18 uniform, so there was no variation in properties vith

19 depth That soil vas characterized for the first case by a

20 shear wave velocity of 400 meters per second ~ In the second.

21 case also 400 meters per second In the last case, it was

22 a harder and, slower vith 600 meters per second

DR. JOHNSON: In the paragraph that precedes that

24 tablei you make a statement about structure supported on

25 soft soil and then 1 thought the table vas to illustrate
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1 the effects of rocking.

Ny question is, would the amount of rocking be a

3 function of whether- or not the foundation was soft soil or

4 rock?

WITNESS LUCO Yes indeed, it is a function of

6 the stiffness of the material below the foundation- But it
7 is also a function of the height. of the structure, and how

8 the mass is distributed in height-

DR JOHNSON In what way would the sti fness of

10 the foundation material,, the underlying material, affect
11 the rocking?

RITNESS LOCO: The stiffer the underlying

13 material, the lesser amount of rocking, assuming the height

14 of the structure
15 DR JOHNSON: The same building, and the same

16 height.
17 MITNESS TRIFUNAC- Dr. Johnson, may I comment on

1S that~

19

20

DR. JOHNSON4 Yes. sir-
%ITNESS TRIFUNAC: As I was hearing what you

21 gentlemen were discussing it was not clear to me whether

22 your question referred to the rocking response of a

23 structure, or rocking excitation of the structure. I
24 thought that it might be worthwhile to clarify.

DR. JOHNSON: I think I understand your point. I
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1 was not differentiating between the two, however

I think rocking excitation is probably the point
3 we should be directing our attention to Is that correct?

WITNESS TRIFUNAC: I'id not mean to imply thati
5 but I think you might conclude that this covers the whole

6 sub ject.
The. matter of stiffness of the soil in relation to

8 the properties of the structure, the difference in geometry

9 were correctly discussed, and the conclusions may be quite
10 a11 right But if you were to extrapolate this to the

11 question of what, happens on the stiff site, the relative
12 motion of the founda tion with respect to the rock would be,

13 perhaps, small in the sense of. rocking, but that would, not

14 exclude the fact that the rock may rotate as the waves

15 propagate, so that excitation into the system would still be

16 significant at high, frequencies and the rocking degree of
17 freedom ~

18 DR. JOHNSON: I nnnenetand. Thank T'an~
19 BY HR KETCHENs

20 9 Dr t uco, do you have those figures now, and let
21 me ref er to them again. They are out of the Hosgri Report,

22 Figure 3B-2 and. Figure 3B-7.

A Yes' have them.

24 Q Isn't true that those figures indicate that for
25 the Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant, using a fixed base
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1 analysis versus soil structure interaction model, you get a

2 higher response from the fixed, based. model than from the

3 soil structure interaction model?

A Et depends what you mean by responsei and that is
5 the point that l tried. to bring out in my comments, that

6 response and, many, many components You may look at

7 acceleration. You may look at stress at certain points.

8 You may look at translation in components and motion. You

9 may look at rocking components in motion.

10 So it is not possible to say in general a

11 reduction This Figure 3B-2 shows a reduction in the

12 translational peak acceleration at different levels of the

13 containment exterior when interaction is included of the

14 peak= acceleration. However, Figure 3B-4, in the same

15 document, shows that the overturning moment increased

16 slightly when you include interaction.
17 When you look at Figure 3B-3, you see that the

18 shear forces on the containment exterior also increase

19 slightly when in te rac tion wa s included.

20 So you have to specify very clearly which spectrum

21 of the response you are referring to-

22 Q

23 38-7?

Would you answer the - same question with respect to

24 A That is a point in the internal structure, and the

25 floor response spectra with and without interaction are
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1 presented there. At low frequencies that the response

2 including interaction is higher At higher frequencies the

3 response including interaction is slower ~

4 Q Isn't it true with respect to Diablo Canyon that

5 we are not interested in the low frequency, but rather we

6 are interested in the high frequency rangeV

7 A lto, that is not true. You are interested to

8 calculate stresses in the structure- You are interested in

9 frequencies in the neighborhood the fundamental frequencies

10 of the structures. For equipment, you are interested in

11 frequencies in the neighborhood of the frequencies of a

1

12 different piece of equipment.

13 You may see these points at the peak acceleration

14 including interaction are lower. However, the forces in the

15 structure are higher when"'you include interaction.
16 Q Thank you, Dr - Luco.

17 I would like to go to page 6.-3 of your testimony.

18 I am going to refer to the first paragraph, the last two

19 sentences. Do you have that2

20 A Yes ~

21 Q Mould you please explain what systems and or

22 equipment you believe need to be accurately def'ned?

Let me back off, that is not too clear. As I read

24 that, that implies some sort of definition required- It
25 indicates to me that something should be realistically
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1 estimated,

What I would like you to do is to explain what

3 systems and. or equipment you believe need to be accurately

4 defined?

5 CHAIRMAN SALZNAN: One moment, Nr- Ketchen. Mould

6 you explain again vhere you are. I do not understand your

7 question-

10

'AR KETCHEN: Fine

CHAIRNAN SALZ!fAN: What gage?

KR KETCHEN- Page 6-3. I am at the first
11 paragraph

12 CHAIRMAN SALZMAN Beginning, "It should be

13 mentioned" ?

14 5R KETCHEN-' am refer'ring to the last sentence

15 which reads: "A difference in the case of ordinary

16 structures, realistic estimates of motion within a nuclear

17 pover plant must be obtained

18 CHAIRMAN SALZNAN: Dr. Luco, do you see vhere we

19 are?

20

21

WITNESS LOCO: Yes, I can ~

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Please proceed now, Nr Ketchen.

BY NR KETCHEN

Q Mould you please explain what you mean by those

24 last tvo sentences?

A Yes When ve analyze conventional structures, let
V
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1 us say, apartment buildings or something like thati you are

2 not highly concerned with calculating an accurate value for

3 the 'motion of the structure, within some limits, of course.

4 Your main concern is that the structure will be able to

5 withstand a certain excitation

So the main concern in that case is connected with

7 accurate evaluation of forces and stresses, and not even

8 that. What you really want is to have the proper balance

9 between an assumed excitation and the assumed strength of

10 the different materials involved. If you have that balance

11 right, that is the important thing.

12 In the case of nuclear power plants, you are not

13 only concerned with strength of the different structural

14 elements, but you are also concerned with the motion at

15 different levels within the plant where sensitive equipment

16 is located That is the reason the response spectra are

17 calculated at different levels

18 That is what I meant in that paragraph.

19 Q Mould you please explain what systems and/or

20 equipment you believe need to be accurately defined?

21 A I believe I am not qualified to answer that

22 qu estion. I know v ery littie about the func tiona 1

23 =haracteristics of different pieces of equipment.

MR. KETCHEN: I have no further questions, Mr.

25 Chairman.
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CHAIRMAN SALZMANs Thank you.

You have no further questions of either of the two

3 witnesses?

MR KETCHEN No

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN One moment, please-

(The Board. conferred.)

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN Dr Buck has some questions

DR . BUCKs Dr Trifunac, a few minutes ago in

9 adding some words to Dr Luco's remarks you had a

10 discussion of coherence, and incoherence, and the effect on

11 tau

12 As I understood it, you stated. that incoherence

13 would have no effect whatsoever as far as decreasing the

14 motion of the building
15 WITNESS TRIFUNAC . I don't believe I was trying to

16 say that
17 DR BUCK: That is what confused me Perhaps you

18 should go over again, and let me find out what you were

19 saying.

20 MITNESS TRIFUNAC: Let me try it again ~ Mhat I
21 was trying to say is that coherence or incoherence of

22 seismic waves as they propagate through shallow surface

23 layers, as may be of interest to the discussion we have

24 here, is a certain sub ject matter.

It has become apparent to me that a number of
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1 testimonies and discussion during this proceeding have

2 focused, on the question of seismic waves of the kind that we

3 are looking at, coherent, and incoherent. Ãy point was, I
4 felt that it was worth mentioning that this is not a

5 relevant question as I see the tau effect-
We are trying to answer the question, is tau

7 reduction justified or not- Inasmuch as incoherence

8 possible incoherence of seismic waves in the frequency

9 range, the number range that we ar'e talking about may

70 exist What I was trying to point out is that the existence

11 of the tau effect is not based on that
72 So that if we prove that the waves are coherent,

13 or we prove that the waves are incoherent or we prove that
14 most probably they are somewhere in-between, we have not

15 even touched the question of whether tau is justified or not

76 as a reduction

DR BUCK: Aren't we making a comparison here

18 between free'ield motion and the motion of the building?

19 If you have a group of incoherent waves, or a large amount

20 of incoherent waves, such as choppy seas, for example, the

21 peaks in that choppy sea, for example, might very well have

22 an effect on the free field or instrument measurement. But

23 I believe that they would not have any~here the same effect
24 on a large body, such as a large building

I making the analogy of a "hoppy sea as opposed to
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1 riding along in a row-boat and. an ocean liner
MITNESS TRIFUNAC That is a. perfectly fine

3 analogy Let's use that analogy as a vehicle for this
4 discussion.

Mhat I am trying to say is that the question is,
6 is the ship going to oscillate violently, or is it going to

7 ride in a smoother sort of fashion because of the fact that

8 the waves are scattering from and around the ship body

The key question is the following one: Mhat is
10 the wave length of the waves around the ship, irrespective
11 of what causes variations here and here Mhat is the. wave

12 length associated, with these waves relative to the si'ze of

18 the ship That wave length can result from a phasing time

14 because the waves are propagating in any direction. The

15 result that we are looking at is, what can result from

16 incoherence.

17 DR BUCK: Take a largely incoherent group of

18 waves, would that not tend to produce very, very long wave

19 lengths, but low amplitude?

20 MITNESS TRIFUNAC: Not necessarily It would

21 depend on the problem ~ Me have here a solid Me have no

22 conversion.

DR BUCK: But are we not concerned with the

24 effect of repetitive motion more than anything else?

MITNESS TRIFUNAC; Not necessarily- Me are
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1 solving a highly transient problem- You must have seen a

2 lot of wiggles that we are talking about, and those are

3 highly transient.
DR . BUCK: I agree that a choppy sea is a highly

5 complex problem + too, and, I am trying to see vhy you say

6 that if you have high incoherence due to a rapid change in

7 the geology near the site, for example, why you would say

8 that this vould have no effect pn the tau reduction?

WITNESS TRIFUNAC: That is not what I am saying

10 What I am saying is that for a very practical, pragmatic

11 point of viev, some of us have addressed the question, are

12 we justified in introducing the free field response spectra

13 for the amplitude spectra of the time function that is
14 recorded at a surface or near surface point

15 Are we justified in reducing that frequency

16 amplitude down by some percentage because there is such a

17 thing as tau. There I am asking, vhat is tau. Tau is a

18 vave propagation problem You have a homogeneity, and the

19 vaves are arriving and hitting that homogeneity. The degree

20 to vhich the average motion in homogeneity will be

21 influenced. by the nature of the waves has to do vith what is

22 the nature of the vave length of the excitation, and'hat is
23 the coupling. Zt is a wave scattering problem.

24 I am saying the conclusion or finding as to vhat

25 is the permissible degree to which we may reduce those
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1 amplitudes at certain frequencies will not depend

2 significantly on the nature of those waves inasmuch as we

3 may choose to describe them in terms of a plain wave or a„

4 cylindrical wave with a particular array velocity arriving

5 on the site versus just the extreme example where you have a

6 bunch of„waves arriving with some delays in the, sense of

7 incoherence That is what I am trying to say-

DB . BUCK: I am afraid that I don't see the

9 difference between having a group of waves that are rapidly

10 varying in wave length, and. so on, with an incoherent

11 situation as against a wave that comes through with

12 relatively short wave lengths compared to plain.

13 FITNESS THIFUNAC: I think I understand your

14 problem.

15 Let us take two total extreme example. In one

16 case we have coherent seismic wave train, we have a

17 half-space in which we have explored the point source at

18 some distance, but the source is transient in nature We

19 have appearance at the surface of slow motion We have

20 perfect coherence in that case.

21 Let's take a complete opposite of'hat. Let'

22 take a half-space as random as you please. You have one

23 source, or many sources- The waves that hit homogeneity

24 might h't something that would seem unlike the previous

25 example Both problems are highly broad-band problems
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1 Coherence or no coherence does not mean that we are

2 restricted in some wave length. Both problems have all
3 frequencies in them.

DR. BUCKc Let me go back and discuss this a

5 little bit more.

It seems to me tha.t incoherence would have more

7 effect as you got close to vertical waves

WITNESS TRIFUNAC: I don't see that-

DR BUCK Because there you have the whole

10 building going up because you are not depending so much on

11 the wave length of the building. But if you had an

12 incoherent vertical wave, it would have less effect than a

13 coherent vertical wave

14 WITNESS TRIFUNAC: I don't think that you can

15 conclude that We have all components of motion in both

16 cases

17

18

DR BUCKs Let me think about this for a while

Let me ask one more question. I owe you a chance

19 to answei a question that I asked Dr Newmark the other day

20 about the shadow effect I was not sure what you meant ~

21 Can you give us an explanation of what the shadow effect is,
22 and what significance it has?

WITNESS TRIFUNAC: In any number of cases where

24 comparisons have been made of the motions inside a building

25 and, outside a building, where the outside recording has been
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1 called a "free field site," where typically a comparison was

2 made of spectra amplitudes at the corresponding frequencies,

8 of course, of the motions inside and outside-

In looking at the ratios, whether they are bigger

5 or not, some conclusions were derived. Fundamental to this
6 assumption is that the "free field" site, as we call it,
7 does represent in a reasonable manner the situation in that

8 area without the building. Ideally that is what we would be

9 striving for
10 I have done some work, and. I have written a few

11 things on that to emphasize that there are pitfalls in
12 making that assumption. What are the pitfalls?
13 Again we have a wave propagation phenomena,

C

14 irrespective of whether we have body wave or surface wave

15 arrival These waves once they hit the foundation scatter

16 and defract around it
17 Think of a plain wave arriving at a site-at an

18 angle that can vary from vertical to horizontal, and imagine

19 you have a homogeneity to represent the imbedded

20 foundation. It does not take any theory to see that the

21 wave will deflect off the foundation

If you happen to have a free field foundation that

23 is foundation from which the energy is arriving, it is also

24 not difficult to see that some energy on the foundation will
25 deflect and. come back at you so you will record not the
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1 free field motion, but you will record the incident free

2 field motion on which you have superimposed, scatter field
3 from the foundation- You are considering only the scatter
4 effect on the foundation .

Now take the ooint of foundation and put it behind.

6 the building. If the wave is coming horizontally, you will
7 have a shadow zone behind. the building in three dimensions

8 where the motions will be attenuated because the wave has to

9 defract to get there If you take the free field.
10 measurement there, and you take the measurement in the

11 building, you may conclude or will most likely conclude that
12 the motion of the building is much larger than outside-

The reason I have brought this example up is that

14 I wa nted to emphasize the fact that the motion a t the

15 foundation of the Imperial Valley services building was

16 slightly larger than the so-called free field. It does not

17 necessarily mean that this is contradicting tau effect nor

18 that it is supporting it, but there are these pit alls that
19 we have to keep in mind when we just in a very simplified
20 fashion take these ratios
2] DR ~ BUCK: What is your estimate of the distanc'e

22 of the shadow effect that makes any significant difference
23 relative to the size of the building?

24 WITNESS TRIFUNAC: I would imagine that the shadow

25 effect is a strong function of imbedment, but it is a
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1 horizontal dimension possibly on the order of the size of

2 the foundation The Imperial Valley county services

8 building has piles. I am not trying to say that the shadow

4 effect played an important role in the county services

6 building.
6" DR BUCK- I understand that perfectly I did not

7 know quite what it was that you were talking about with the

8'shadow effect.
9 DR. JOHNSON= I would just like to briefly go back

10 to incoherence. If we could invoke both models again

If I had a large barge and waves in an ocean with

12 a wavelength comparable to the dimensions of the barge p I
18 assume I. would get maximum rocking excitation of the barge

14 If I could somehow, though, disturb the wave nature so that

15 the different packages of the waves, although they retain

16 their wavelength, but they arrived at the barge at different
17 times —I am not sure how I do this.
18 In other words, 'nduce spatial incoherence in

19 there for temporary incoherence, even though the wavelength

20 was precisely resonant with that particular barge, would not

21 the motion be greatly diminished i the arrival was

22 incoherentV

24

WITNESS THIFUNAC: That is correct

DR JOHNSON Thank you.

WITNESS TRIFUNAC: But tau is not a resonance
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1 phenomena. Tau is a transient function phenomena.

DH JOHNSON I was looking for the most easily

3 understandable effect for me-

Thank you

CHAIRMAN SALZEAN: Dr. Trifunac, and Dr. Luco,

6 thank you for your consideration in coming and sitting
7 through everything and. for heing quite candid with all
8 concerned'ou are excused-

9 Me will take a five minute recess, and then we

10 wi.ll begin with the applicant and. staff on question 8.

12

13

14

16

17

18

19

20

,21

24
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CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: On the record, please

3 Would you introd.uce the witess that has not been sworn, sir.
MR NORTON Mr. Gangloff. Dr. Blume is the

5 other panel member. Mr Gangloff is the only one that has

6 not been sworn.

7'h ereupon,
J- KNIGHT

9 and

10 J. BLUME

11 were called as witnesses, and having been previously duly

12 sworn were exained and testified as follows:

13 and

14 M GANGLOFF

15 was called. as a witness, and having been duly sworn, was

16 examined and testified. as follows

17

18

19

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR NORTON

At this time, Mr. Gangloff, do you have

20 testimony in front of you you submitted to board question

21 number eight?

24

(Mitness Gangloff) Yes, I do.

Do you have any corrections to that testimony?

I have two corrections.

Excuse me. You are going to have to get closer
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1 to the microphone

2 A I have two corrections On page VIII-2i in the

3 first line, a word has been omitted.

5

Hold. it just a minute until we find it.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN VIII-2, first line.
WITNESS GANGLOFF Right

BY MR NORTON-

Q What word, has been omitted?

9 A The word "condensate" should be inserted

10 between steam and. line-
11 Q Okay. Any o the r co r rec tion s?

12 A On page VIII-3< the fourth line from, the

13 bottom another word omitted; the word "time" should be

14 inserted between resultant and history. Those are all the

15 corrections-
16 Q All right Dr- Blume —well, before I move to

17 you, Mr Gangloff, is the testimony you have prepared and

18 have corrected true and correct to the best of your

19 knowledge?

20 A Yes, it is ~

21 Q And , Dr Blume, you also have submitted

22 testimony on question eight. Do you have any corrections to

23 tha t testimony?

24 A (Witness Blume) Yes, I have one correction.

25 On page VIII-3, the paragraph starting with line 18 and
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1 going through line 24 should. be replaced with another one

2 that I will read very slowly-

3 Q Are you saying delete lines 18 through 24?

4. A I think the simplest vay to make the correction

5 would be to delete the paragraph; I will provide a new one.

6 Starting with line 18+ it would now rea'd: "The analysis of

7 the turbine building demonstrated"--

MR LANPHER: Slower.

MITNESS BLUME: —"that the shear stresses in

10 the operating floor diaphragm"--

BY MR . NORTON:

12 Q Excuse me, Dr. Blume. You are reading this to

18 people vho are not cour3t reporters or taking it.in
14 shorthand. You are going to have to slow down.

15 A All right, I will slow dovn-

16 Q "The analysis of the turbine building

17 demonstrates"

18 --"demonstrated that the shear stresses in the

19 operating floor diaphragm at each end of the turbine

20 pedestal opening exceeded the calculated"

21

24

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Plese slow down.

BY MR NORTON

You are going too fast. Back up to

Diaphragm?

Yes.
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1 A . --"diaphragm at each end of the turbine

2 pedestal opening exceeded the calculated ultimate stress by

3 a factor of tvo. In addition, selected columns in the

4 turbine builing vere found to be overstressed Yet an

5 inspection of the bulding resulted in no observation of the

6 predicted. damage

End of paragraph

MR NORTON: Did anyone not get all of that?

9 DR. BUCKs I am assuming my secretary vill be

10 able to read my vriting
BY MR NORTON

12 Q Dr. Blume, is your testimony, as now corrected,

13 true and correct to the best of your knowledge?

14 A Yes, it is.
15

16

MR NORTON:. At this time ve would move

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN4 Mr ~ Norton, I do not see Dr.,

17 Gangloff 's gualifications. You did not mention them.

18 MR. NORTON. They are in the prior record,

19 vhich is vhat your instruction vas.

20 CHAIRMAN SALZMAN- The record belov?

21 MR. NORTON: Yes.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: That is all I asked of you ~

MR. NORTON: At this time, ve vould move that

24 the vritten testimony of Mr. Gangloff and Dr. Blume be

25 inserted in the record as though read.
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4 Fleischaker?

CHAIRMAN SAI ZMAN: Any ob jection, Mr. Olmstead,?

MR. OLMSTEAD: No objection.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Any objection, Mr.

MH. FLEISCHAKEH: No objection Mr Chairman.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN Mr. Lanpher?

MH LANPHER No objection

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: The reporter will insert, the

9 testimony of Dr. Blume and Dr. Gangloff in the record at

10 this point as if read

MR NORTON: I am not sure. Has Mr Young 's

12 testimony in response to this testimony put in the record

13 earlier when he appeared with Dr Newma.rk -- excuse me-

14 Mr Knight.

15

16 record

MR. OLMSTEAD: Mr. Knight's testimony is in the

17 MR NORTON: Then at this point I assume the

18 panel is subject to cross examination-

19 MH OLMSTEAD: I think I have some direct of

20 Mr Knight.

21 CHAIRMAN S ALZ.".AN: One moment.

MR NORTON: Some what?

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN. One of these witnesses is
24 Mr. Olmstead's, is it not?

25 MR. NORTON That is just what I asked about.
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1 Is his testimony in evidence from an earlier
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN Mr. Olmstead has some

3 additional questions to ask on direct.
MR. NORTON Okay. I see. I don 't know how

5 that can be because there is no rebuttal

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN It will be additional direct.
MR- OLMSTEAD; His direct testimony is in the

8 record, and we have a few clarifications to make with regard

9 to staff exhibit R-1, which I marked for identification the

10 other day

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Just one moment. Let me get

12 it
13

14

15

(Pause)

I have found staf f exhibit R-1

MR. OLMSTEAD: All right. Would you like
16 another copy up there?

17

18

DR BUCK: If you have a spare copy.

BY MR~ OLMSTEAD

19 Q Mr. Knight, you stated in your prepared

20 testimony that the staff expected to have an analysis of the

21 El Centro steam plant in response to board question nine

22 ready in Cctoer of this year-

And you attached an early draft of that report

24 dated June 24, 1980 to your testimony.

Staff Exhibit R-1, which is NUREG/CR-1665,
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1 entitled ".Equipment Response at the El Centro Steam Plant

2 During the October 15, 1979 Imperial Valley Earthquake," has

3 been marked as Exhibit R-1 and has been published since your

4 testimony to which you referred.

Are you familiar with that document?

(Witness Knight) Yes, I am-

9 Would you tell us the principa.l differences

8 between the draft of June 24, 1980 that was attached to your

9 testimony and. Staff Exhibit R-12

10 A The draf t dated June 24, 1980 contained the

11 same basic text as NUREG/CR-1665, describing the analytical
12 methods employed and containing predictions of the

13 math'ematical models and the seismic inputs; that draft also

14 noted that the results of the structural analysis would be

15 used to evaluate response and performance of the plant

16 equipment

17 Preliminary analytical results are given in the

18 draft, and the plant structures are described in the models

19 shown.

20 The published rport contains the final
21 analytical results of the plant structures and an evaluation

22 of some 46 items of plant equipment The evaluation results

23 are given in one table, table 11, and in a series of

24 photographs which is evaluation results for equipment ~

The published report also includes a short
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1 discussion of the geological and seismological aspects of

2 the Imperial Valley 1979. earthquake for context.

3 O Okay. Would you describe briefly the scope of

4 the analysis in the final statement?

6 A In the publshed reprot ve focused -- I should

6 say, sought to achieve a realistic picture of the loads

7 which were actually experien ced. by th e equipment The

8 analytical results for the structures were adjusted by

9 applying relatively large amounts of damping to the

10 soil-structure interaction analysis to minimize the load.s

11 that one would depict as having actually applied to the

12 eq ui pmen t
13 In this vay ve, felt we would get a conservative

14 view of equipment performance. That is, ve would give the

16 least credit for the equipment ability to withstand loads

16 above the design loads.

17 Q Okay

18 A I just might add that ve focused on the

19 equipment performance because it has -- it is an item in

20 this record at least that has been cited as a matter of

21 gratest concern from the standpoint of reduction of

22 structural inputs and also because the --neither the type or

23 extent actually of one instrument in the building, either

24 type or extent of instrumentation that vas in the structurs

25 vould lend to a meaningful examination of such things as
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1 soil-structure interaction or eave passage effects or other

2 effects on the builing.
MR. OLMSTEAD; At this time, Mr. Chairman, Mrs

4 Knight is available for cross examination. I have been

5 requested, by the state and by the Joint Intervenors to move

6 this exhibit into evidence. I did not feel it was necessary

7 to do so, but I have no objection to its coming into

8 evidence in the proceeding-

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Is that correct? Do I
10 understand that Mr Fleischaker and Mr Lanpher have asked

11 Mr Olmstead. to move it into evidence?

12

13

14 objections?

MR. LANPHER: That is correct.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Does Mr. Norton have any

15 CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Finch The reporter vi11

16 mark Staff Exhibit R-1 as received into evidence at this
17 poin t ~

18

19

20

21

(The d.ocument previously

marked Staf f Exhibit R-1

for identification was

received in evidence )

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Do you have anything

23 further, Mr Olmstead?

24 MR OLMSTEAD; No- The @itness is available

25 for cross examination
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CHAIRMAN SALZMAN; All right Mr. Fleischaker?

2 MR FLEISCHAKER - I will pass my examination to
R

3 Mr Lanpher. I have no questions.

6

CHAIRMAN SALZMANs Fine. Mr Lanpher-

MR. LANPHER; Just a few questions.

CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR LANPHER

8 - Q Mr Gangloff, what reduction in response is
9 needed to utiize in your model to account for possible

10 soil-structure interaction effects?

11 A (Witness Gangloff) No credit for was taken for
12 soil-structure interaction.' fixed based model was used,

13 as was done at Diablo Canyon.

14 DR. JOHNSON: Would you repeat your answer,

16 please. I did. not hear it.
16 WITNESS GANGLOFF: I used a fixed base model

17 with no credit for soil-structure interaction. We did not

18 attempt to model soil-structure interaction in the

19 Westinghouse analysis

20

21

DR. JOHNSON: Thank you, sir-
BY MR LANPHER:

22 Q Dr. Blume in the analysis that you performed,

23 did you attempt to include soil-structure interaction

24 effects?

(Witness Blume) No, we also have a fixed base
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1 assumption

2 Q Mr. Gangloff+ at page 1, line 26 of your

3 testimony you described the piping system vhich you

4'analyzed. in your modeling study.

Could you please tell me what vere the first
6 two normal mode frequencies for that system?

7 A (Witness Gangloff) I do not have that

8 information with me right now. As I recall, the first two

9 were in the neighborhood of 1 hertz.

10 Q Th ank yo u.

11 A It vas quite a flexible system because it had o

12 ho rizontal restraints to speak of

13 MR LANPHEB One moment.

14 ( Pause)

15 BY MR. LANPHER

16 Q Mr Knight,, at page 9 of Staff Exhibit 1, vhich

17 is now inievidence, the following statement is made ~ It is
18 gust one sentence. I will read it to you.

19 "No high pressure, high temperature or high

20 pressure piping failed, during the earthquake -"

21 Did the staff analyze anay high temperature or

22 high pressure piping in this HUBEG document?

23 A (Mitness Knight) If I understand your

24 question, vere analyses performed on these systems?

Yes-
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For purposes of this report, no.

Q Mr. Gangloff, for the piping system which you

3 analyzed, what was the normal operating temperature and

4 pressure of that system?

5 A (Witness Gangloff) As I recall, the pressure

6 was 135 pounds; I think that was the design pressure- And.

7 the temperature varies under normal operating conditions

8 It is a condensate line which goes through a heater and then

9 is insulated for the rest of its travel to the aerating feed

10 tank.

We used. the stress allowable at 650 degrees

12 fahrenheit, and that is the same from -20 to 650 for this
13 material-
14

15

16

MR. LANPHER: I have no further questions.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Thank you, Mr. Lanpher-

DR- JOHNSON: I have one or two

17 BOARD EXAMINATION

18 BY DR JOHNSON:

19 Q, Dr. Blume, I understood you to say that your

20 analyses and those of Westinghouse, I understood< included

21 no soil-structure interaction
Mas that based on your belief that there would

23 be none, or was that to amplify or to provide the largest

24 amount of oscilatory motion for the analysis?

25 A (Witness Blume) Mell, our purpose in making
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1 that assumption was to duplicate all the way through in all
2 the analysis the methods used at Diablo Canyon+ Diablo

3 Canyon on the Hosgri re-analysis at a fixed base.

So everything we did was similar to the Diablo

5 Canyon analyses.

6 A (Witness Gangloff) That is the same reasoning

7 as Mestinghouse

8 Q. I am a little bit confused. At Diablo Canyon

9 there is a Tau effect; I perhaps used soil-structure
10 in teraction w rongly

Did you assume any reduction in the ground

12 motion spectra for anything like the Tau effect?

13 A (Witness Blume) No, to my knowledge, that was

14 not done, mainly because the buidings were much smaller than

15 Diablo Canyon

16 Q But they were in fact used in Diablo Canyon?

17 A Oh, yes, those were much larger buildings.

18 A (Mitness Gangloff) Perhaps one point of

19 clarification: as you note in our analysis of the

20 condensate line, we did three cases to evaluate the building

21 amplification effects; case A and case B that I mention in

22 here are done without any building amplification whatever,

23 just using the ground spectra.

24 Q Mere there any instances in which calculated

25 parameters could be copared with actual measured results
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1 such as displacement or —I imagine displacement is one yo'u

2 might be able to measure the effect of

3 A Re found on e very clear case, and that is on

4 page VIII-7, the third item in tha series of tables,

5 displacements at node .3230. That node point corresponded

6 to the dent in the insulation you will note on figure II and

7 figure III where the pipe moved into the handrail

It did not contact the pipe itself - So you

9 could be sure that that was how far it actually moved.

10 You could get a motion in two dimensions that

11 way You could measure from the handrail to the dent in

12 depth, length, and width or height. And the calculation< as

13 shown here, the calculation for case A was 21 inches; the

14 measured was 2.6 inches.

15 And even case C which is the horizontal ground

16 motion only, the calculated displacement is 12 inches versus

17 the meassured 2 8

18 That was the only case where we could, get a

19 direct coparison between an analytical result nd a measured

20 parameter. Me did. not have strain guages on the pipess

21 that'ould. have been nice. Me could hae done a comparison

22 of stress there, but that did not exist.
23 Q lfr. Knight, I am coming to you. I understand

24 from your testimony that the report did the opposite They

25 assumed a large amount of perhaps unrealistically large
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1 amounts of building motion reduction-

2 A (Witness Knight) That is
3 Q Or were they realistically

A I think that is a very fair statement In

6 order to take a look at what I think could be called fairly
Y

6 a lower bound. of equipment capabiity, we drove the building

7 response down to a point where it was beginning to become

8 impossible to even rationalize those kinds of reductions and

9 that'ind of damping.

10 At that point we were still seeing capacities

11 to sometimes nine times design level; presumed, design level,
12 I think is a better term I think. a very sound view is
13 either one of two things was taking place either there wa

14 a phenomenal amount of reduction of motion < which I really
16 don't personally believe; or the equipment capacity is
16 actually well above that displayed here, just looking for a

17 lower bound

18 Q Did the study you refer to have a comparison

19 point or comparison points comparable to the one Mr.

20 Ganglof f just mentioned —Dr. Ganglo ff?

21 A Only in, I guess one might say, a qualitative
22 sense For instance, there were in some cases joints and

23 flooor plats and some structural gaps that were not

24 exceeded. You did not see signs of pounding on either side

25 of the gap
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And in our structural analysis, even, as ve did

2 some of our higher building motion analyses, we still did

3 not see the kind. of deformation necessary to get pounding to

4 show that the structural members had come together-

5 What I am saying is, apparently, the range in

6 which we were working -- and that is all we could say

7 was reasonable

Again, ve feel we probably did underestimate

9 in our final view, ve probably did underestimate the actual

10 equipment response .

12

DR. JOHNSON4 I have no further questions-

CHAlRFAN SALZNAN: Any further questions by Hr.

13 Pleischakeri NB. Lanpher, Nr. Olmstead?

14

15

(No response)

We can excuse this panel and proceed directly
16 8B. NORTON z Nay l approach the bench for a

17 moment, please?

18

19

20

(Witnesses excused)

(Bench conference)

CHAIRMAN SALZNAN: The session vill resume. We

21 haven one preliminary matter

Joint Intervenors'xhibit B-5 for

23 identification, Applicant's Exhibit B-B for identification,
24 and Staff Exhibits B-2 and B-3 for identification will be

25 admitted into evidence at this point, and the reprter vill
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1 please note it in the record.

(The documents previously

marked Joint
Intervenors'xhibit

R-5, Applicant's

Exhibit 8-8, and Staff '

Exhibits R-2 and 8-3

for identification vere

received in evidence )

MR; NORTON:. Mr. Salzman, at this time, ve will
10 present rebuttal testimony on all of the questions except

11 questions eight and nine It vill be questions one through

12 seven.

r/e will start o ff with Dr Blume and then go to

14 Dr 'razier,
15 Thereupon,

Dr. Smith, and Dr. Seed, in that order

16

17

18

M. SEED

S SM ITH

G FRA ZIER

19 and

20 J BLUME

21 were called as witnessesi and having been previously duly

22 sworn, vere examined and testified as follows

APPLICANT 'S REBUTTAL TESTIMONY

24 BY MR NORTON:

Dr- Blume, you have heard the testimony of a
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1 number of other people, Dr Youngi and Dr. Brune, and also

2 seen their written testimony> and also Drs Trifunac and

8 t,uco ~

Do you have additional comments to make at this
6 time to help this board understand and to clarify the issues

6 that are presently before the boards

7 A ( Witness Blume) Yes I have listened very

8 carefully all this week to all the testimony and the cross

9 examination, and I have been thinking during that time of my

10 long experience in the earthquake field, which goes back

11 more decades than I care to mention

12 And that of course led me to the consideration

18 of the basic question of what we were trying to do. In

14 general, we are trying to improve the state of the art of

15 earthquake resistant design so that we can provide an

16 adequate or preferred degree of safety to each and every

17 structure, and I am referring now in a general sense to-
18 minimal cost-

19 That is the way design is conducted in ordinary

20 buildings, such as office buildings, apartment houses,
'1

hotels, and so on; but the design and analysis of a nuclear

22 plant is an entirely different thing ~

With nuclear plants, we are not allowed to do

24 things such as using high stresses and low forces or as low

26 forces as we can in ordinary buiding codes- In nuclear
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1,plants we must consider all of the factors, and we have

2 been doing so this week.

3 The end product, of course, of- all this
4 research and. effort in the earthquake field is to provide,

5 as I said, reasonable safety . The end product with a

6 nuclear plant is to provide almost an absolute safety, if
7 there is such a thing

In a problem such as this —and I felt this,

9 all through the week —it is very essential, in my opinion,

10 to distinguish between research and design. Many of the

11 things talked about here have been of a research nature I
12 have heard such conversations as "It will take a year or six
13 months or maybe years to fully understand the IV '79 data

14 Much more reserarch has to be done to understand its
16 mechanism " et cetera, et cetera.

16 This is research.,I am all for it. But it is
17 part of a design operation. In design, one has to reach

18 decisions, and, when a designer does not have all of the

19 answers he would like to have, he has to become

20 over-conservative, and that is exactly what we have Cone in

21 Diablo Canyon. I think we have been over-conservative.

The IV '79 data, in my opinion, provides a

23 great deal of very valuable information. however, frankly,
"24 none of it is surprising to me, an old timer in the

25 earthquake field..
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I feel none of it would make me change my

2 opinion or lead me to have any reason to change my- opinion

3 about. the adequacy of Diablo Canyon to resist 7.5 or greater
4 earthquakes

5 Now, to be more specif ic, I would like to talk
6 about, a couple of curves tha.t were shown by Dr. Brune I
7 believe the first one I will mention is Governor's Exhibit
8 R-14

And in this exhibit Dr. Brune showed in the

10 shaded portion of how he would reconstruct what I beliveve

11 was his free field curve —pardon me. This may have been

12 Dr Xoung I may be wrong. Did I say Dr. Brune?

13 This, I suspect, is Dr. Young's information .

14 He showed in the shaded portion how to construct a response

15 diagram based upon the Imperial Yalley earthquake I do not

16 agree with it. Hy diagram, which I have done mentally,

17 would be normalized to .75 g, which was the anchor point
18 acceleration agreed. to for Diablo Canyon and which has been

19 settled. at one plus standard deviation above the mean ~

20 Using that as a base instead of the base he

21 used is 1.08 g- Scaling down the curve, I would find that
22 all points would be below the Newmark spectrum except at
23 frequencies less than 2 hertz which have no bearing on the

24 plant at all.
Likewise, with this next figure, which was
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1 Governor's Exhibit R-15, I find that if he had taken the

2 average values of the peak ground acceleration from the

3 Imperial Valley earthquake instead of the values that he

4 used and had taken the average values from a distance of 5.8

5 kilometers from the fault and scaled accordingly, as we

6 showed in our affidavit, the peak ground acceleration would

7 have been -5 g at the mean plus one standard deviation

Using that as the anchor point and scaling his

9 own diagram down using all the same points, I find that at

10 all points, the vertical motion is below the Newmark

11 spectrum. And, when I say the Newmark spectrum, that would

12 apply as well to the Blume spectrum, which was also used

13 Now, I would like to go to the overhead

14 pro jecter a moment- Mhat I have done is to construct what 1

15 think would be a reasonable and conservative spectrum from

16 the IV '79 data. And I will compare it to the other two

17 Hosgri spectra.

18 HR. NORTON's Dr. Blume puts this on, we have

19 copies of the vu-graph and ask that it be marked as

20 Applicant ' Exhibi t R -10 ~

21

24

(The above-mentioned

document was marked

Applicant's Exhibit R-10

or identification )

MITNESS BI.ULE: Please pardon the roughness of
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1 this drawing-

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: The reporter will please

3 mark this as Applicant's Exhibit R-10 for identification, if
4 he has not done so-

MITNESS BLUME This diagram represents a

6 response spectrum that would be anchored down here to about

7 5 g And I obtained that value by a series of computations

8 involving scaling for magnitude- I assumed a difference in

9 amagnirude between the two events of .6 on the ML scale ~

10 And. it does no matter which numbers you use as long as you

11 use that difference It comes out the same

And the shape of this cure is the exact shape

13 that we obtained for the mean of the Imperial Valley

14 spectrum after it is amplifed for dynamic amplification.

So I am going to lay one curve over the other

16 for comparison. This curve, the lower curve, s the mean

17 Imperial Valley spectrum without adjustment for any reason

18 whatsoever, based upon 63 ground station points

19 These two of course represent the Newmark and

20 the Newmark design spectra for Hosgri respectively. The new

21 curve we are talking about is this one right here ~

(Indicating)
And that was derived. by taking the average

24 acceleration increasing it to the standard deviation above

25 the average acceleration in accordance with my affidavit
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'1 Then I took the mean and I increased that for one standard

2 above its shape based our report to AEC years ago and the

3 resultant coefficients.
So the next result of all of this is that we

5 have a curve that completely falls below the Hosgri values

6 until you get up to about .6 of a second period. And again

7 thee is no structure beyond that point that is affected by

8 this acceleration.

So the summary of these twop curves is simply

10 that taking the most useful information from the IV '79

11 earthquake and converting it on a rational basis with one

12 standard. deviation above the mean for the anchor point and

13 another standard deviation above the mean for the spectral

14 shape, we still fall wel'below the design curves.

15 And I have adjusted for magnitude

16 I could go on with many other examples, but

17 time does not permit

I have listened carefully, as I said, to all of

19 the testimony, and my feeling is that we have studied the IY

20 '79 in great detail. There is much research to be done to

21 understand. all of its mechanics, but that nothing that I
22 ha.ve seen nor heard here or anywhere else about that

23 earthquake or any other earthquake in the world -- and we

24 follow every damaging earthquake in the world -- would lead

25 me to say that there is any need to change the design of the
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1 Diablo Canyon plant ~ It is completely safe,. in my opinion,

2 for earthquake safety.
Thank you.

BY NR NORTON-

Dr. Frazier, do you have additional comments to

6 make, and if so, would you do so at this time?

7 A (Mitness Frazier) Yes I have basically two

8 major points that I would like to add information on- The

9 first is during the proceedings here there was a lot of

10 talk about the earthquake model and ve got into exhibits,
11 four rather lengthy reports, and I vould like to do you a

12 brief walkthrough those reports. It might assist you in

13 finding your vay thro ugh the m

14 And secondly, I vuld like to talk briefly about

15 the difference between modeling and earthquakes that have

16 already occurred and predicting ground. motions from an

17 earthquake that has not occurred that is being hypothesized.

18 Approximately. four years ago is when ve began

19 this modeling effort, and as I think we have heard in the

20 room today, it was a rather adventursome ef ort at that time

21 The idea behind the mod.cling effort is that ve

22 would take as much as we knew about physics,. generic

23 understanding, observations, combine i.t together vith field
24 observations at particular locations, things like earth

25 structure, use strong motion data ~
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So we had three ingredients: physics, earth

2 structure, strong motion data, and see if we cannot build a

3-model that will predict ground motion In that report

4 that is, the final report of Day 1978, Joint Intervenors'

H-6 —we 'tested the model on principally tvo earthquakes,

6 Parkfield 1966 and Imperial Valley 1940.

The model ve had at that time had one

8 parameter; that vas -- that had a strong influence on how

9 the model produced high frequency energy In that report ve

10 called that maximum slip velocity.
The concern at that time'was to see if when ve

12 modeled the Parkfield 1966 earthquake to see if the setting
13 of the particular parameter, maximum slip velocity, would, be

14 considerably different for Imperial Valley 1940 than

15 Parkfield 1966.

16 If it was different, ve were going to be faced

17 with the dilemma of how to extrapolate from two earthquakes

18 with near field data, extrapolate to make predictions at

19 some other region At that time ve found. that that

20 parameter, maximum slip velocity, vas the same for both

21 ea rth quak es.

There vas a physical principle behind this,
23 perhaps, and that is that that parameter somehow

24 characterized the strength of rock. And so modeling high

25 frequency energy, the strength of rock is what is governing
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1 the strength of that parameter in some manner that is a

2 little bit beyond our ability to understand. even today.

Then that report had soe review and comments

4 and. we vent back tovork to ansver questions and take

5 themodeling a step further And in that first response that
6 we had. to our modeling effort, ve came up with supplement I,
7 which vas this July 1979 report

And in that report there aie the results of

9 several tests of alternative models and some changes in the

10 model that w'e had in the '78 report, ~ One of the major

11 changes in the earthquake model that came into being in the

12 July '79 report that is supplement I was the introduction
13 of randomness into the rupture process.

Again, we tested this sensitive parameter;

15 that is + the parameter that characterizes high frequency

16 energy. We tested it again against Parkfield 1966 strong

17 motion datavith the nev randoness parameter and the Imperial
18 Valley 1940 and vith alternate models ve again found. that
19 that parameter seemed to be the same for both earthquakes

20 in order to best match the high frequency region of strong

21 ground recordings.

I questioned: is that parameter a universal

23 parameter because the credibiity, even though this- parameter

24 has not come up to day much of the credibility of the

25 earthquake model hinges on that parameter.
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-So we do not have a lot of strong motion data

2 close in to test things like this But ve vent to the Sna

3 Fernando earthquake, which had at the Pocoima station the

4 largest horizontal shaking ever recorded.

And it was also relatively quite a high stress

6 drop earthquake. So we have two things that are unusual

7 here: high stress drop and large horizontal accelerations.

8 We held the parameter fixed in a text mode. This vas one of

9 the questions that the board asked, were we testing or

10 setting parameters.

We left the parameter fixed in supplement II
12 and. tested the earthquake model by hypothesizing or

18 pro'ducing rupture along this surface that best represents

14 our surface of where rupture was for the '71 San Fernando

16 earthquake; predicted ground motions at mperial Valley,

16 and those are described in supplement II-
17 And from that ve concluded that even that

18 earthquake, a substantially different stress drop, that

19 parameter seemed. to still be holding together And in

20 supplement II we also tested the earthquake model against

21 the 1933 Long Beach Cata.

Nov coming into supplement II, ve had

23 randomness in the model Described in supplement II are

24 minor modifi.cations to the randomness; ve introduced two

25 new types of randomness that led to very minor
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1 modifications ~ Me vill call that for the purposes of, vhat I
2 am talkin about here supplement II randomness

3 It was the supplement II model that was used in
4 the testimony for predicting ground motions at Diablo

5 Canyon. It is very close to the original model described in
6 supplement III, but not identical-

Then along came the Imperial Valley earthquake

8 1979 It is pretty hard for a modeling study to go

9 unansv0xing that kind of strong motion data. So we left the

10 parameters fixed, set the rupture as best we understood

11 where the rupture vas, and put in the ground. motions.

12 Those results are prsented in supplement
III'3

using vhat ve call the orginal model vhich in fact vas the

14 model that stemmed froIn supplement I+ not supplement II
15 The reason for that is predictions had been made at another

16 paver plant based on supplement I. So ve wanted to test
17 that model on the Impexial Valley data ~

18 I vill not make a judgment on how the results
19 are You can see the results, how good or bad they are, by

20 looking thxough supplement III
21 As a result of the extensive data

DR. JOHNSON: Are those the results displayed

23 in chapter four of that report?

24 RITNESS FRAZIER: Yes, sir. The results of the

25 abundance of data from the Imperial Valley earthquake and
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1 some unusual features about the data, unusual in the sense

2 that things like the large verticals -- we had a new data

3 set to test focusing.

Me found things like our model tended to focus

5 a bit more than the model indicated., and there were other

6 things that the data seemed to be atelling us about how to

7 model earthquakes.

So we made a refinement to the model. Me call
9 that Imperial VAlley '79 refinements. I think that is a

10 walkthrough of the reports You can see how we go through

11 these various reports

12 DR BUCK- May I just ask one question at this
13 point.
14 MR. NORTON: The board can ask any questions at

15 any point.
16 DR. BUCK: This last change, going from model

17 one to the Imperial Valley model was he one that I
18 understood Dx. Luco to criticize because it gave too high a

19 high frequency peak near the fault. Is that correct? Is
20 this the one that he was saying that you modified, that he

21 thought that you had modified it incorrectly and in so

22 changing a parameter you should. have changed the integration
MITN'ESS FRAZIER: Yes. In supplement III,

24 there were indications from the data that the earthquake

25 model could be improved- Me made a change in supplement
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1 III I am not real anxious to characterize Dr ~ Luco 's

2 comment, but I think this vas what he vas discussing.

DR. BUCKi I won'. ask you to characterize it.3

4 I vanted to be sure which one he vas criticizing. Mas the

5 change in the parameter made in the so-called rock stress

6 parameter?

9

MITNESS FR AZIER: No

DR- BUCK: It vas not?
I

MITHESS FRAZIER: This maximum slip velocity in
10 the model, vhen rupture arrives at a point> our sl'p
11 function indicates very abrupt slip velocities which then

12 decreases slowly until it comes to a stop. The parameter

13 has been set at'00 centimeters a second from supplement Ii
14 supplement II, and supplement III, both models in
15 supplement III.
16 That parameter has held fixed for all
17 earthquakes that vere modeled in those supplements.

18 DR- BUCK s Just factual information: do you

19 know what it is that Dr Luco vould have preferred to

20 change? He talked about integration. I do not know vhether

21 he vas talking about the limits of integration that vere

22 used or what it was, rather than changing the parameter

23 MITHESS FRAZIEB4 I will make a conjecture I
24 heard the testimony. I was surprised by the comment ~ I had

25 not heard from Dr. Luco about criticisms of that change
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,1 The letter that was introduced at this meeting< I had not

2 seen prior to this meeting - So I do not have that kind of

3 knovledge.

I vill try to go one step further to

5 characterizing when ve did, the final report in 1978, there

6 vere comments about our integration methods- There vere

7 questions of how do you test these. We were doing something

8 quite advanced We vere spacing Green's functions one

9 kilometer apart along the rupture, and we were trying to

10 interpolate between theme

We had a method for doing that, and in going

12 from supplement I -- in coming up vith supplement I, that
13 vas one of the questions that we attempted to answer That

14 is, ve presented tests to see hov good our integration
15 scheme was working And my gu'ess is that Dr Luco may not

16 be satisfied with the integration scheme presented in

17 supplement I. But I do not knov that ~

18

19

DR. BUCK: Thank you very much.

DR. JOHNSON: I have a coup?e of questions. on

20 the Diablo Canyon model which I gather is -- neither one of

21 the models that were used to simulate the IV '79 data vere

22 the ones that vere used to calculate the Diablo Canyon

23 reactor.

24 WITNESS FRAZIER: To be very precise, the

25 ansver is: you are correct. They are not identically the
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1 same It is almost identically the same to the so-called

2 original model The differences are very minor, and I
3 expect the answers to be essentially the same.

DR- JOHNSON- As I recall your prepared

6 testimony, as it relates to the results of these models,

6 there was an earthquake whose epicenter was directly
7 opposite the plant. And I think that was characterized by

8 the letter F ~

10

%ITNESS FRAZIER: F or G. ?fy memory was G.

DR JOHNSON: That was question seven, was it
11 not?

12

13

WITNESS FR AZI"=R: Yes.

DR JOHNSON- let me continue with my

14 question: as I recall that event, it was G, figure VII-3i

15 at the back of your report-

16

17

RITNESS FRAZIER: Yes.

DR. JOHNSON: The motion spectra dwveloped from

18 that particular event was a simulation of that event were

19 genreally lower than the motion spectra developed for the'--

20 all of the other events in which the epicenter was

21 considerably to the north of the plant ~

Is that a proper characterization?

MITNESS,FRAZIER: It is just a matter of

24 degree, yes If there is any one that is lower, it
26 certainly is that one
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DR. JOHNSON Mell, we vent through a rather

2 lengthy discussion of which curve hung out at the bottom,

3 and it was F, as I recall —G, excuse me. G ~

WITNESS FRAZIER: Me are in agreement. I just
5 hesitate to go too far and say it alvays was- By and large

5 it was the lov one, yes

DR. JOHNSON: By and large. I found it
8 surprising that the event with the epicenter closest to the

9 plant would result in the lowest ground motion at the site.
10 Do you have an explanation?

MITNESS .FRAZIER: Yes. In fact, that vas my

12 next area, vhat it means to predict. But let me answer the

13 question 'right now. You see, when the epicenter -- in fact,
14 I had not —I am caught here a little bit because. I vanted

15 to say vhat my predictions vere meant to be at Diablo, and

16 that is, I vas trying to predict hi,gh numbers I had no

17 intentions of saying there vas not focusing at Diablo, and I
18 did not say that in my testimony

19 This earthquake is not focused. The rupture

20 starts ad jacent to the plant, and it ruptures away from the

21 plant in both directions. I ruptured. it in both directions

22 trying to maximize the ground motion that might occur at the

23 plant
24 If I would have had a unilateral rupture, as

25 Dr. Brune said. he expectd, if I vould. have ruptured in only
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1 onie direction starting adjacent to the plant and rupture

2 away, the motion indeed. would have been much lower,

3 illustrating the focusing. So it is a matter of focusing or

4 defocusing of,the simulated ground motions due to the

5 direction of rupture.

DR JOHNSON Mell, if in your model, if you

7 were to plot the linear energy release along one of the

8 earthquake traces, would it be fluctuating curve, or would

8 it be a smooth curve? By fluctuating, I mean to the extent

10 that half the motion could appear in a two or three —half
11 the energy could result in, a two or three kilometer section

12 of your model,,or is it more uniform than that?

13 MITNESS FRAZIER: There is a lot of- randomness

14 in it,bbut the randomness is not much- This parameter that
15 I described as maximum slip velocity is held invariant along

16 the surface of the rupture
17 Now, that parameter, per se, does not control
18 energy, but it does highly govern the high frequency motions

19 coming out of the model. And, that parameter is fixed along

20 the rupture surface. The things that are randomized are

21 little segments on the rupture in which they have little
22 different orientations

I am not real confident that it is indeed

24 strike slip. Xt may hopscotch around a little bit, and

25 furthermore, things like stops and starts. Now, the way it
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1 stops and starts, hovver< does alter the appearance of how

2 much energy is coming from where .

In other vords, if it gets going along smoothly

4 like a locomotive and stops abruptly, that spurts out a lot
5 of high frequency energy-

DR JOHNSON: Is it possible to associate what

7 is commonly considered a magnitude in units, in terms of ML,

8 with events that you simulated in that testimony?

9 MITNESS FBAZIEB Yes, it is
10 DR. JOHNSON: Are they the same or are they

11 proportional to the length of the rupture?

12 MITNESS FRAZIER: First let me describe hov I
13 would characterize ML- I would take the synthetic ground

14 motion at the point where I produce it, and I would put it
15 through a synthetic Mood-Anderson instrument and record peak

16 accelerations or peak responses of the instrument and then

17 correct for distance according to Bichter's attenuation rule

18 and take the logarithm of it, and. so forth, and come up vith

19 an ML.

20 If I did tha t, I vould get an HL less than the

21 MS associated vith these earthquakes.

DB JOHNSON: The values of 5L vere displayed

23 in some of the spectrum curves in at lest supplement III,
24 chapter five; are they not the last thing on the curve on

25 the plot?
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MITNESS FRAZIER: Yes.
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DB. JOHNSON: Mhat range of magnitude d.id the

2 self -calculated MLs have of the data displayed in your

3 testimony for this hearing?

DR FRAZIER

DR . JOHNSON

I have not calculated them.

All right
Did you start with an MS or were the MS 's

7 proportional to length?

DR. FBAZIER: The MS's were a combination of

9 length, vidth of rupture and the amount of offset seismic

10 moment.

DR. JOHNSON: Mhat,was the NS for earthquake F and

12 G, do you remember? Are they in the testimony? I could. not

13 find them.

. 14 HR. FBAZIER: I had them in my copy of my

15 testimony . I wrote them in in pencil before I came to this
16 hearing. I do not have my copy of the testimony vith me.

\

18

19

DR. JOHNSON: Let's not vorry about that nov.

That is all the questions I have.

DB. FRAZIEB. They vere certainly much in excess

20 of a 7.

21 DR. BUCK: They were in excess of 7?

DR. FRAZIER: Yes.

DR. BUCK: Thank you.

CHAIRMAN SALZ'.fAN: Mr. Fleischaker, did you want

25 to break at this point?
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-DR- FRAZIER: I had. a couple more comments to make.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN I have forgotten. I am getting

3 groggy. Please go ahead

DR. PRAZIER: I don't have much more to say. I
5 did want to comment I felt there may be some

6 misunderstanding or I could assist in terms of my sense

7 about the difference between using modeling or testing the

8 model against past earthquakes is somewhat different than

9 using the model to predict ground. motion.

10 DR BUCK: You are going to get asked about that

11 anyway so you. might gust as well say so

DR - FRAZIER: Okay Mhen we modeled past

13 earthquakes such as IY '79, we have information about where

14 the epicenter hypocenter was, how much -- we have some

15 information about how much region was ruptured, and we have

16 some indication about things like was it predominantly

17 strike slip, was it predominantly dip slip, and maybe we

18 know a bit about fault orientations, what was the dip, was

19 it vertical, and. so forth. That is input parameters to our

20 model in addition to slip offset
Then the model has generic rules for establishing

22 things like rupture velocity and so forth, and we let it
23 go Me get out answers, and because of the randomness in

24 the model, we have to perform this same calculation -- at a

25 particular station we have to repeat this calculation
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1 several times. And then we take the ansvers we get and we

2 can average them and get so,-called means and so forth
But typically, if you already knov the rupture

4 from the past, you do not alter things, much. That is, you

5 don't change vhere the hypocenter was and vhich vay it
6 ruptured and things like- that. You kind of assume that.
7 You knov a little bit about-it.

1

8 We vould hope that in doing that that ve would

9 model the ground motion obviously quite veil, and that

10 Supplement XZZ is a, quantitative description of'ow well or

11 how bad we do 'nd ve think that based on that, we should

12 hit the mean of the Cata or certainly above the mean a

13 little bit. Then ve have a good model.

14 Nov, in predictioni though, the story is a little
16 bit different. Xn prediction you have a site and you

16 hypothesize earthquakes along a particular fault- But I do

17 not know vhere the hypocenter is and I do not know precisely

18 what sorts of motion, strike slip, dip slip and so
forth'9

So ve run several sequences, as I did in my

20 testimony, in order to estimate ground. motions- Then< after
21 producing a range of rupture configurations and a range of

22 hypothesized. earthquakes under site-specific conditions, and

23 again when we do a prediction we put the earth structure

24 that is most representative of the recording instrument in.
25 When we do a past earthquake, ve sometimes cannot afford
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1 that. tIe put a generic earth structure in that is laterally
2 homogeneous.

So we try to put an earth structure in that is
4 most representative of the recording stations for the

5 particular earthquake in a general sense ~ But when we

6 predict, we put the site-specific properties in as best we

7 know them Then we hypothesize several ruptures, and we

8 have to consider or take into consideration in our

9 evaluation of ground motion the results of all of those

10 calculations, so that is a much more conservat've process

I mean if we hit the means from past earthquakes

12 in a particular sense, by the time .we get done predicting

13 and moving hypocenters around and various alternative forms

14 of rupture configurations, that gives us a degree of

15 conf idece And, in fact, we do that basically in'n effort
16 to upper bound ground motion -- what ground motion could be

17 from the particular configuration of ruptures that might

18 arise

19 One final statement is I think it is appropriate

20 to go into the record and j think it has not, gone into the

21 record that my opinion is that based on extensive tests< I
22 conclude that the earthquake model, when properly appliedg

23 predicts earthquake motion at least as well as alternate

24 methods The calculations presented in my testimony further

25 illustrate the conservativeness of the seismic criteria used
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1 in the reanalysis of Diablo Canyon

2 BY MR. NORTON:

3 Q Dr Smith, do you have some comments?

4 A ( Witness Smith ) Yes.

5 Q Please proceed

MR PLEISCHAKER- Before ve go forward, can ve

7 have the last statement read back, only because something

8 was dropped back there and I did not get to hear i,t.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Dr Prazier has it in hand .

10 Would you just read it again?

DR. PRAZIER: I will not guarantee it will come

12 back exactly the same

13

14 reporter

MR. PLEISCHAKER: Would you like to have the

read it hack?

15

16

17

18

CHAIR"..AN SALZMAN: Yes.

MR. PLEISCHAKER: That will be fine-

(The reporter read the record as requested ~ )

BY MR NORTON

19 Q Or ~ Smith, are you ready to proceed now?

20 A (Witness Smith ) Yes.

I would like to start of by reminding everyone

22 that all of the seismological testimony that has been

23 presented. here during this hearing regardincr ground. motion

24 from earthquakes has+ in fact, utilized an -earthquake

25 model. Even the most simple di plays of attenuation curves
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1 for strong ground motion —peak ground acceleration plotted

2 as a function of distance are, in fact, an earthquake

3 model

Each of those, models has built-in assumptions.

5 Dr Seed's model, for example, uses distance from the

6 rupture surface as its definition. Xn terms of a model,

7 that means that he is assuming the energy is coming, the

8 high frequency energy controlling peak ground acceleration

9 is coming from the nearest part of the fault rupture

10 He subdivides his data into classes, rock sites
11 anC soil sites. Again, this is a model. The way he is
12 treating his parameter off-site conditions is simply by

13 separating his data into two calcula tions.
14 Dr- Young's Cata presented also involved a model.

15 I believe that his model implied that the high frequency

16 energy controlling peak ground motion was omitted from the

17 epicenter or the hypocenter Dr. Luco assumed a model, a

18 point source model.

19 ify point of all this is that Dr. Frazier's model

20 is in concept no different than any of these other models-

21 Zt is only more complex, involves more parameters and allows

22 one to put more geology and more physics into the

23 descriptive and therefore the predictive process of using

24 the model

l would point out that if any of the assumptions
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1 or any of the parameters are slightly changed in Dr

2 Frazier's model, the fact that it is keyed back to and

3 calibrated to important strong motion records means that the

4 end result, the prediction of ground motion using this model

5 with changed parameters can, in fact, be no different.
The second point I would like to make addresses

7 some of the criticism that was directed at my Exhibit

8 vhich vas a regression analysis of a large amount of strong

9 ground motion Dr. Young had listed 20 stations from the

10 San Fernando earthquake that vere not included in the

11 regression analysis in Fxhibit 1.

12 I explained very clearly in that exhibit what the

13 criterion for selecting stations vas in terms of site
14 conditions and distance. But to illustrate the robustness of

15 this statistical procedure for the large amount of data that

16 is available by rerunning the analysis including the 20

17 points that Dr Young had suggested, I find there is no

18 significant difference in the end result.
Now, vith regard to epicentral difference versus

20 the various other distance definitions, I think you vould

21 agree that my warnings of the very first day that distance

22 definitions vere absolutely crucial certainly has been borne

23 out by the proceedings here.

24 To try to simplify it as much as I can, it seems

25 to me that the tvo basic distance definitions either involve
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1 measurement to the epicenter or the hypocenter of an-

2 earthquake versus distance to a rupture surface on which the

3 fault is rupturing and I really can think of only two basic

4 reasons why anyone might advocate plotting data on an

6 epicentral or hypocentral attenuation curve and using that

,6 for prediction.
It seems to me that two basic reasonsi, and I can

8 think of no others, are: first, arbitrary conservatism

9 and I think that aspect of it was well-explained in Dr-

10 Trifunac's testimony earlier today —or second, the belief
11 that energy is, in fact, released as a. point source, and the

12 epicenter or the hypocenter is the most likely position for
13 that source.

14 With regard. to these two reasons, I cannot argue

16 about arbitrary conservatism but I can state my opinion that

16 it seems geologically and seismologically very unlikely that

17 the center of energy released is a point source for a large

18 earthquake and that the epicenter or hypocenter is the most

19 probable location for that point.
20 I notice that in Dr. Luco's testimony on XV

'79'1

when he subdivided the data into sectors in order to examine

22 his model, which was a point source, that he predicted a.

23 mean value of peak ground acceleration for IV '79 as .44 g.

24 The question was put to him this morning: Mhat would the

25 standard deviation about that mean be2
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I have calculated, that number and I find that it
2 is approximately .1 which means that the mean plus one

3 standard deviation is, in Dr. Luco's model, is approximately

4 .54 g, which I submit is not really different than any of

5 the other estimates of mean plus one standard deviation that

6 had been discussed. by our panel.

The last item I wanted to discuss -- excuse me a

8 moment Excuse me Let me illustrate a point on the

9 rupture surface and the distance measurement vith a

10 Vu-graph, tvo Vu-graphs. The first is from, and I believe

11 it is in evidence, is a Vu-graph from a paper by Jennings.

12

13

MR NORTON: Excuse mei Mrs Salzman ~

Mr Salzman, I am not sure whether this is in

14 evidence or not I, believe it has been reproduced dovn by

15 several people who submitted testimony- It is a cartoon, if
16 you will, of the Imperial Fault.

WITNESS SMITH: It is a map.

18 MR NORTON This is a map of the Imperial Faulted

19 and we would like to have it marked as Applicant's Exhibit

20 R-11, and we vill pass this out right nov.

21 CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Please do.

MR NORTON: It is not a nev one. It ha's appeared

23 in various people's testimony in a reduced version .

(The above-mentioned document

was marked Appl'cant's
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Ex4ibit B-11 for iden tifica-
tion.)

WITNESS SMITH: I use this to illustrate perhaps a

4 point that has been overlo'oked. because it is so obvious to

6 many. of us. that is, that the 1979 Imperial Valley

6 earthquake represents the single best instrumented, most

7 significant earthquake in the history of seismology. The

8 epicenter is located here (indicating). Presumably the

9 fault began a complex rupture process in this region and

10 involved rupture, over the region that is shown here by these

11 soli( lines, the Brawley P'ault and, the Imperial Eault

12 Now, a good deal of discussion has gone into just
13 exactly where the energy was released. I will show in a

14 moment the pattern of displacement observed during this
16 earthquake. Qhat I want you to do is recall the position of

16 this fault with respect to this group of strong motion

17 stations

. 18 I can remember several years ago it was discussed

19 what would. be the best possible way to test some o the

20 hypotheses about focusing of strong ground. motion in the

21 near field and the 'limits on such parameters as peak ground

22 motion- I think at that time most people in the technical

23 community would have agreed that if we had had an earthquake

24 of this type on a fault which ruptured through an existing

25 array of strong motion instruments, producing the volume of
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1 data that this earthquake did, that in fact this would

2 represent an excellent opportunity to test many of the ideas

3 concerning earthquake processes.

Now, the next Vu-graph shows the d,isplacement

5 along this fault
BY MR NORTON:'

Could you describe'here that is taken from?

A Yes This is a paper from McNally.

ÃR. NORTON: Me vill have this marked as

10 Applicant's Exhibit R-12, and he vill describe the paper the

11 map is from or the draving is from.

12 CHAIRMAN SALZMAN The reporter vill mark the

13 exhibit as Applicant's R-12 for identification.
14

15

16

17

( he above-mentioned document

was marked Applicant's

Exhibit R-12 for identifi-
cation.)

18 MR. FLEISCHAKER: I am going to object on the

19 basis that this map is hearsay, and unless Dr. Smith can

20 testify to the fact that he has personally validated the

21 vork and the calculations that vent into the plotting on

22 that map, I am going to ask that there be no further

23 testimony submitted on this exhibit.
MR. NORTON: Excuse me, Mrs Salzman- This is in a

25 published paper, EERI -- just a second- Dr- Blume, vould
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1 you bring that to me a moment? This is a published paper

2 from Earthquake Engineering Research institute,
,3 Reconnaisance Report, Imperial County, California
4 Earthquake, cited. by the Intervenors, Governor Brown's

5 witness, Dr. Young. It has already been cited in the

6 testimony

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: I think the objection is not a

8 valid one, then. It is overruled,

MR FLEISCHAKER: Can we have a copy of the

10 document from which the exhibit was taken to study over the

11 recess?

12

13

14

MR NORTON: You certainly can

MR FLEISCHAKER. Thank you.

MR NORTON: That is a series of articles Me

15 have the article that that drawing is in. Me don ' have

16 copies of the whole document. Is that sufficient?
17

19

MR . FLEISCHAKER: Fine.

(Pause.)

BY MR ~ NORTON
'0

9 Dr Smith, I think we are ready to proceed.

21 A I use this illustration, which is a diagram

22 showing the slip, that is, the amount of rupture that

23 occurred on the Imperial Fault as a. function of distance

24 along the fault, so. This scale is in centimeters of slip.
25 This -- I am referring to the ordinant. This lower curve
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1 here is vhat is called .coseismic slip This is, as near as

2 geologists are able to tell, the amount of slip rupture that

3 occurred, at the surface of the earth coincident with the

4 earthquake-

Now, ten days af ter the earthquake, going out to

6 the field, one finds that the amount of slip on the fault is
7 increased, and this is shown as the upper curve, which is
8 the after slip. That is the total displacement on the fault
9 after ten days, including that part, which slipped with the

10 earthquake

In the preced.ing map, the Imperial Fault vas shown

12 as about 30 kilometers long. - That vas the sur ace rupture

18 that was mapped. And this tells you exactly hov the rupture
I

14 vas distributed along that fault. Me find that most of,the

16 coseismic rupture occurred in the first 10 kilometers or

16 so A slightly smaller amount occurred. in the next

17 kilometers, and it continues to die out, with even less in

18 the last 30 kilometers -- up to 30 kilometers.

19 There is going to be a great deal of study of the

20 mechanism of this earthquake, and this information, I
21 believe, vill play an important role in understanding it
22 Ny interpretation of the af ter slip, which I believe is
23 shared by most in the technical community, is that it in

24 fact represents -- is perhaps a better representation of the

26 subsurface slip, and it is delayed in reaching the surface
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1 because of the —some of the creep properties of the

2 sediment above the fault.
So I would tend to view the slip function as being

4 a maximum in the southern part of the fault but very

5 substantial i,n the rest of the northern part of the fault.
Mow going back to the earlier figure, this point

7 about 20 to 22 kilometers north of the ifexican border,

8 corresponds to the point where the rupture went through the

9 strong motion array- The point I had referred to a moment

10 ago is right here on the rupture (indicating), so it is very

11 clear that even if the largest amount of rupture occurred on

12 the southern part of the fault, a very significant part

13,occurred on this section, and it continued until it died out

14 and was zero at the ends ~

15 By definition, of course the displacement will be

16 zero at each end of a mapped rupture.

17 Q Excuse me for a clarification. You pointed to a

18 very significant part of the rupture went through right
19 here,'ointi.ng to ...?
20 A To the El Centro array or the Imperial Valley

21 array of strong ground motion instruments, say between

22 stat ions number 6 a nd number 7 ~

23 Q Thank you.

24 A The point of all of this is that the rupture

25 proceeded on this fault and one is measuring ground motion,
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1 particularly high frequency motion, which controls the peak

2 ground acceleration on an array of stations here. It is
3 very clear that the appropriate place to measure and

4 interpret the significance of that ground motion in terms of

5 distance is on the rupture surface here, not at the

6 epicenter and not at some other hypothetical part of the

7 fault, which might have had the largest amount of

8 displacement.

9 There is no argument regarding the fact that

10 displacement functions can be variable along a fault The

11 important thing to recall is that we are talking about the

12 high frequency part of the ground. motion which controls the

13 peaks and which is most sensitive to attenuation properties

14 in the earth and therefore cannot propagate great distances.

15 I attribute the source of the high frequency

16 motion which controlled the peak motions on this array to

17 the region closest on the rupture, surface -- closest to

18 where it passed through the array.

19 DR. BUCK: Dr. Smith, just so I can orient myself,

20 can you point out where Highway 98 is on that map,

21 approximately?

NIT'.fESS SlfITH: Let's see.. If it is an even

23 number< it must run East-Nest.

24 DR. BUCK: I suspect it must be quite far up on

25 that map, but I do not know quite where it is. Viait a
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1 minute. I have my Rand McNally handy-dandy map here.

2 MR NORTON: You asked about Highvay 98'P

DR- BUCK: I thought that is what it says on here.

4 MR NORTON It is very, very close to the border

6 between Mexico and Arizona. It is between Highvay 8 and the

6 border, but I vould. say approximately three-quarters of the

7 vay- between Highvay 8 and the border- It just is not shown

8 on this map- It is a very, very secondary highway.

DR BUCK:. All right. You are taking that top

10 part also from the Mexican border.

WITNESS. SMITH= That is correct ~

DR BOCK: All right I could nest tell vhether

13 that is vhat you vere doing or 'not Okay, thank you

14 MITNESS SMITH: The final question I wanted to

16 address cop erns the differential array data, which is an

16 array of six instruments, five of vhich are direct digital
17 recording, and from the comments I have heard from this
18 proceeding, it is clear that the timing situation on those

19 records is poorly understood by the participants
herc'0

The basic problem was that the system which was to

21 have simultaneously triggered all instruments failed to

22 operate; therefore, each instrument triggered

23 independently. There is very precise relative time on each

24 record, hovever ~ The only thing that would be lacking at

26 the outset is a way of synchronizing them, and aftershock
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1 occurred some 150 seconds af ter the main shock, which had a

2 very distinct compressional wave arrival and was used as a

3 basis- of assigning synthetic clock times to these records.

I believe the precision with which that has been

5 done is hetter than the sample interval of the instruments.

6 That is it is much hetter than 1/100 of a second, probably

7 approaching 1/200 or 1/400 of a second.

In my testimony I addressed this problem and ran

9 several types of analyses to try to illustrate the lack of

10 absolute time on these records was not critical ~

11 Furthermore + from the discussion of some of the types of

12 analysis suggested to date, such as coherence analysis, it
13 is clear that absolute time has absolutely nothing to do

14 with the ability to do coherence analysis on a pai of

15 records I will illustrate that in a moment-

16 I am addressing the problem the seismological

17 problem of wave incoherence in the free field I am not

18 addressing any of those other items which have been

19 attributed to Tau. In fact, I do not wish to refer to Tau

20 but simply to show you the properti.es of this data> and

21 perhaps use a factor which I can call a reduction factor
22 that is very similar to the way in which Tau has been used-

The best way for me to approach this, si,nce I have

24 already given prefiled testimony, is to go through some of

25 the criticisms that were made in 'Dr. Luco's prefiled
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1 testimony for the Board-

2 First, there was a reference made to a paper

3 written by Tamora. That is on page V-7, I believe, of Dr

4 Luco's testimony. He states, V-7, line 3: "The fact that

6 Tamora, et al, 1980, cited above, were able to calculate

6 consistent apparent phase velocity using arrays of five to

7 six instruments 100 .meters apart argues against the

8 existence of such extreme incoherence over short distances.

"In reviewing Tamora's result I find it is
10 enti.rely consistent with mine in that his data was

11 restricted. to frequencies below 2 to 3 hertz in the distance

12 range generally greater than 50 kilometers. I in fact would

13 confirm the result that in that frequency range; strong

14 ground motion is, in fact, very coherent."

15 Second, Dr. Luco suggested that in my analysis of

16 the array sums in which I had simply added together all of

17 the elements of the differential array, calculated the

18 response spectra and compared that spectra to that of

19 station 2 of the array, that I have introduced a bias by

20 introducing one of the larger stations in the array, station

21 2 ~

He suggested a more appropriate procedure would be

23 to compare the array average spectra to the average of the

24 spectra of the individual stations. I repeated that I agree

25 with that criticism and have repeated. the analysis in that
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1 fashion.. I would point out that the data only became

2 available very shortly before the deadline for prefiled
3 testimony, and. so a good, deal of work has been done since

4 that time-

The-next criticism was that I had calculated the

6 reduction factors for the en tire differen tial array some

7 200 meters in length, and. that in fact the effect,
8 particularly if it were a wave propagation effect, would

9 vary linearly with the size of the foundation or the length

10 of an array that one might choose to lose, and therefore for
11 a shorter array the effect would have been substantially

12 less.
13 I have repeated that analysis essentially as

14 described in my prefiled testimony for the critical
15 components using stations '1 through 3, which represent a

16 total d'tance of some 165 feet; and the reduction factor

17 appears to be about 20 percent in the high frequency range,

18 around 20 hertz. I will show that diagram here.

19 BY NR NORTON

20 Q You have, I believe, two or three Vu-graphs to

21 show in this area.

22 A Yes, I do There are three Mhy don't you pass

23 th em all out togeth er ther e

24 Q That is what I was going to suggest-

A All right. The ordinate is labeled "reduction
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1 factor" in each case.

2 Q We know, I think, which order- Why don 't you come

3 over, we will check, and we can pass them out all at once

MR NORTON: Excuse me, Mr Salzman- We will have

5 these marked -- there are going to be three of them -- as

6 Applicant's R;23, R-14 and R-15, and perhaps Dr Smith can

7'go ahead. and. talk about them. Everybody can see them on the

8 Vu-graph while she is passing them out, just to save time.

MR FI,EISCHAKER What time do we have to vacate

10 this room V

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN. We will stay as late as

12 possible, but I am not sure what time we will have to be

13 out There is going to be a function here this evening at 9

14 o'lock, and. we have conflicting information as to whether

15 we have to be out by 7 o'lock or 5 o 'clock+ so I think we

16 will just continue as long as we can, and if we have to

17 leave, then we. will have to come back tomorrow

18 WITNESS SMITH: I am just about done.

19

20

21

(The above-mentioned documents

were marked Applicant's

Exhibit B-13, R-14 and R-15

for identification.)
WITNESS SMITH: I would submit this diagram as a

24 replacement for the one that is in my testimonv responsive

25 to all of the criticisms that were indicated. in Dr. Luco 's
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1 testimony- It is the array

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: I don't know which one this
3 diagram is

MRS NORTON:. This is Applicant's Exhibit R-13.

WITNESS SMITH: The figure in my direct testimony ~

MB. FLEISCHAKER: Are we still going to look at

7 three exhibits?

MR- WITNESS Figure V-3, and, we are still going to

9 be looking at three exhibits-
10 MR - NORTON: This is Applicant's Exhibit R-13-

WITNESS SMITH: In this exhibit I concluded that

12 the reduction effect could be as large as 50 percent at 30

13 hertz for the entire differential array, some 200 meters in

14 length. Repeating the analysis using stations 1 through 3,

15 which represents a distance of 55 meters, about 165 feet,
16 and comparing the spectrum of the array average to the

17 average of the individual stations, I see generally the sa.me

18 pattern with a somewhat less reduction but not linearly
19 reduced as was suggested by Dr. Luco. The reduction

20 amounts to some 20 percent at 20 to 30 hertz.

21 Now, the other criticism was that I should have

22 repeated this analysis for horizontal components because the

23 effect would have been less That is true The effect, I
24 would expect, would be less because the frequencies are

25 considerably lower for the horizontal. Repeating the
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1 analysis for the horizontals to illustrate the effect of

2 distance, first it is for stations 1 through 5 ~ It
3 indicates

MR- NORTON . This is Applicant's Exhibit R-14? Go

5 ahead Applicant's Exhibit R-14

FITNESS SMITH: It shows the effect is quite

7 large, about as large as for the vertical component . Going

8 to the more appr'opriate distance range, the effect is less

9 and there is considerable scatter
10 BY MR NORTON:

11 Q This is Applicant's Exhibit R-15?

12 A Yes. Again, stations 1 through 3. I do not mean

13 to indicate that this line is a best fit to this data in any

14 sense ~ Nov I believe, as I vill show in a moment, that the

15 high frequency content of these records is so low and so

16 inconsequential that much of vhat we are seeing out of the

17 very high frequency end may not be of a great deal of

18 significance ~

19 What is significant is at lov frequencies where it
20 is coherent'he" ratio is 1, and it tends to decrease to

21 high frequency until one loses the pattern ~ I would say

22 that my interpretation of this is that the effect is at

23 least 10 percent at the high frequency end.

24 Now, the reason that I chose this method of

25 display, namely, simply arra y averages normalized to
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1 averages of spectra is that it most closely represents the

2 postulated effect of a very rigid foundations A very rigid
3 foundation, the assumption is+ would tend to average over

4 the incoming signal-
There are other ways, perhaps better ways of

6 measuring and describing the coherence of a signal, and I
7 will illustrate those. They were touched upon by Dr . Luco,

8 who suggested that coherence would be a better way of

9 describing the properties of this wave field-
10 NR. NORTON. This would be marked as Applicant's

11 Exhi bit R-16

CHAIRMAN SALZl4AN: The reporter will please marked

13 these exhibits as counsel has indicated-

14

15

(The above-mentioned document

was marked Applicant's
16 Exhibit R-16 for identifica-
17 tion )

18 WITNESS SAITH: This represents the peak

19 correlation of peak spatial covariants between pairs of
20 sta.tions On the ordinate I am plotting, the normalized

21 peak covariants peak in the correlation coef ficient between

22 all possible pairs of stations in the differential array,

23 and, the horizontal axis is the distance between the pai s of

24 stations that are analyzed.

25 Along the top of the figure I illustrate the pairs
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1 of stations used in the analysis and the dista'nce between

2 them As an example, the distance hetveen stations 3 and 4

3 is shovn here at approximately 8 meters. I might point out

4 that the array was designed in 'this fashion just for this
5 purpose, namely, to provide a sample of as many possible

6 different distances hetveen pairs of stations as possible

7 I also point out at this juncture the fact that

8,this result, vhich involves multiplying together the tvo

9 ti,mes series from pairs of stations and summing and

10 observing the peak in that function as one lags, one of the

11 time series with respect to the other, that this operation

12 is completely independent of absolute time on the
records'3

The experiment vas repeated for three different
14 conditions. The first, indicated by circles, is broad hand g

15 no filteriny vhatsoever, and we find that the coherence or

16 the peak covariance falls off rather smoothly with distance,

17 and one should. interpret the vertical axis as the fractional
18 amount of power in the signal that is linearly related in

19 stations.
20 Therefore, the ulfiltered case, or channel 2,

21 which is the horizontal component, goes to approximately 75

22 —approximately 75 percent of the pover is linearly related

23 betveen 'the most distantly spaced stations. And it is a

24 very smooth indication indicating there are no serious

25 problems betveen stations
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Repeating the experiment by first band passing the

2-system through a filter between 5 and 15 hertz, we find that

3 experiment has shown by these triangles, the second lower

4 curve, there is more sca tter but it is clearly below the

5 broad band case, indicating that the higher frequencies are

6 less coherent And, in fact, by some 50 meters in distance+

7 we have already dropped such that only 80 percent of the

8 power is linearly related at that distance scale-

Goincr further to the very high frequencies, 15 to

10 25 hertz, we find an extremely rapid. drop-off going down to

11 only. 60 percent of the power being correlated at a distance

12 of some 20 meters. That would be between stations 1 and 2,

13 which I would say would be very close ~ But the detailed

14 analysis shows and in fact there are differences.

15 So this is an alternative way of viewing the same

16 information that I showed in the earlier curves which

17 involved array sums. This is perhaps a more proper

18 statistical description of the coherence or lack thereof in

19 the signal
20 I conclude from this that the high frequencies,

21 particularly those, perhaps above 10 to 15 hertz, are

22 significantly incoherent over distances of 50 to 100 meters,

23 and that, in fact, this con irms the results that I showed

24 before, that for stations 1 through 3, representing a

25 distance of about 55 meters, that the reduction factor, as I
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1 hve described, is somewhere betveen 10 and 20 percent for
2 both verticals and horizontal components

That is all I have.

BY ÃR NORTON '

Dr. Seed.

6 A (Mitness Seed) Yes.

7 Q First, Dr Seed, vhy are your conclusions

8 regarding soil structure in eraction for Diablo Canyon

9 different from those of Dr. Luco 's studies which vere

10 reported on page 5-12 of his testimony?

11 A On page 5-12 of Dr. Luco's testimony, he shows a

12 table, Table V-2, vhich shows the results of three soil
13 structure interaction studies that he conducted or three

14 different buildings. I vould like to note that the buildings

15 that he used. and presented data for in that figure are

16 hypothetical buildings, that the soil conditions are

17 hypothetical soil conditions he described this afternoon;

18 that in fact these are three buildings sitting on a uniform

19 half-space, vhich is like having half the earth composed of

20 material vith a sheer wave velocity of 400 feet per second.

21 He does not recognize that somewhere below the

22 ground surface there vould be a rock layer ~ So it is a

23 hypothetical build'ng on a hypothetical geologic formation,

24 and that, therefore, the results are also, in my opinion p

25 somewhat hypothetical.
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He shows that for the first two buildings, that

2 the ratio of 25 hertz spectral amplitudes base to free field
3 are, in fact more than one, whereas I have concluded the

4 oppposite of that for Diablo Canyon I would. note, however,

5 that the two buildings that he analyzes as bulilding
6 structures 1 and 2 are long period structures. One of them

7 has a fundamental frequency of 2 cycles per second, the

8 other one 1 cycle per second- !teither of them is at all
9 like a nuclear power plant, in two respects.

10 Nuclear power plants are in fact very much heavier

11 structures than Dr Luco's buildings. The base pressure for
12 the buildings that he presents data for in this table have

13 an average base pressure of about 0.6 tons per square foot.
14 Soil structure interaction effects are very much a function

15 of the mass of the building resting on the geologic

16 formation-

17 For a nuclear power plant structure, a containment

S-structure, the pressure migh t he at least ten times as high

19 as the ones used in Dr Luco's studies If I look at the

20 structure-in the table which comes closest to being like a

21 nuclear power plant, although in fact none of them really
22 are, it would be structure number 3, which has a natural

23 period of about 0.2 seconds, o" a fundamental frequency of 5

24 hertz.

25 It is still very much lighter in weight than a
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1 nuclear power plant containment structure, but its period. is
2 quite 'similar to that of a containment structure You will

P

3 note that for that building, that the base motion is less

4 than the free field by about 10 percent.

Now, in contrast to hypothetical studies of that

6 type> the studies that were made for the Diablo Canyon Plant

7 involved. a detailed study of an accurate model of the

8 structure, the containment structure, rest'ng on an accurate

9 model. as far as it can be determined. by geophysical studies

10 of the rock or. geologic formation on which the containment

11 structure rests-
12 So it is, in fact, a site-specific study of the

13 Diablo Canyon containment structure sitting on the Diablo

14 Canyon geologic formation. As such, I believe it represents

16 more closely than any of the others could. poesibly represent

16 what is likely to happen at the Diablo Canyon Plant in the

17 event it is shaken by an earthquake-

18 The results of that study were presented in a

19 report which was entered, into evidence in the previous

20 hearing. It is called Analyses- of Soil Structure

21 Interaction Effects During Earthquakes, Diablo Canyon

22 Nuclear Power Plant< and. was prepared by myself and

23 Professor Lysmer of our staf f at Berkeley

24 There are a number of figures in that report which

25 show the difference between the free field ground motions
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1 and those developed. both at the base of the structure and

2 also vithin the structure. If I might, I vould like to shov

3 some Vu-graphs to illustrate the kind. of results that vere

4 obtained

Since the report is part of the previous hearing,

6 I presume, I don't know hov we hand.le the Vu-graphs.

MR. NORTON Mr. Salzman, they are already in

8 evidence in the proceeding belov.

MR FLEISCHAKER- Me don 't need. to see them, Mr.

10 Salzman. I suggest we move on.

MR. NORTON: All right. You don't need them

12 marked He has cited where they are from.

13

14

MR FLEISCHAKER: They are in 582

MR. NORTON:. Yes.

MR FLEISCHAKER Me don't need to see them. I
16 don't need to cross him They are in the record I believe

17 he discussed them belov

18 RITNESS SEED: This is the first Vu-graph, and it
19 compares the spectra for motions in the free field with

20 those computed to develop on the base of the structure-

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Dr. Seed, before ve go any

22 further -- ",r Norton, give us the precise place where ve

23 vill find this in the record.

24 MR NORTON: Figure 13 Joint Intervenors 58-

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Thank you.
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Please go ahead., Dr Seed

WITNESS SEED It is for nodal point 63, which is
3 the center of the base slab of the structure itself, on top

4 of which the actual structure sits So this is right at the

5 bottom of the structure. The dashed line shown on the top

6 here is for horizontal motions and shows the response

7 spectra for the ground. motions in the free field
The lower line down below shows the response

9 spectrum for the motions developed at -63 on the top of the

10 base slab- The point I made in my testimony was that this
11 lower line the lower spectrum is below the free field
12 spectrum 'on an average by a factor varying from about 10 to

13 25 percent in the range of frequencies from 20 hertz down to

14 about 0 hertz where they come together.

A criticism of that raised by Dr. Luco or Dr

16 Trifunac this afternoon, I forget which it was, was that

17 that may be true for the base slab but perhaps it would not

18 be true for the motions in the structure itself- In the

19 testimony I presented for this hearing, I did not provide

20 any other figures than this particular one. The full
2'l report, however, does present figures showing the motions

22 developed within the structure-

23 If I could have the next Vu-graph, which comes

24 from the same report- I apologize that these other rather

26 difficult to see.
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LR NORTON'his is Figure 12, Joint Intervenors

2 58

WITNESS SEED They do compare the response

4 spectra at nodal point 't25, which is, in fact, at the top of

5 a little stick model which is fastened to the base slab at

6 exactly the same point as the main'tructure
7 t25, where the containment itself is located-

No dal point
So that is a

8 particular interest to look at-

The horizontal motions for nodal point 125 are

10 shown up here, and one would have to look at the dotted

11 line, which shows the results of analysis for a rigid base

12'motion, rigid base analysis- That is the type performed by

13 Dr Blume's design procedures and those that are shown by

14 the line going here and. those computed by a correct soil
15 structure interaction analysis, which takes into account the

16 compressibility of the geologic formation on which the

17 structure rests.
18 Now, once again you will notice that the other

19 analyses for def ormable base give results which are at least

20 20 percent less than those for a rigid base analysis, and

21 that is for a point within the structure. We can even go to

22 another point which is perhaps more critical, right at the

23 top of the spectra.

24 That would be right at the top of the stick model,

25 which is nodal point 45, where as Dr . Luco points out, the
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1 effect of the deformahility of the base does in fact

2 increase the rocking effects within the base, and these

3 rocking motions contribute to the accelerations developed at

~ the top of the structure.
Nevertheless, in spite of that, if you look down

6 here at the dashed line which says the horizontal motions at

7 nodal point 45 therefore are a fair reflection of this extra

8 rocking which does in fact occur because we can compute it
9 to be occurring in this model, we still see that in spite of

10 the extra rocking, the computed results, a horizontal

11 motions at this point computed by a rigid hase analysis that

12 is difficult to see from here, shown by the dotted line> are

13 in fact still about 20 percent more than those for a
'4

deformahle hase analysis, which is the kind we use in the

15 soil structure interaction study.

16 So that entirely within the structure at al3.

17 points we checked, the motions from the complete soil
18 structure interaction analyses are of the order of 10 to 25

19 percent less than those computed by a rigid base analysis. I
20 thought it was a very important point to make that clears

21 FR. NORTON: The last figure described was Figure

22 11 from Intervenor's Joint 58 for the record ~

BX <a.R . NORTON a

Q Dr. Seed do you have any other comments on the

25 applicahili.ty of the Imperial Valley earthquake records to
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1 the design "riteria for the Diablo Canyon. Plant?

2 A Can you excuse me a moment while I get my hands

3 free?

4 Yes, I have several other things I would like to

5 point out First of all, perhaps in a way of summary of my

6 views, I would like to note that the Imperial Valley

7'earthquake of 1979 was the most expensively instrumented'

earthquake we are likely to get i'n many years In fact< it
9 might be considered, as Dr Smith pointed out, a first class

10 seismic

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Dr. Seed, if you are just going

12 to summarize, I would just as soon leave it unless you have

14

13.a new point to make, sir.
WITNESS SEED: I do have a. new point to make, sir.

15 CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Please proceed to that and only

16 to that
17 WITNESS SEED: The point I was going to make is if
18 focusing is a significant factor, it surely would be

19 expected to be reflected by the records obtained in this
20 earthquake; and therefore if we use the records from the

21 earthquake as a basis for determining design criteria for
22 structures, the potential effects of focusing will already

23 be included in the data

24 While the debate over the accuracy and reliability
25 of'arthquake modeling will undoubtedly continue for many
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1 years, the records themselves will not change. If we are

2 evaluating their effects of this earthquake on the design

3 criteria for Diablo Canyon Plant, it is to the records that

4 we should pay greatest attention
5 MR FLEISCHAKER: Mr. Chairman, one final thing I
6 would move to strike all of Dr Seed's discussion of

7'ocusing effects because he is not a seismologist. If he is
8 a seismologist, I will withdraw it

MR NORTON Are you seriously saying Dr Seed is
10 not qualified to discuss focusing, Mr Fleischaker?

MR - FLEISCHAKER: Yes.

MR. NORTON: Would you like to get out the

13 qualifications of Dr . Seed?

14 CHAIRMAN SALZMAN; Mr. Norton, there is no time

15 for that Is Dr. Seed -- do you have something to say about

16 his qualifications?
17 MR NORTON: He is eminently qualified, Mrs

18 Salzman, and the record below, I think, the resume and his

19 qualifications are in there. We can go back and dig them

20 out and start reading them, but I am frankly surprised Mr

21 Fleischaker would even bring that up

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Fleischaker, the ground

23 rules, you stated your motion, he stated his objection We

24 will allow the answer to stand and we will consider the

25 answer in light of Dr. Seed's qualifications as they appear
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1 in the record,, which I think is the appropriate ruling to

2 make at this stage a.nd hour.

MR FLEISCHAKER: Thank you, Mr ~ Chairman-

MITNESS SEED The extensive data set provided by

5 this earthquake, especially records obtained in the near

6 field have already had. and will continue to have a

7 significant impact on our thinking relative to earthquake

8 motions. Mhile they may not have been surprising to some,

9 they are possibly quite surprising to others ~

10 Nevertheless they will affect us all and cause

11 modifications in what we do. For example, many .workers vill
12 now be more villing to accept the concept that peak

13 accelerations in the near field Co not vary significantly
14 vith „distance For myself I must nov recognize that the

-15 magnitude of the differences between motions recorded. on

16 deep soil and rocki which I thought vere about 45 percent in

17 1976 are now in fact more likely to be about 30 percent.

18 If we examine the records from this earthquake,

19 the hard facts seem to be as follows. Me can, in fact, take

20 the data from the stations shovn in the 'map presented by Dr ~

21 Smith a few moments ago and plot them to show the

22 attenuation of acceleration with distance from the fault in

23 the form plotted by Dr- Young in his testimony

24 I vould like to now shov a Vu-graph of the plot
25 made by Dr ~ Young.
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BY MR NORTON

2 Q Please do so

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN:, Mr. Norton, I do recall you

4 suggesting there vould be about ten-minute presentations,

6 more or less, for each of these people- It has been

6 considerably beyond that Will you need more than an

7 additional minute or two to complete, sir?
Bv MR NORTON

9 Q Hov much longer will you need, Dr Seed V

10 A Fifteen to twenty mi,nutes.

11 Q That longf Just a moment.

12 MR - NORTON: I am sorry, he has 15 minutes I
13 said that we had hoped —I had told you an hour, and that

-14 was alloving that Dr- Seed vould be longer than ten

16 IIlinutes I told you we would conclude with Dr- Seed, but I
16 figured 30 minutes for the first three witnesses'he first
17 three witnesses vere asked a number of questions, Dr

-18 Frazier and Dr Smith, and, Dr. Blume, too.

19 (Board conferring.)
20 CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Dr. Seed, would you please

21 continue? I vould appreciate you making your remarks as

22 reasonably short as a fair presentation of your evidence.

23 will permit

24 WITNESS SEED: Thank you.

I present this plot to indicate what I would
\
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1 consider to be a meaningful plot to determine the variation

2 of acceleration of the distance from the fault in the

3 Imperial Valley earthquake. I would like to have used this
4 plot to scale off the acceleration developed, the mean

S acceleration> at a distance of 5 8 kilometers from the

6 fault, and,the mean plus one standard deviation at a

7 distance of 5 8 kilometers from the fault.
T prefer to use other people's plotting when I am

9 taking values of that type however, if I look at that plot,
10 first of all X note that outside the mean plus and minus one

11 standard deviations on a plot of that type, there should," be
I

12 about 32 percent of the .total number of points plotted.
13 This would ause me to expect, since the plot has on it 38

14 points, that there would be 12 points or so outside those

15 lines
Looking at the plot
'!R NORTON This plot will be passed around

18 also It is Applicant 's Exhibit B-17

19

20

21

24

Please go ahead.

(The above-mentioned document

was marked Applicant's

Exhibit R-17 for identifica-
tion.)

%ITNESS SEED: Looking at the plot, T see only one

25 point outside the mean plus minus one standard deviation
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1 lines. I can only conclude there that applying the standard

2 engineering checks for the accuracy of such plots, that this

3 plot does not meet the requirements that are normally set

4 out to check such plots

I also would like to use the mean line, but if I
6 look at the points above and below the mean line on this
7 plot, I find that there are 25 points below the mean line/
8 and, only 12 points above the mean line. I suspect,

9 therefore, that the mean line is also too high, and

10 therefore I conclude that the accuracy of the mean and the

11 mean plus one standard deviation lines presented on that

12 plot are not sufficiently reliable to draw conclusions about

13 the Imperial Valley earthquake.

14 That being the case, I am forced to show you in

15 place of that my .own analysis of a larger batch of the same

16 data plotted in the same way but on a semi-logarithmic

17 plot ~

This is a regression analysis of all the data from

19 the IV '79 earthquake

20 CHAIRMAN SALZl"AN: Nr- Norton< what is this
2'I identification of this, please?

HR. NORTON: Applicant's I'xhibit R-.18.

24

(The above-mentioned document

was marked Applicant's

Exhibit R-18 for identifica-
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tion )

WITNESS SEED; It was previously entered into

3 evidence

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: One moment; I have lost R-17.

MR NORTON B-17 was the previous Vu-graph She

6 is starting to pass it out now.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: I see. All right
WITNESS SEED: And if I take this plot and I look

9 at a distance of 5.8 kilometers from the fault, as I invite
10 all of you to do when you receive the plot, you can scale

11 o'ff very easily that the mean acceleration at a distance of

12 5 81 kilometers from the Imperial Valley Fault is, in fact p

13 0 39 g+ and the mean plus one standard deviation value is
14 0 ~ 52 g.
15 I would like to proceed from there with a little
16 study and a final Vu-graph-

MR - NORTON: This will be Applicant's Exhibit

18 B-19. They are passing these three out together; four,

19 actually-

21

24

(The above-mentioned document

was marked Appl'cant's

Exhibit R-19 for identifica-
tion.)

%ITNESS SEED: Based on the records presented and

25 analyzed in the previous plot, we saw that the mean
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1 acceleration at a distance of 5.8 kilometers from the fault
2 in the Imperial Valley earthquake were, in fact, a mean

3 value of 0.39 g and a mean plus one standard deviation value

4of 0 52 g

You will note that this value is exactly the same

6 as the one discussed by Dr. Smith in discussing Dr. t.uco 's

7 interpretation. of the same Cata, as it should be, of course,

8 since we are all using the same data In my opinion, it is
9 appropriate to correct these for site conditions if we are

10 trying to transform these into data that would be

11 appropriate for the Diablo Canyon Plant.

DR. JOHNSON: Excuse me, sir. I hate to

13 interrupt. Is that mean plus one standard deviation -422

'l4 WITNESS SEED 52
'5

17

DRY JOHNSON: Okay. Go.ahead

MZTNESS SEED Thank you

Me would fi,rst of all have to correct them for
18 site conditions because these records were made on the deep

19 soil, and the Diablo Canyon Plant sits on a rock formation

20 As you have heard during the hearing, there is much debate

21 about the difference in records obtained on rock formations

22 and soil formations.

My own position on the matter is that the mean

24 acceleration on rock divided by the mean acceleration on

25 soil or any acceleration on rock divided by any acceleration
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1 on soil woulC be+ in fact+ different by a factor of about 30

2 percent Therefore, if I am transposing these motions from

3 the deep soil sites on which they were measured to a rock

4 site, I would argue they should be increased by 30 percent .5'any of the people you have heard, this week

6 testify~ Dz Young'ERA and others, and even the USGS

T Circular 795 which is being quoted so frequently says there

8 is no difference between motions recorded on, rock and

9 motions recorded on soil. Their correction factor would

10 therefore be 1-0

Since I think that it is twice as likely that I am

12 correct as they are correct, I have chosen to use a

13 correction factor of 1.2. I also Co that in the interest of

14 conservatism, and therefore I multiply these numbers by 1.2

15 down here: 1.2 times 0.39 gives a mean value of 0.47, and

16 1 2 times a mean value of .52 will lead us to a. mean plus

17 one standard deviation value of 0.62 g.

.„. There is still another correction to be made, and

19 that is the Imperial Valley earthquake was an ÃS of 6.8 or

20 6 9, whatever-numhex we are choose- Ve are looking for
21 earthquake motions corresponding to an earthquake magnitude

22 HS 7 5 There are people who have Cone studies of the

23 effect of magnitude The TERA study says that going from NS

24 6.8 to 6 9 to magnitude 7.5 requi,res an increase in the

25 acceleration levels by a factor of 1.2.
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Other people have strongly argued in favor of the

2 Hanks and Johnson data, which says. as an increase from going

3 from 6 8 to 6 9 by a factor of 1 05

BY HB NORTON

Q 6.8 to 7 5? Not 6 8 to 6.9

6 A 6 8 to 6 9, within that range, to a value of 7 5

T would require a correction factor of 1.05 by the Hanks and

8 Johnson data. '«eighting those or taking the average< I have

9 actually taken an upper bound. average I have used 1 15

10 So, correcting these values we obtained previously

11 for earthquake magnitude, we would finally end up with a

12 maximum. The mean maximum acceleration for a rock site
13 determined from the Imperial Valley data would, in fact~ be

14 equal to 1.15 times the mean value we got before, 0.47,

15 which gives us 0 54 g, and the mean plus one standard

16 deviation value for rock would be obtained by multiplying

17 the value we had before by 1 ~ 15, giving us 0 71 g

18 Now, rounding those numbers out I would say, is
19 not to hard to say —okay, if we have 0.54 g for the mean

20 acceleration on rock at a distance of 5.8 kilometers from a

21 magnitude 7.5 earthquake, based on the Imperial Valley data

22 we can round, that out conservatively to a value of about

23 0 6 g that is increasing'nd rounding this one out,

24 especially remembering Dr. Trifunac 's commen ts about bias

25 and plotting the data this way, again I round this out
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1 conservatively and say, well, let's use 0.75 g.

So I think that by taking a series of

3 conservative correction factors and. rounding the values out

4 conservatively, at the end, ve might drav the conclusion that

5 based on the Imperial Valley '79 earthquake records, ve

6 vould conclude that the mean acceleration at the Diablo

7 Canyon Plant site for a 7.5 earthquake on the Hosgri Fault

8 would be of the order of 0 6 g, certainly less than that,
9 but that is a reasonable design value to use, and 0.75 g if

10 ve use a mean plus one standard deviation value ~

BY HR NORTON

12 Q Excuse me Dr- Seed. Is that 0.75 an instrumental

13—

14 A These are instrumental values-

15

16

Q Not response

A Righ t.
17 Nov, the next step would be to get spectra

= e

18 corresponding ta-"those values Professor Newmark described

19 that the goal of much of our work is to get a mean plus one

20 standard d.eviation spectrum.~h-er.e are two vays to get

21 them: to take a mean acceleration and use it as the anchor

22 point for a mean plus one standard deviation spectral

23 shape Alternatively, ve can take a mean plus one standard

24 deviation acceleration and, use it as the anchor point for a

25 mean acceleration response spectrum shape.
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I have computed both of those and plotted them,

2 shown them on the next Vu-graph.

3 MR NORTON 4 'xcuse me The last Vu-graph, I am

4 not sure. Did. ve have that marked'' I don't believe so.

5 Applicant's Exhibit R-19 And. this Vu-graph vill be

6 Applicant's Exhibit R-20-

(The above-mentioned d.ocument

was marked Applicant 's

Exhibit R-20 for identifica-
10 tion )

MR FLEISCHAKER: Excuse me, Mr. Norton. Where

12 are these exhibits'?

13 MR NORTON: She is labeling them for you.. She

14 will bring them around because they are a Vu-graph I did

15 not think you need them vhile he is discussing them, She

16 vill bring them over in just a moment She is labeling them

BY MR NORTON

18 Q Please proceed, Or ~ Seed.

19 A Using the mean spectrum normalized to a mean plus
f

20 one sigma acceleration, we end up with this spectral shape

21 based on the IV '79 records; and using the mean plus one

22 sigma spectrum shape from the Imperial Valley data set,

23 normalized to 0.6 g, vhich is the mean acceleration, you

24 recall, for the Imperial Valley earthquake indicated for the

25 Diablo Canyon Plant site, we vould end up with the higher
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1 spectrum shown here

In fact, both of those spectra are enveloped

3 essentially by the Newmark-Hosgri spectrum used, for design.

4 So, while these are really instrumental records predicted

5 for the Diablo Canyon Plant site from the Imperial Valley

6 data, whether they are instrumental or design, they still
7 fall below for all practical purposes and in most places

8 actually below, the Newmark-Hosgri design spectrum for the

9 Diablo Canyon Plant.
10 Accordingly I conclude that this is a

11 conservative design spectrum to be used, conservative

12'because it approximates the upper bound of both of those,

13 and we have used the upper bound of either of those,

14 whichever it be falling throughout the range of 0 to 0.5

15 seconds on the plot of this type.

16 I therefore believe that in direct response to the

17 Board "s inquiry as to what is the significance of the

18 Imperial Valley data in determining design characteristics

19 for the Diablo Canyon Plant, that we can conclude that in

20 fact i applying the best corrections we can to the Imperial

21 Valley data to translate those records to the Diablo Canyon

22 Plant site, that we in fact find the resulting spectral

23 shapes will be not greater than those required by the

24 NewInark-Hosgri spectrum

25 Q Thank you.
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1 A I have two more remarks to make, if I may. One is
2 with regard to the Tau effect, which includes the combined

3 effects of first, base slab averaging effects due to

4 incoherence of motions There was some deha te this
5 afternoon about the significance of that factor I think

6 Dr Smith has presented convincing evidence that when I said

7 earlier that it vas at least 10 percent or 15 percent or 20

8 percent that in fact none of those vere very had averages,

9 and on the whole, a 15 percent reduction in spectral values

10 before hase slab averaging due to incoherence effects is in

11 fact justified
12 1 already argued earlier in my own rebuttal

13 testimony that soil structure interaction effects can be

14 used. to justify a reduction of 10 to 20 percent S.n the

15 design response spectra, so that an overall reduction which

16 in the design of Diablo Canyon Plant has been called the Tau

17 effect, of about 25 to 35 percent could well be gustS fied
18 for this plant.
19

W

Hovever, lesser reductions of the order of those

20 proposed by Dr- Newmark might veil be used in the interest
21 of conservatism with the understanding that these

22 restrictions Co not apply to special structures such as the

23 turbine building because of the reasons given by Dr- Nevmark

24 for that building.
Lastly, hearing in mind the many factors vhich
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1 affect the earthquake-resistant design criteria for
2 structures~ nine factors noted in Dr- Newmark's testimony, I
3 concur vith Dr- Nevmark's opinion The design criteria
4 resulting from the a.bove approaches are consistent with

5 those used. for the highest levels of seismic design for
6 critical structures throughout the world, and vith good

7'esign practi.ce for such structures

Thank you-

10

12

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Have you completed, Dr. Seed2

WITNESS SEED4 Yes.

MR NORTON: I am surprised there is not applause-

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: No, I am not surprised there is
13 not applause

15

Are you going to offer these exhibits?

MR NORTON: Yes, ve would. at this time offer into

16 evidence Applicants Exhibits R-10 through R-20

17

18

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr Olmstead

MB OLMSTEAD: I think I have some objections. I
19 wan t to consul t he re .

A

20 CHAIRMAN SALZMAN- I think ve vill take a

21 five-minute break at this point

(Recess.)

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: On the record< please

MR . NORTON: We are moving in Applicant's R-10

25 through R-20.
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CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Olmstead, do you have any

2 objections? Mr Fleischaker, Mr. Lanpher?

(No response.)

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: The reporter will mark

5 Applicant's Exhibits R-10 through 8-20 as received in

6 evidence this evening-

(The documents previously

marked Applicant's Exhibits

R-10 through R-20, inclusive,

10

- 12

for identification were

received, in evidence )

The next order on the agenda is examination of

13 these witnesses —do you. need another minute, Mr.

14 FleischakerV Qe can wait

15

16

MR FLEISCHAKER I am ready-

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: The Board is prepared to allow

17 you all the time you think is necessary to conduct an

18 appropriate examination of these people.

19

20

21

Mr Fleischaker.

MR- FLEISCHAKER: Thank you, Mr- Chairman.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Me have sat so long but we can

22 sit a little longer.

MR- FLEISCHAKER: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I
24 don 't think it will take very much time to complete this

25 cross-examination. I can't sit much longer.
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CROSS-EXAMINATION

BY NR FLEISCHAKER

Q I have no questions for you< Dry Blume

Dr Smith I do have one or tvo questions for you,

5 sire
You did perform a source mechanism analysis to fit

7 the vave forms for the IV „'79, did you not?

8 A (Ritness Smith) No-

9 Okay- Then you are not in a position to state

10 that the high frequency accelerations at some particular
11 recording station -- say, for example, Bonds Corner —came

12 from a point on the fault which vas distance normal to the

13 station
14 A Mould you restate that?

lfR- FLEISCHAKER- I vill have the reporter read it
16 back

17 CHAIRMAN SALZHAN: I think the problem is that you

18 phrased it in the negative. Mhy don't you put "are you"?

19

20

21

BY N R FLEISCHAKER

I vill restate the question-

Since you did not do a source mechanism analysis

22 to fit the wave forms, are you in a position to be able to

23 state that the high frequency accelerations at a station,

24 Bonds Corner, for example, came from a point on the source

25 vhich is distance normal —a point on the fault vhich is
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1 distance normal to that recording station at Bonds Corner?:

2 A No No one, to my knowledge, has ever done a wave

3 form analysis -of high frequencies of that type My opinion

4 is based in part on a statistical basis on the fact that,
5 for example, the Brawley Fault ruptured and the regression

6 analysis shows a definite preference for using the distance

7 to the Brawley Fault rather than to the Imperial Fault

That is a. line of evidence to answer that same

9 question.

10 Q How about some of those other -- let's talk about

11 some of these other recording stations that are, for
12 example, 5 to 6 kilometers away from the fault.
13 Are you in a position, sir, to state that the

14 energy leading to the peak accelerations at recording

15 stations 5 to 6 kilometers came from a point on the fault
16 which is distance normal to the recording station?

17 -. A No

18 Q Dr. Seed., I only have one or two questions for
19 you~ sir.

I would like to direct your attention again to

21 Joint Intervenors Exhibit 58, which was admitted in the

22 prior proceeding, and I would like you to look at Figure 12.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN Do you have it, Dr Seed?

WITNESS SEED No.

CHAIR'ZAN SAIZMAN: Can someone give it to Dr.
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1 Seed. + please?

'.fr. Lanpher, thank you very much.

BY KR FIEZSCHAKER

4 Q I vould 1ike to direct your attentioni Dr. Seed.,

5 to Figure 12

6 A. Yes.

7 ' Now, when we were talking about this figure

8 earlier in the examination —excuse me —in your direct
9 presentation on rebuttal, you directed our attention, I

10 believe, to the square, which is the lover left-hand square

11 of that graph there, which plots the horizontal motions for
12 the nodal point at 125. Is that correct, sir?

13 A That is right
14 Q And vas it your testimony that that essentially

15 shoved that at some periodsi or here they are hertz, at some
E

16 frequencies the response of the rigid base analysis fell
17 below the Rayleigh analysis and the SP wave analysis? Is

18 that correct?

19 A No Hy testimony was that the response for the

20,rigid base analysis fell above that for the deformable base

21 analysis-

22 Q 1" see. Hov do you conclude that from this lover

23 left-hand

24 A I look at the line marked "rigid. base analysis,"

25 vhich is a series of dots, a dotted line starting at a
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1'frequency of 40 hertz It starts at about 1.5 g and. goes

2 up, and you follow the dotted line along and you then look

3 at the line labeled "S{.P wave analysis," which is the

4 interaction analysis for the deformable base, which is the

5 chain line which starts at 40 hertz at 0 9 g

You notice the chain dotted line falls below the

7 dotted line by a considerable margin.'

Q Mell, is the area on this graph between the

9 frequencies of 2 and 20 hertz of relevance to the Diablo

10 Canyon analysis?

ll A I think the area between about 4 and, 20 hertz are

12 relevant There are one or two structures. I think the

13 turbine building may have some interest in frequencies below

14 4 hertz, but I don ' think the o ther structures do

15 Q And in that period, sir, isn't it true that the

16 Rayleigh wave analysis plots above the rigid base analysis?

17 A The Rayleigh wave is not relevant to the

18 discussions we are having. It was only done in the study

19 because at one time there was some debate in the hearings

20 about whether the motions causing the excitation o the

21 plant should be attributed to a. Rayleigh wave system or to a

22 vertically propagating wave system

So we did. the analysis for both wa ve systems to

24 find. out if it had any significant effects, and it does not,

25 as you see, have a grea t deal of effect. It seems to me
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1 totally inconceivable that Diablo Canyon form of excitation

2 could result from nothing more than a system of Rayleigh

3 waves- It is one totally extreme case which is unrealistic.
4 Q Let's go to the top left-hand box there which

5 plots points 96, 63 and 15. I guess that is in the

6 foundation, isn't it,. sir?

7 A That is on the top of the slab.

8 Q Okay Mhere does the rigid base plot with respect

9 to the SP wave analysis in the range there about 4 to 20

10 hertz'?

11 A Four to twenty hertz. Mell, at 20 hertz they are,

12 of course, the same; and then as ydu go to lover frequencies

13 down to about oh, 12 hertz, I vould guess, it remains

14 consistently belov there. And then at about 10 hertz, it
15 looks as .if it gets to be very close to the rigid base

16 analysis. But it is very difficult on this kind. of plot+

17 when you are draving lines parallel to each other, to know

18 exactly hov far apart those lines are

19 And then at 8 hertz you can see the difference

20 clearly again is about 25 percent, and then down to about,

21 oh, at about 4 hertz they come together and stay together,

22 essentially, at lover frequencies ~

23 Q I am not sure I am understanding your testimony.

24 It looks to me like the line that is plotted is the rigid
25 base analysis It is plotted above the line for S and P
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1 wave analysis

2 A Exactly which shows that the rigid base analysis

3 is more conservative than a correct S)P,wave analysis

Q Doesn 't it show that the rigid base has a higher

6 response here than the SP?

6 A It shows that if you analyze the response at those

T points assuming th'e geologic formation to be rigid,, you get

8 higher results than if you assume it to be deformable ~

9 Q I see.

10 A The design was based on the assumption of a rigid
11 base, and therefore if we take into account the fact that

12 the base is not rigid., the design must therefore be

13 conservative.

14 Q Let me ask you about this base that we are talking

16 about here. How did you model that base?

16 A Which base?

17 Q The rigid, base, the base that you plotted here.

18 A There are two bases There is the base for the

19 building and the formation, the geologic formation on which

20 the base of the building rests, and I do not understand

21 totally which base you are talking about.

22 Q I am talking about the foundation of the structure.

23 A It is modeled as a series of finite elements, and

24 the properties for that are given in Figure 1, structural

25 model
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Q Does it have a dimension and a configuration?

2 A Yes- If you will look at Figure 1, you will see

3 it is 23 feet thick, 153 feet wide, and has a sheer modulus
6

4 of 2 x 10 Kips per square foot a unit weight of 150

5 pounds per cubic foot, which is typical of concrete

DR BUCK Dr Seed, you might try to keep it just
7 a little slower please

WETNESS SEED I am sorry

BY HR FLEISCHAKER

10 Q Where did you find the dimensions in the

11 configuration for that description of the foundation?

12 A The dimension of the foundation is, in fact,
13 approximately that of the containment structure as provided

14 to me by Dr Blume's company- The depth of the concrete is,
15 in fact, an overall average. The depth of the concrete slab

16 varies from about 15 feet in some places to, I think, about

17 32 feet in other places So we averaged. it out to form an

18 analyzable model.

19 We could, if necessary, have put in the correct

20 configuration of concrete, but it was my judgment that

21 taking an average thickness to represent a varying thickness

22 for variably deep rock formation was an appropriate thing to

23 do

LR. FLEISCHAKER. Well, I have a copy here o f
25 figures that have been taken from Volume l of the seismic
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1 evaluation, for the postulated 7.5 M Hosgri earthquake, and

2 while this is in the record. I would like to have it marked

3 as Joint Intervenors'xhibit for purposes of

4 id,entification, R-20

(The above-mentioned document

was marked
Intervenors'xhibit

R-20 for *identifica-
tion'.)

BY MR FLEISCHAKER

10 Q I would. like to direct your attention to the

11 second page of this exhibit, which is Joint
Intervenors'2

Exhibit R-20 for identification This is Figure IV-2'1 from

13 the Volume I of the Hosgri Evaluation

14 A Do you mean Figure IV-20?

15 Q I was looking at IV-21

16 A Mine does not have a figure IV-21

17 (Pause.)

18 All right, I have one now.

19 Q Dr. Seed., can you tell me what this Figure 1V-21

20 depicts?

21 A Yes- I think it depicts the foundation slab for
22 the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant Unit 1 containment

23 structure.
24 0 Okay. Now, Dr. Seed., as I look at this I see that

25 this is not really a flat foundation but there are some
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1 angle and some corners here

2 A Oh, yes

3 Q Is it your testimony that those angles and corners

4 wi.ll not result in the localization of stresses on the

5 foundation here which cannot be modeled. by simply using a

6 flat depiction a configuration of the slab there?

7 A Yes They will result in localization of stresses

8 and they could be modeled in the scale of model that we are

9 using, which represents a

10 Q Excuse me, but you did not model them -- the

11 foundation this vay in this 1978

12 A No I didn'-
MR. FIEISCHAKER: I have no further questions.

14 CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Lanpher.

MR LANPHER: No questions.

16 CHAIRMAN SALZMANc Mr. Olmstead

17

18

MR OL5STEAD: No questions.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Norton.

19 MR NORTON: It is -up--to the Board at this point.

20

21

(Board conferring.)
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: The Board has no questions at

22 this time, and I do not believe there is anything further on

23 our schedule; but one moment please before we go. I will be

24 very brief.
I wish to acknowledge for the Board that this has
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1 been,a long hearing and we have worked late hours and

2 have appreciated the cooperation and candor of the witnesses

3 and their counsel to make getting the necessary information

4 for our decision on the record possible, and l thank you.

The record is now closed. except for submission

6 involving the excising of some exhibits so to eliminate all
7'he San Onofre references Hr Olmstead will supply that to

8 us Hr Fleischaker will make an offer of proof

Mith that when we receive the findings and

10 conclusions, a schedule of which is already in the record

11 and I see no reason to repeat it, the task will be up to

12 us

13 Thank you very much'adies and gentlemen The

14 session is closed

15 (Whereupon, at 5:57 p.m., the hearing was

16 concluded.)

17

18

19

21

24
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